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P R E F ACE 
The formalized links in scientific cooperation between the Federal 
Republic of Germany and the Arab Republic of Egypt have become 
tradition. The oldest agreement in this respect is the 
Governmental Agreement on Cooperation in Scientific Research and 
Technological Development signed on 11.4.1979, which was later 
followed by the Agreement on Cooperation in the Peaceful Use of 
Nuclear Energy, signed on 26.10.1981. 
These Agreements provide the political and legal embedding for 
those research entities in both countries which wish to embark on 
joint cooperation ventures. The Atomic Energy Authority on the 
Egyptian side and the Forschungszentrum Jülich GmbH (KFA) have 
been designated by their respective Governments to implement 
cooperative ventures, for which purpose they have signed a special 
Arrangement on 17.2.1983. This Arrangement is the basis for a 
multitude of joint research activities which have been implemented 
with outstanding success over the past years and which will 
continue to provide the frame for future ventures to come. 
Undoubtedly, nuclear energy research was in the mainstream of 
interest in both countries when this formalized cooperation 
between KFA and AEA started. In the meantime, industrial 
deve10pment and scientific advancement have opened new frontiers 
of interest and challenges. Anthropogenie activities are 
increasingly upsetting the natural environmental balance and are 
at the same time shifting from local impact to global importance. 
Seience is confronted with the challenge to answer the question of 
what are the consequences of anthropogenie changes to the 
environment and to help pOlitics formulate countermeasures for the 
sake of a sustainable future. AEA and KFA have jointly taken up 
part of this challenge and have embarked on aseries of joint 
projects such as Atmospheric Research, Waste Reduction Techniques, 
Toxic Metals and Radioisotopes in the Biosphere, Environmental 
Specimen Banking, Agricultural Research and Appropriate 
Architecture. 
These proceedings contain the lectures presented at the first 
German-Egyptian seminar on Environmental Research held in cairo 
from March 21 to 23, 1994. The aim of the seminar was twofold. 
First, project results achieved within the Egyptian-German 
cooperation where presented to the scientific community and to the 
interested public and discussions on future lines of actions took 
place. Secondly, the seminar was also organized in appreciation of 
the merits of the resigning chairman of AEA, Prof. Dr. Fawzy 
Hammad, who has been instrumental in shifting the main R&D 
activities of AEA and of the Egyptian-German cooperation into the 
environmental area, whereby the know-how and the techniques 
aeeumulated and developed in former times in areas related to 
nuelear energy research where transferred to this modern field of 
seience. Due to his forsight, the basis is given for the 
generation of young seientists coming into responsibility to 
contribute their share to the solving of the worlds global 
challenges. 
The Editors 
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PHOTOCHEMICAL REACTIONS OF POLLUTANTS IN THE 
TROPOSPHERE 
Abstract 
Hans Güsten 
Institut für Meteorologie und Klimaforsehung 
Kernforschungszentrum Karlsruhe/Universität Karlsruhe 
D -76021 Karlsruhe, Federal Republie ofGermany 
An introduetion to the present knowledge of ehemistry of the reaetions involved in 
photoehemieal air pollution is given with special emphasis on the situation in urban 
areas. The general meehanisms are deseribed for the generation of oxidising radieals in 
the troposphere whieh are responsible for the ehemieal oxidation and degradation of 
atmospherie pollutants. 
Introduetion 
Air pollution was originally regarded as a sign of industrial aetivity and eeonomie 
progress. However, the exponentially growing population and industrialising soeiety 
have eaused serious air pollution problems on a loeal and agiobai scala during the seeond 
halfofthe twentieth eentury. 
Among the prima.'Y pollutants (S02, NO, N02, CO, C02, CH4 and hydroearbons) in the 
gaseous phase, sulfur and nitrogen eompounds exeeed in their souree strength already the 
natural emissions. Anthl'opogenic soureee are in general transportatioD, stationary fue} 
combustions, industrial processes, waste disposal and incineration. Recently, also new 
natural SOUl'ees have been identified whieh, however, are related with the food produetion 
for more. than 5 billion (109) people, e.g. CH4 from eattIe and riee paddies, N20 from 
fertilizers. Beyond the gaseous emissions eonsiderable amounts ofparticles and dusts are 
transported in the troposphere. Current estimates of the magnitude of anthropogenie 
emissions of atmospheric aerosole are very uncertain and range between 5 - 30 % of the 
natural produetion. It seems that the souree strength of soil-generated aerosols exeeeds 
the amount of aerosols injeeted into the atmosphere by volcanoes, forest wildftres and 
meteorites. The total Sahara dust transported via the foul' eardinal points amounts to 750 
- 800 Mt/year. It is eoneeivable that an enhaneed photocatalytie degradation 01' oxidation 
of atmospherie pollutants ean oeeur on the surfaee of the atmospherie aerosols (Güsten, 
1986.). 
Generation of free radieals in the troposphere 
Chemiealreaetions of gaseous air pollutants in the troposphere are deseribed in terms of 
chemical kinetic8, i.e. tbe rate of degradation is given aa a rate constant kt, 
- 2-
aB 
-= k .[R] dt 1 [1] 
for the ehemieal reaetion ofpollutants S with an existing radical R. Sinee eoneentrations 
ofthe oxidising radicals in the free troposphere are about a factor of 103 smaller than the 
eoneentration of the atmospherie pollutants, reaction [1) is considered as pseudo-first 
order reaction. The main oxidising radieal in the tropoBphere is the OH radieaI. It is 
generated via the photolysiB of ozone with UV light below 315 nm (Fig. 1): 
03 + hv « 315nm) ... 02 + o (lD). (1) 
0(3PI M 
°2 hv H20 CO °2 
NO 
°3 OH 
°3 
S02 V OH H02 
N02 
KW 
Fig.l: Reactioll seheme ofthe generation offree l'adicals in the tropoBphere. 
The eleetronieally exeited oxygen atom (OlD) reacts with water vapour to form the OH 
radical: 
0(1D)+H20 ... 2 0 H. 
The average lifethne ofthe OH radical in the tropoBphere is approxhnately 1 second. The 
general reaction ofthe OH radical with an air pollutant is 
RH + OH ... R + H20 
R + 02 ... R-O-O. 
(2) 
(3) 
DhneriBation of two H02 radicals yield H202, a powerful oxidising seeondary air 
pollutant (Zellner, 1986). 
Most organie alld inorganic atmoBpherie pollutants are oxidiBed by OH radicals in the 
troposphere. ThuB, the OH radieal plays a key role in the degradation of atmoBpherie 
-3-
pollutants, The rate of reaetion of the OH radical with an air pollutant in the gas-phase 
often determines the upper limit ofthe tropospherie lifetime and, henee, the persistenee of 
an organie moleeule in the troposphere, The only class of organie eompounds of whieh is 
known that they do not reaet with OH radieals is the fully halogenated alkanes (ehloro-
fluorohydrocarbons), The tropospherie half-1ife "112, ean be ealeulated by assuming a 
pseudo-f1rst order behavlour: 
, = .,...c.
1
:.;n2"""", 
112 k OH lOH] [2] 
The average global tropospherie OH eoneentration is approximately 5 x 105 OH radicals 
per em3, The OH radieal is eonsidered as the "vaeuum cleaner" of the troposphere; it 
determines the amount of anthropogenie pollutants whieh is transported to the 
stl'atosphere (Güsten et al., 1984), 
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Tropospherie lifetime ofnatural and anthropogenie trace gases, 
Genel'ally, the lifetime of traee gases range from hours to many years (Fig, 2), Above a 
tropospherie lifetime of 10 yearsair pollutants ean slowly diffuse into the stratosphere 
(Chlorofluorohydroearbons etc,), 
Chemlcal reactionsln the troposphere 
Acid rain 
-4-
Acid rain Is the fmal product ofthe atmospheric oxidation OfS02 and NO. (NO + N02). 
Major products are sulfurle and nitric acid as weU as their salts (Calvert and StockweU, 
1983). 
o.UELLEN NO 10z, 0l' HOz 
OH hv hv M : HN04 ! I HOz , ;:=1 I hel I 
HNOz I NOIHzO) NOz 
hel OH hv °l'O hV,NO 
:=l NOj ! HNOll- OH4N'gia: 
z 
°l 
'/ UJ HzOIM) M NOzIM) "" :z UJ 
Vl~ NO; hel NzO's;j 
hel 
hel (7) 
Fig.3: Reaction scheme ofthe atmospheric oxidation ofNO. 
(het = heterogeneous reactions; hatohed = present only In the night). 
The gas-phase oxidation of S02 Is fairly slow, a few per cent per hour, equlvalent to a 
tropospheric life-time of one week, Thus, S02 and their oxidation products can be 
transported over thousands of kilometers. Slnee S02 Is qulte soluble In water the 
oxidation of S02 In clouds can be very efl'ective. It has been shown that H202 rapidly 
oxidlses S02 In fog and clouds. It is believed that oxidation of S02 In the wet-phase gives 
rise to the acid rain, mueh more than the eontribution through oxidation in the gas-phase. 
The global emissions of NO. from anthropogenie sources exeeed in the meantime those 
from naturalsourees. The stable end produet oftheir oxidation are HNOa and to a mlnor 
extent HN02 (-10 %) or their salts (Fig. 3). 
The OH radical reaets rapidly with NO or N02, approximately 10 times faster than wlth 
S02, to yield HN02 and HNOa. ThUB, acid rain Is composed by HNOa (HN02) and H2S04. 
Depending on the availability ofbaseBlike NHa in the air, the major fraction can well be 
-5-
ammonium sulfat etc. Depending on tbe transport distance, acid rain relatively near w 
the source, eontains more HNOa while at longer distances the relative amount of H2S04 
inereases. Sinee these eompounds are photoehemieally stable and highly soluble in water 
their final fate is wet 01' dry deposition to the Earth's smiaee. 
Photochemical smog 
Photochemieal smog is the result of photoehemieal reaetions of primary pollutants (NOx 
and hydroearbons) eonverted by sunlight in the wavelength of 300 - 400 mm to seeondary 
pollutants, like ozone, aldehydes, ketones, PAN etc. All the reaction products of 
photochemical smog formation are termed photo-oxidants. Ozone is the main reaction 
product and thus an indicator of the general level of photo-oxidants. The formation of 
photochemical smog can be simulated in so-called smog chambers by irradiating an 
reactive olefine (Leighton, 1961; Demeljian etal., 1974; Güsten, 1986b). 
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TIME OF OAY IRRADIATION TIME (min) 
The diurnal variation ofphotochemieal smog buildup in Los Angeles (a) 
aud the concentration-time profiles ofvarious compounds in a UV 
irradiated mixture ofnitric oxide and propylene in air (b). 
b 
In Fig. 4 the diurnal variation ofthe concentration ofthe oxides ofnitrogen and azane on 
a smoggy day in Los Angeles are juxtaposed to the time history of the photoehemical 
reaetion of a dilute olefme 01' automobile exhaust with light in the wavelength range of 
300 - 420 nm in a smog ehamber. In general, the followingevents take place: 
Nitrie oxide (NO) is eonverted to nitrogen dioxide (N02). 
When all ofthe NO has disappeared, ozone starts to appeal'. 
The hydroearbons are oxidised and disappear. 
Other reaetion produets such as aldehydes and PAN are formed. 
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The products ofphotochemical smog above a certain concentration (-60 -80 ppb) lead to 
eye irritation, discomfort and fatigue, 
damage to vegetation, production 1088 in crops, 
damage to organic material (rubber, paint, organic tissue). 
A general scheme for the formation of photochemical smog is depicted in Fig. 5. Besides 
rapid reactions ofNO, N02 and owne to an equilibrium, as indicated on the left side ofthe 
scheme, additional ozone is formed on the right side in complicated chain reactions driven 
by free radicals regenerating N02 from NO. In particular, the chain reactions are 
responsible for the rapid conversion of the unbumed hydrocarbons to photo-oxidants 
within a few hours above an urban area (Güsten, 1986b). 
Fig.5: 
NO oxldallon by 
ozons 
solar Irradlallon 
\--,-,~O!.!,H,--->I lormallon 01 Iree radleals 
cr-=':::::'':';::':':=71 CO, HC 
NO oxidation by Iree radleals 
Scheme ofthe formation ofphotochemical smog. 
The formation ofphotochemical smog is started through the photolysis ofN02: 
N02 + light (A < 400 mm) .... NO + 0 
o + 02 + M -> 03 + M. 
A fraction ofthe NO emitted in the air parcel reacts with ozone to generate N02: 
03 + NO f:> N02 + 02. 
RO 
ROO 
HOO 
(4) 
(5) 
(6) 
Since Eq. 6 proceeds very rapidly, a photostationary state between NO, N02 and ozone is 
Bet up. The quasi-steady state in Eq. 6 is only valid at day time since it is driven by 
sunlight. Free radicals in the complex reactions such as OH, H02 and alkylperoxy (R02) 
are the dominant species which are the chain carriers in the additonal NO to N02 
conversion: 
Hydrocarbon + OH + 02 .... Products + H02 + 02 
H02 (R02l + NO .... OH (RO) + N02. 
(7) 
(8) 
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In these catelytic cycles (see Fig. 5) the free radicals contribute very effectively in the 
additional formation of ozone. Thus, the fmal concentration of ozone in photochemical 
smog is very much determined by the concentration of its precursors, namely NO. and 
unburned hydrocarbons. Thus, in a city Hke Cairo, on sunny days at noon time several 
100 tons of ozone have been formed from its precursors NO. and hydrocarbons. 
In urban areas ground-Ievel ozone is frequently used as an indicator of photochemical 
smog (Demetjian et al., 1974; Güsten, 1986b). According to Singh et al. (1978) typical 
ozone concentrations in clean remote atmospheres range from 20 - 40 ppb. Thus, 
concentrations of ozone - an indicator of photochemical smog - above 40 ppb are 
undoubtedly "anthropogenie" or man-made ozone levels. There is growing evidence that 
tropospheric ozone over populated areas ofEurope and North America has doubled during 
the last century and is currently increasing at an annual rate of about 1 % (Logan, 1985). 
In the following lectures of this Symposium reports will be given on the ozone formation 
potential of the Greater Cairo Area and on the owne concentrations measured in the 
Western Desert of Egypt. It is interesting to note that as early as 1874 ozone was 
measured in the Egyptian desert (Zittel, 1874). 
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OZONE FORMATION IN THE GREATER CAffiO AREA 
H. Güsten, G. Heinrich and J.Weppner 
Institut l'Ur Meteorologie und Klimaforschung, 
Kernforschungszentmm KarlsmhelUniversität Karlsmhe 
D-76021 Karlsmhe, Federal Republic ofGermany 
M.M. Abdel-Aal, F.A.Abdel-Hay,A.B.Rarnadan and F.S.Tawfik, 
Atomic Energy Authority, National Centre for Nuclear Safety and Radiation Contral, 
Cairo, Egypt 
Abstract 
D.M. Ahmed and G.K.Y. Hassan 
General Meteorological Authority, Cairo, Egypt 
Ozone formation in the Greater Cairo area was studied in 1990 in a three weeks 
measurement campaign performed at three sites (Shoubra El-Kheima, Mokatlarn Hill, 
Helwan) covering a north-south direction of 27 km, and in 1991, from the beginning of 
April unti! the end of October, by measurement of the seasonal variation of ozone at one 
site at EI-Kobba. The sinusoidal shape in the diurnal volume fraction plots with peak 
values of 120 ppb and daily mean value of 50 ppb throughout the year indicate a 
substantial contribution of photochemistry to the ozone content of the atmosphere. Ozone 
is produced predominantly over the industrial area in the north and in the centre of Cairo 
and transported southward by the prevailing northerly winds. Contrary to many urban areas 
in Europe and in North America, fairly high average ozone levels of 40 ppb are observed 
during .the night throughout the spring and the smmner. This may imply that health hazards 
and crop damage are higher in the Greater Cairo area than in Central Europe. 
lntroduction 
Ozone measurements in the Mediterranean region [I), above all in Greece [2, 3), make 
evident serious problems of photochemical air pollution in those areas having more sunny 
days per year than Central Europe. Under a German-Egyptian project of scientiftc 
cooperation ozone levels in Greater Cairo were measured. The Greater Cairo area 
encompasses 27 % (about 13 millIion) ofthe Egyptian population, 64 % ofthe industry and 
45 % (about I million in 1991) of the motor vehicles in Egypt. Low energy prices have 
encouraged the rapid growth of industry and wastefu! use of energy. The nmuber of 
vehicles iucreased by 10 % per armum and the electricity consumption by 8.7 % per armum 
during the decade from 1980 to 1990. Thus, Greater Cairo, already one ofthe largest eities 
of the world, is expected to atlain a number of almost 20 million by the year 2000. It is 
clear from these statisties that the population of Greater Cairo is exposed to an alarming 
level of air pollution. Owing to these facts and its loeation at the latitude 30° N with more 
10 
than 340 days per year of sunshine it ean be expeeted that high levels of photoehemieal 
smog are being reaehed today in the Oreater Cairo area and even higher levels in the near 
future. This is areport of the reSldts of ozone measurements performed in Oreater Cairo in 
the years 1990 and 1991. 
Experimental 
In 1990 a measurement earnpaign of three weeks duration, from March I to 21, was 
eondueted. Three sites at slightly elevated altitudes in different parts of Oreater Cairo had 
been seleeted. Sirree the prevaHing wind direetion in Cairo is north-east, one station was set 
up in the industrial area of Shoubra EI-Kheima in the north of Cairo at 80 m height on the 
roof of a large buH ding. The seeond station was ereeted at the steep edge of Mokattarn Hill, 
205 m above sea level, on the roof of a private house. This station is 9 km at distanee south 
of Shoubra. The third measuring site was again 18 km south of Mokattarn Hill at \14 m 
above sea level at the meteorologieal observatory in Helwan. The three sites are indieated 
on the map of Cairo in Figure I.Thus, the three stations cover a north-south distanee of 27 
km over Greater Cairo. 
Ozone was eontinuously monitored at the three stations using eommercially available 
oZOlle monitors (Dasibi, Type 1008 AH and 1008 RS). Before and after the measurement 
earnpaign, the ozone analysers were ealibrated against the 1008 PC ozone generator 
(Dasibi) used as a transfer standard whieh was ealibrated in Oermany, lIsing the neutral 
potassium iodide method [4]. The ozone analysers together with data loggers (Campbell 
Seientific, model 21 Xl were plaeed in white painted wooden weather huts. The teflon inlet 
tube was attaehed to a pole abollt one metre away from the nearest surfaee. All data were 
eolleeted as five minutes averages in the data loggers and transfereed onee every week by a 
buffer module to a personal computer for further proeessing. Unfortunately, the last 
transfer of ozone data measured over six days from Mokattarn Hill faHed. Meteorologieal 
data of wind velocity and wind direetion, temperature and solar irradiation were measured 
at the Meteorologieal Observatory in Cairo at EI Kobba as weil as at the Helwan 
meteorologieal station (see Fig. I). 
In 1991 ozone was measured at one site, on the roof ofthe Meteorologieal Observatory in 
EI-Kobba, from the beginning of April until the end of Oetober. A new ozone analyser 
(Environnement SA, model 03 41M) was lIsed in eombination with a data logger. This 
half-year period of eontinuous ozone monitoring in 1991 was divided into three terms: 
Term I: April 7 - May 31, 
Term 11: I,me 17 - July 25, 
Term I1I: September 9 - Oetober 30. 
After eaeh measuring term the ozone analyser was reealibrated. 
Results and discussioll 
Tbe geographiealloeation of the City of Cairo, about 120 km south of the Mediterranean 
eoast, is at 30° N. Oreater Cairo is loeated between two hills of about 200 m height 
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forming a valley through whieh the Nile River flows (Fig. I). The valley may affeet the 
prevailing northerly wind by ehrumelling it along the north-south axis ofthe valley (s. Fig. 
I). The total area ofthe City ofCairo is about 250 km2. Sinee Cairo is surrounded by the 
Sahara desert in the west and the Eastern desert, the meteorologieal situation is largely 
determined by the vast deserts. During the measurement erunpaign in 1991, from April 
until the end of Oetober, the atmospherie pressure was remarkably eonstant. The mean 
value was 1012 mbar, the minimum was 998 and the maximmn value only 1022 mbar. The 
relative humidity during that period varied steadily between 15 and 85 % during the days 
and the nights with a mean value of 55 %. This was aeeompanied by temperature 
fluetuations between 13 and 42' C, with a mean value of 24' C. A 10 years average 
indieates that the average total armual preeipitation in Oreater Cairo is only 29 mm. The 
prevailing wind direetion was northeast, with 63 % during the measuring period in 1991. 
Spring in Oreater Cairo is the season whieh is eharaeterised by oeeasional passages of 
strong hot Kharnasin southerly winds loaded with dust and desert sand [5]. 
Ozone concentratioll ill Greater Cairo during March 1990 
The hourly average volume fraetions of ozone measured at the three sites (Shoubra EI-
Kheima, Mokattarn Hill and Helwan) in Oreater Cairo during March 1990 are shown in 
Figure 2. The daily formation of ozone in the early morning hours and the fairly rapid 
deerease in the later afternoon at about 1800 LST result in the typieal sinusoidal eurves of 
the diurnal ozone formation, as depieted in Figure 2, due to the photochemieal smog eyele 
[6, 7]. Sinee aeeording to Singh et al. [8] typieal ozone eoneentrations in clean remote 
atmospheres range from 20-40 ppb, eoneentrations above 40 ppb are undoubtedly 
anthropogenie or uman-made" ozone levels. Ozone production results from the 
photoehemieal reaetion of the primary pollutants NOx (NO and N02) and unburned 
hydroearbons from industry, traffic and thermal power plants. In the evening and at night, 
ozone is destroyed by NO generated locally by these sourees. In Figure 3 the distribution of 
ozone eoncentrations measured at the three siles in Oreater Cairo is given in the form of 
histogrammes on the left side and on the right side the average diurnal behaviour of the 
ozone ,concentrations Dver the three weeks cf the measurement campaign is indicated. 
Sinee normal Oaussian distribution does not apply to the diurnal behaviour of atmospheric 
ozone cOllcentrations in an urban environment, the data obtained in Cairo were analysed 
using robust statistical methods [9, 10]. In Table 1 the maximum and minimum values of 
the ozone eoneentrations at the three sites are given for the day-time hours from 800 until 
1800 LST hours - the time span ofphotochemieal ozone produetion - and from 1800 LST 
through the night until 800 LST for the time span of ozone destmetion. 
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Table 1 
Maximum, minimum, mean and standard deviation of the ozone volume fractions in 
Greater Cairo during March 1990 
Loeation N 
°3max °3min °3mean cr {firne [Ppb] [Ppb] [Ppb] [Ppb] 
Shoubra 428 69 8 34 14 
8-18 LST 194 69 8 41 13 
18-8 LST 234 55 8 28 11 
Mokattam 313 71 3 35 13 
8-18 LST 139 71 8 43 12 
18-SLST 174 47 3 28 10 
Helwan 422 90 12 45 11 
8-18 LST 181 90 16 50 11 
18-8 LST 234 70 12 41 10 
N number of data (hourly averages) 
High ozone coneentrations were monitored at all three sites (s. Fig. 2) reaehing 90 ppb in 
Helwan. The average ozone concentrations take eomparable values in Shoubra and 
Mokattarn Hili, as depieted in Figure 3 and' sh"WH in Table 1. But at Helwan, 
approximately 20 km south of Central Cairo, the mean ozone coneentrations are higher 
both at day-time and in the night (see Fig. 3 and Table I). The average night-time 
coneentration of ozone is signifieantly higher at Helwan. The reason is that there are no 
fast-aeting sinks, destroying ozone so that the average night-time eoneenlration of ozone is 
maintained at 40 ppb at that sile. The prevailing wind directions. in March 1990 were north-
north~ast during 87 % of the time. Thus, photoehemieaUy produced ozone generated in the 
industrial zone north of and in Central Cairo is transported southward. Generally, the ozone 
maximum at Helwan oecurs with a delay of I to 2 hours compared to the City of Cairo. On 
March 13 and 14, the ozone maximum eoneentrations at Shoubra and Mokattarn were 70 
ppb at 1400 LST in the afternoon; at Helwan they were 85 and 90 ppb, respectively, at 
1600 LST. On both days strieUy northerly winds with wind veloeities of 9 and 8.5 kmJh, 
respectively, were blowing so that the transport times for the distanee from the City of 
Cairo to the measurillg site in Helwan were 2 hours. 
Since Qzone in urban air is formed as a result of fast photochemical reactions which, 
however, lleed some time, its concentration in ambient air is often correlated with solar 
irradianee [6,7, 11]. The ozone volume fraetion data were eorrelated with the intensity of 
solar irradianee and by introdueing a time shift of one to four hours. In Table 2 the data of 
such a correlation are given as squared correlation coefficients. 
Table 2 
Squared eomelation eoefficients (r2) of ozone vollune fraetions with the solar irradianee 
during March 1990 
Station Time shift [h] 
0 1 2 3 4 
Shoubra 0.180 0.372 0.456 0.357 0.165 
Mokattam 0.246 0.481 0.581 0.347 0.145 
Helwan 0.103 0.201 0.261 0.284 0.233 
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In Figure 4 the eorrelation is shown of the hourly average ozone vohune fraetions, 
measured at Shoubra, with the solar irradianee. It is interesting to note that the optimum 
time shift for the eorrelation at Shoubra and Mokattarn is two hours indieating that the 
primary photoehemieal proeess takes pl.ee two hours before ozone reaehes the monitoring 
site. Sinee the values of the squ.red eorrelation eoeflicients at Helwan are much lower and 
the maximum is reached after three hours, it ean be eoncluded th.t the generally higher 
ozone concentrations at Helwan are due mainly to the transport of ozone from regions 
further to the north in Greater Cairo and are to a lesser extent due to ozone locally 
generated by the photoehemieal smog proeess. This indie.tes that the northern parts of 
Greater Cairo, where the main industrial areas are concentrated, are the source of ozone 
and its precursors. 
Ozone concentl'ations in Cail'o dUl'ing 1991 
In order to g.in more insight into the season.1 behaviour of the photochemie.1 activity in 
the air of Greater Cairo, • long-term me.surement of ozone together with meteorologieal 
vari.bles was started on the roof of the Meteorologieal Observatory in EI-Kobba in early 
April and termin.ted end ofOetober 1991 (s. Fig. 1). Figure 5 shows a compilation ofthe 
prob.bility distribution of the ozone eoneentr.tions measured, represented as 
histogrammes, and of the average diurnal variations of the ozone volume fraetions during 
the three measuring periods. The diurnal behaviour of the ozone volume fr.ctions in Fig. 5 
are shown in a "box and whiskers" presentation [10). The blaek squares indie.te the 
medians, the box edges the 25th and 75th pereentiles, the bars the 10th and 90th pereentiles 
.nd the dots the minima .nd maxim. values ofthe ozone volurne fractions. The variation of 
the ozone concentration is largest in the first term when the wind direction varied more 
than during the other measurement terms. During the summer term the ozone concentration 
was higher than during the spring and autumn term. During the summer between 11 and 18 
hours the WHO air quality standard was exeeeded 90 % of the time despite the fact th.t no 
extremely high ozone eoneentrations above 120 ppb were measured. In Table 3 the 
maximum, minimum, mean and standard deviations of the ozone volume fractions in 
Cairo,.t El-Kobb., during 1991 h.ve been entered. 
Table 3 
Maximum, Immmum, mean aud standard deviation of the ozone volume fractions in 
Greater Cairo in 1991 
Term N 03max 03min 03mean (J 
[Ppb) [Ppb) [Ppb) [Ppb) 
I (Apr. 7 - M.y 31) 1234 121 12 50 16 
8-18 LST 576 12/ 16 60 14 
18-8 LST 658 76 12 41 12 
II (June 17 - July 25) 812 105 1! 52 20 
8-18 LST 365 105 16 67 16 
18-8 LST 447 95 1! 41 14 
IIJ (Sept. 9 - Oet. 31) 1098 96 14 50 16 
8-18 LST 488 96 14 62 13 
18-8 LST 610 74 25 41 10 
N - number of data (hourly averaged) 
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In Table 3 again the day-time and night-time values of the ozone concentrations are 
separately indicated. As shown in Figure 5 and in Table 3, the mean ozone concentralion 
over six months, from April until the end of Oetober, was eonstant, with values of about 50 
ppb. Also the day-time and night-time concentrations of ozone are fairly eonstant 
throughout the year. These constant average ozone concentrations throughout spring and 
summer are assoeiated with very ,uniform meteorological conditions such as high solar 
insolation and prevailing northerly winds. From April until Oetober, the maximum of the 
average diurnal ozone coneentrations inereases from tenn I, 67 ppb, to only 78 ppb in tenn 
II (June-July). Tenn II is the time when the longest days oceur with most intense sunlight 
for photoehemieal smog produetion. From June/July until the end of Oetober, the 
maximum of average diurnal variations in the early afternoon deereases only slightly to 72 
ppb of ozone. The highest ozone concentration of 121 ppb in 1991 was measured on April 
23. The constant mean ozone concentrations in Greater Cairo from the beginnitlg of April 
until the end of S'eptember indicate that unlike to the photoehemieal smog potential in 
Central Europe the spring and surumer ozone dosages in Cairo are surprisingly high and 
constant. Thi~l"ay mean that the health hazard and crop darnage are higher in and around 
Greater Cairo than in Central Europe during the fairly short period of intense 
photoehemieal smog formation from June until the end of August; in other words, the 
armual integrated ozone exposure is higher in Greater Cairo than in Central Europe. 
In spite of the evidently high emission rates of primary pollutants in Greater Cairo and the 
strong solar irradiance throughout spring and sununer, ozone does not reaeh extremely high 
concentrations in ambient urban air of Cairo as might be anticipated. Higher ozone 
concentrations in the eastern Mediterranean were rneasured at Athens, Tel-Aviv and 
Jerusalem [2, 12, 13]. One explanation for the lower maximum ozone concentration in 
Greater Cairo might be the steady wind blowing almost exclusively from the north to 
northeast throughout the year (see Fig. 6). When we exarnine more closely the wind on the 
day 22 April when the ozone volume fraction exceeded 120 ppb (see Fig. 7), we see that on 
that day the wind speed was unusely low and in addition that the prevailing wind direetion 
was from the west and northwest. Assuming that the wind monitored at the Meteorological 
Observatory at EI-Kobba is representative for the neighbouring region of about 20 to 30 
km in radius, we can calculate the back-trajectories for the time preceding the daily peak 
ozone concentration. They show the probable routes the air travelIed before reaching the 
monitoring site at EI-Kobba. These trajectories are shown in Figure 8 for the three days of 
Figure 7. While the trajectories for the 21st and 23th April represent the typieal situation in 
Cairo, the one for the 22nd April is markedly different and showing that the air reaehing 
the monitoring site spent about 7 hours within a radius of 20 km, white typically spends 
significantly less than 2 hours within that distance. This steady f10w of air in one direction 
might also explain the relatively high nocturnal ozone concentrations observed in Cairo. 
They might rather be representative of the background air to the northeast of the city. On 
the other hand this also means that the urban plume of Cairo will have the largest effeet in 
the area to the southwest in the agricultural region ofEI Faiyoum. 
Egypt has fixed arnbient air quality standards for many gaseous and partieulate 
eomponents. They have been laid down as 24-hour mean values with a maximum 
permissible level whieh shall not be exceeded. Surprisingly, the arnbient air quality 
standard for ozone of 30 ppb is much lower than usual international air-quality standards, 
like the value of 30 ppb for an eight hour period or 60 ppb for a one-hour period of the 
WHO or the Gennan recommendation of 90 ppb for one hour. If we accept the stringent 
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WHO long-term target value of 60 ppb of owne not to be exceeded for one hour, this 
ozone level had been exceeded in measuring term I for 6 hours per day, in term II for 9 
hours per day, and in term 1II for 7 hours per day (see Fig. 5). For the Greater Cairo area 
we have to conelude that the air-quality standard for ozone is too low and should be 
reviewed and reformulated taking into account international standards. 
Contrary to many urban areas in Europe and the USA, the average night-time 
concentrations of ozone are above 30 ppb (s. Figs. 3 and 5) in Greater Cairo. In general, in 
urban areas high NO concentrations caused by trame destroy the high ozone levels of the 
aftemoon [6]. In Greater Cairo wind speeds during the night throughout 1991 were high, 
generally betwen 4 and 7 ms- I, blowing predominantly from the north. Thus at night all 
NO from the evening rush hour could be swept away from the urban centre and ozone from 
the desert with average concentrations of 30 ppb were monitored at night at the EI-Kobba 
site. The fairly high night-time ozone concentrations could also be explained by the 
particular location of Greater Cairo. Cairo is surrounded by deserts. Very stable 
atmospherie conditions with the formation of a shallow nocturnal inversion level oeeur 
regularly every day, causing a strong increase in the relative humidity from about 30 % to 
about 80 % in the night. Thus, it is likely that our measuring sites in Greater Cairo were 
located above the nocturnal inversion layer. Above the nocturnal inversion layer, the ozone 
forrned during the day is effectively cut off at night from all sinks below the inversion 
whieh gives rise to generally higher average night-time concentrations of ozone. The 
measurement ofvertical profiles of ozone, temperature and humidity in Cairo at night using 
a captive tethered balloon will elarify this assumption. 
Conclusions 
From the analysis of the ozane concentrations measured in the Greater Cairo area in 1990 
and 1991 the following conelusions are drawn: 
The regular diurnal variations of the ozone concentration with peak values of up to 
120 ppb in the afternoon indieate a strong contribution of photochemical smog and 
are similar to those reported from other urban centres in Europe and North America. 
Ozone is formed predominantly over the industrial area and in the centre of Cairo 
and transported southward by the prevaHing northerly winds. 
The daily maximum values of the ozane concentration in the Greater Cairo area 
have approached, but not yet exceeded, critical levels. However, unlike in many 
urban centres in Europe, the daily mean ozone concentration of 50 ppb throughout 
the year is higher in Greater Cairo. 
Different from many urban centres in Europe and North America, fairly high 
average ozone concentrations of 40 ppb are observed during the night throughout 
the year. 
The very low Egyptian air quality standard for ozone should be reconsidered. 
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Figurc Captions 
Fig. 1 Map of Cairo with the monitoring sites and heighl contour !ines 
S Shoubra, E El-Kobba, M Mokattam Hili, H Helwan. 
Fig. 2 Hourly average ~zone volume fractions at three measuring sites in Greater Cairo 
during March 1990. 
Fig. 3 Probability distribution of houdy average ozone vo1ume fractions (left) and their 
average diurnal variations (right) at the three measuring sites during March 1990. 
Fig. 4 Correlation of houdy average ozone volume fractions al the Shoubra sile wilh the 
intensity of solar irradiance withoul lime delay (top) and with a lime shift of 2 
hours (bottom). 
Fig. 5 Probability dislribution of houdy averaged ozone volume fractions (left) and their 
average diurnal variations (right) at EI-Kobba during the Ihree measuring periods in 
1991. The diurnal behaviour ofthe ozone volume fractions are given in a "box and 
whiskers" presentalion [10]. For explanation consull Ihe text. 
Fig.6 Wind roses for the Ihree monitoring term in Cairo during 1991 al El-Kobba: 
lop 7 Apr. - 31 May; centre 17 June - 25 July; bottom 9 Sept. - 30 Oc!. 
Fig.7 Diurnal variation of the wind data and ozone volume fractions for 21 - 23 April 
1991. In the lop diagram the upper curve gives the wind direction as indieated on 
the right and Ihe lower curve the wind speed on the left seaJe. 
Fig. 8 Air mass trajeclories caleulaled backwards from the peak ozone values of 21, 22 
and 23 April 1991 in Greater Cairo al EI-Kobba. The distanees between adjaeenl 
points correspond to one hour intervals. 
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Ozone in the Western Desert of Egypt 
H. GUsten, G. Heinrich, E. Mönnich, D. Sprung, and J. Weppner 
Abstract 
Institut fUr Meteorologie und Klimaforschung, 
Kernforschungszentrum Karlsruhe/Universität Karlsruhe 
76021 Karlsruhe, Federal Republic of Germany 
Ozone was continuously monitored in the Western Desert of Egypt 30 km south 
of the Oasis Dahla from March 24 until April 9, 1993. Surprisingly high ozone con-
centrations up to 60 ppb were monitored when northerly winds prevailed. On 
March 27 and 28, when southwesterly winds were blowing, the ozone concentra-
tion was lower with a daily maximum of 40 ppb only indicating that today even 
the remote desert does not represent an area for clean background air. 
The vertical turbulent ozone flux as weil as the sensible and latent heat fluxes we-
re measured continuously throughout the measurement campaign. While the 
ozone flux in the night is essentially zero, maximum day-time ozone fluxes of 20 
ppb cm s-1 were measured yielding a maximum daily dry deposition velocity of 
0.30 cm s-l. This indicates that the ecosystem desert represents a larger sink for 
tropospheric ozone than previously assumed. 
Introduction 
Ozone is produced photochemically in the stratosphere from where it is mixed 
down into the troposphere. Finally, ozone is destroyed at the earth's surface 
which is the most important sink for this natural trace gas. The rate of ozone de-
struction differs with the type of surface. Since 18% of all land surfaces on earth 
are deserts, there is interest to quantify the amount of ozone deposited to the 
ecosystem desert. Furthermore, attempts are often made to distinguish between 
ozone concentrations in anthropogenically polluted areas and so-called natural 
background concentrations of ozone which should exist in clean remote areas. 
The assignment of a hypothetical natural background concentration of ozone is 
rather ambiguous because through long-range transport of polluted air masses 
ozone and its precursors (NO. and hydrocarbons) can be advected over hundreds 
of kilometers. Nevertheless, the western part of the Egyptian desert is likely an 
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area where the natural background concentration could be measured. Within a 
German-Egyptian Research Project a remote area approximately 30 km south of 
the Oasis Dahla (29"04' N, 25"13' E), some 650 km south of the Mediterranean 
coast was selected as measuring site. 
Site description and instrumentation 
The selected desert si te was a flat sandy area with a favourable upwind fetch of 
about 30 km to develop a constant flux layer of air in the surface layer. This is 
necessary to access the rate of direct ozone deposition to desert sand utilising the 
so-ca lied eddy correlation technique (Hicks and Wesely, 1978; Fowler and Duyzer, 
1989). The successful application ofthe eddy correlation or covariance technique 
requires the simultaneous measurement of the ozone concentration and of the 
vertical wind velocity by fast-response sensors. The instruments consist of a three-
component sonic anemometer (Kaijo Denki DAT 310,) for wind and temperature 
and a novel fast-response ozone sensor (Güsten et al., 1992a). Both instruments 
are mounted on the top of a lean tower in 5.5 m height. The ozone flux is compu-
ted on·line in the desert as the covariance of the fluctuations of the ozone con-
centration with the fluctuations of the vertical wind velocity. For details on the 
instrumentation and methodology of the eddy correlation technique the reader 
is referred to the literature (Haugen, 1973; StulI, 1988; Güsten, 1992b). 
The rapid measurement of the humidity is based on the UV-light absorption of 
the krypton ultraviolet emission by water vapour at 123.58 mm. A commercially 
available krypton lamp (KH20, Campbell Scientific Ltd.) was used in combination 
with a datalogger (21X Micrologger, Campbell Scientific Ltd.). All data of the fast-
response sensors were measured with 10 Hz time resolution and the flux calculati-
ons were processed on-line. All data are finally stored in a laptop computer. 
The whole system for eddy flux measurement (fast-response-Kr-Iamp and ozone 
sensor, ultrasonic anemometer and conventional ozone analyser) was powered 
with a photovoltaic generator system of 6 m2 total area of photovoltaic cells pro-
viding 1100 W. 
Results and discussion 
Ozone concentrations in the desert 
Ozone was continuously measured in the desert from March 24 until April 9, 
1993. In Figure 1 the diurnal behaviour of the ozone concentration is shown for 
the whole measuring period. With the exception of two days on March 26 and 27, 
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surprisingly high ozone concentrations up to 60 ppb were recorded as daily maxi-
mum values. Contrary to many urban areas in Europe and the USA, the average 
night-time concentration is very high and minimum values in the night are rarely 
below 35 ppb. 
In urban areas high NO concentrations caused by traffic, destroy the ozone levels 
of the afternoon. Thus, in these areas often night-time concentrations near zero 
are measured. Since there is no photochemical activity in the night that could pro-
duce ozone locally, it can be argued that night-time concentrations of 35-40 ppb 
could be regarded as natural background concentrations. However, as can be 
seen in Figure 1 on March 26 and 27, night-time ozone concentrations dropped to 
20-24 ppb. Nearly on all days of the measurement campaign prevailing northerly 
winds were registered with the exception of the two days, March 26 and 27, 
when the wind was strictly southwest coming from Sahara Desert. The hot wind 
from the Sahara transports markedly drier air to the measuring site as is depicted 
in Figure 2. On March 26 and 27 as weil as for half a day on April 1 the humidity 
dropped to values below 2 9 m-3. 
Thus, it is conceivable that the northerly winds still transport some polluted air 
masses. Only when the wind is coming from southwest out of the Sahara unpoliu-
ted air masses are transported to the measuring site and the natural background 
concentration can be measured. According to Singh et al. (1978) typical ozone 
concentrations in clean remote atmospheres range from 20-40 ppb. The polluted 
air masses coming from NW where Lybian and Egyptian oil fields are located, 
may transport air pollutants such as NOx and hydrocarbons which form ozone du-
ring their long-range transport with the prevailing northwesterly winds. Contrary 
to this, the southwesterly winds from the Lybian and Chad desert should be not 
contaminated with the precursors for ozone formation. Thus, from this major 
wind direction only air masses with the natural background concentration of 
ozone reach the measuring site south of the Oasis Dahla. 
Eddy fluxes of ozone to the desert 
As early as 1874 (Zittel, 1874) ozone was first measured in Egypt using the qualita-
tive method of Schänbein. Zittel observed that the ozone concentration was 
usually higher in the desert than in the Nile Valley, which he attributed to the dif-
ferent surface properties. In Figure 3 the diurnal behaviour of the vertical turbu-
lent ozone flux to the ecosystem desert is shown for the time of the measurement 
campaign. While du ring the night the ozone flux is essentially zero, daily maxi-
mum values of 20 ppb cm s-1 were measured. Common custom is to express the 
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rate of the dry deposition of a trace gas as adeposition velocity (StulI, 1988). The 
dry deposition velocity Vd is defined as the vertical flux Fe of a pollutant devided 
by the atmospheric concentration c at a specific height above the receiving sur-
face, normally in one meter height: 
In Figure 4 the deposition velocities of ozone to the desert are summarized for 
the whole measuring period. Daily maximum values of 0.30 cm s-l are surprisin-
gly high for the dry deposition velocity of ozone to sand. Since there are no data 
in the literature for sand, the deposition velocities can only compared with dry 
deposition velocities of ozone to bare soil. Wesely et al. (1981) reported a maxi-
mum deposition velocity of 0.1 cm s-l for bare soil weil saturated with water, 
while Turner et al. (1973) give higher values of slightly less than one cm s-l. Since 
it appears that the dry deposition velocity of ozone is a function of soil moisture 
content, our maximum value of 0.30 cm s-l seems appropriate for dry desert 
sand. Over the whole measuring period of 16 days from March 24 to April 9 a me-
an deposition velocity of Vd = 0.07 cm s-l is calculated and recommended for glo-
bal models considering the sources and sinks of ozone in the troposphere. 
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Figure Captions. 
Fig. 1 Half-hourly average volume fractions of Olone in the Western Desert of 
Egypt, meaured 30 km south ofthe oasis Dahla in 1993. 
82 Julian day = March 23 
99 Julian day = April 9 
Fig.2 Diurnal variation of the humidity in the Western Egyptian Desert from 
March 24to April 9. 1993. 
Fig.3 Diurnal variation of the vertical turbulent Olone flux in the Western 
Egyptian Desert from March 24 to April 9. 1993. 
Fig.4 Diurnal variation of the dry deposition velocity of olone to the Western 
Egyptian Desert from March 24 to April 9. 1993. 
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The LAWI Plant: 
An Instrument for Waste Reduction with 
Minimized Environmental Impact 
Stephan Halaszovich 
German-Egyptian Seminar on Environ-
mental Research 
Cairo, March 21 to 23, 1994 
INTRODUCTION 38 
In the years after 1965 it became more and more evident that there was a demand lor a 
effective system to treat the combustible solid radloactlve waste that was generated in the 
laboratories and the research reactors at the Juelich Research Centre KFA. Different in-
cinerator systems were already known, but none 01 them was considered optimal lor this 
kind 01 waste. Although it has to be preselected to sort out non burnable materials by 
collecting it in separate bins it has the most varied properties still containlng different 
kinds 01 materials such as glass and metals. 
In order to lind a better solution lor the incineration 01 this kind 01 waste the development 
01 a new incineration process, which became the Juelich Inclneration Process, was 
started in 1969. The result was a multi step process with the lollowing basic design 
characteristics: 
• direct leed 01 the waste as being collected in the laboratories without lurther pre-
treatment, 
separation 01 the different stages the materials generally undergo during combustion 
lor better process control, 
• minimisation 01 aerosol discharge into the off-gas system, best possible burnout 01 
the ash, 
• keep the radioactivity 01 the scrub solution below exemption limit. 
The lirst Juelich Incinerator was assembled in 1972 and commissioned with 
nonradioactive waste. After extensive testing and trial runs it was licensed lor the 
treatment 01 radioactive waste In 1976. 
After ten years 01 successlul operation it has been replaced bya new Incinerator JUEV 50 
which has been commissioned by the company Kraftanlagen AG Heidelberg. First ra-
dioactive waste was treated in the new plant in November 1988. 
The experience with successlul operation has been presented at a seminar in lnshass 
Research Centre on the occasion 01 the inauguration 01 the Low Active Waste Incinerator 
LAWI in December 1983 by Halaszovich (1). 
The LAWI plant has been bullt and started in a close and very Iruitful cooperation 
between the lnshass Research Centre and KFA Juelich. A detailed description 01 this 
plant is given by Krug, Thöne, Schmitz and Abdelrazek (2). 
The lirst results in the incineration 01 non radioactive slmulated waste with LAWI are pre-
sen ted at this seminar by Ahmed and Abdelrazek (3). 
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CHARACTERISTICS OF THE WASTE 
Table 1 shows the mean composition 01 the waste which has been treated at KFA. 
Components Portions 
Nominal AveraQe 88-92 
(Weight %) (Welght %) 
Woods 10 2 
Paper 10 7 
Plastics 18 13 (PVC) (3) 
Animal carcasses 5 4 
Filters 7 14 
Sludge 15 14 
Dried evaporator concentrate 15 10 
Metals 10 36 
Mixed materials 10 36 
TAßLE 1: MEAN COMPOSITION OF THE MISCELLANEOUS WASTE 
The discrepancy between the nominal values and those listed by the operator lor woods, 
paper and Iilters is due to the lact that in practice the total weight 01 the lilters is measured 
including wooden and paper structures. Concerning mixed materials it is not possible to 
express in ligures the portion 01 each ingredient exactly. As no lurther sorting 01 the mate-
rial is performed beyond separate collection the ligures are only estimated by visual con-
trolln the glove box. 
Although the design criteria originally did not include the treatment 01 compacted mate-
rial, it can be treated as weil. 
The waste composition as shown in table 1 is expected to be similar to the radioactive 
waste generated in lnshass Research Centre and it is very simllar to municipal solid 
waste. Obviously it is very heterogeneous, containing materials with high and low calorilic 
value. Thus using an ordinary shaft lurnace the temperature would fluctuate to the 
changing calorilic value 01 the waste components and consequently the off gas composi-
tion could not be kept withln optimum range. The same ellect is observed when the cold 
leed material directly drops into the lire zone 01 a shaft lurnace. 
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SPECIAL FEATURE OF LAWI 
LAWI is operating on the principle of the Juellch Thermoprocess as shown in figure 1. 
The essential of this process Is that the materialls slowly flowing from the cold upper part 
to the hot lower part of the gaslflcatlon chamber thus belng heated up unlformly. At the 
grate level it glows and is being gaslfied at about 800'C. All so lids and gases are passing 
through this zone. The temperature is very stable and consequently the off gas composl-
tlon also. All organlc compounds are destroyed due to the high temperature and the long 
residence time in the combustion chamber. No smoke or soot comes to the filters. Non 
combustible particles are retalned by the filters. If necessary a scrubber can be added to 
the off gas purification system to trap chlorine and fluorine. 
Dioxines and furans are partly recomblned In the heat exchanger. Recomblnation can be 
minimized by sudden temperature drop uslng a quencher Instead of air cooled heat ex-
changer. 
According to the German Clean Air Act (17. Bundeslmmlsslonsschutz-Verordnung, 17. 
BlmSchV) the concentration of Dioxines must be less than 0,1 ng/m3 in the purified off 
gas latest by the end of November 1997. In order to meet this requirement additional car-
bon filters have to be added to the off gas system. 
PROPOSED EXPERIMENTS WITH LAWI 
LAWI Is predestlnated by Its operating princlple to be an inclnerator wlth mlnimized envi-
ronmental impacl. Nevertheless there Is an Intensive and wide-ranglng experimental pro-
gram needed to scale up the plant and to optlmlze Its functions with regard to different 
waste compositions and to current regulations. 
It must be decided first what kind of waste should be treated in incinerators like LAWI. 
Taklng into account that there are mllllons of tons of municipal waste generated every 
year, it is obvious, that very large single units or a large number of smaller units have to 
be built to provide sufflclent Inclnerator capacity. Therefore scale up Is an important ques-
tion. It is posslble to treat several hundred kIlograms of material per hour In a unit with 
LAWI design. But for a throughput of several tons per hour a new design must be created 
i.e. a technique whlch allows to transport a big quantity of material through a heat up 
zone to a unlformly heated glowlng bed. The necessary data base like gaslfication time 
etc. can be obtained using the LAWI plant. 
Wlth regard to smaller plants for the treatment of special waste streams I.e. materials 
containing hazardous chemieais and radloactive solid waste the data base also has to be 
generated. The LAWI plant is the ideal tool for the generation of such data. Therefore a 
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proposal for a LAWI-R & D-Program has been made at the December seminar at lnshass 
by Krug (4). This proposal has been discussed at a round table and accepted with minor 
modifications as a working paper. 
A detailed program will be worked out by the participants at lnshass Research Centre 
and KFA Juelich. The four main items of this program are: 
1. Dynamic testing of the LAWI plant to study the behaviour at normal conditions and at 
limiting operating conditions. 
2. Investigation of material balance, of energy balance, of thermo dynamics of the plants 
components and of possible interactions which would lead to the formation of toxic 
compounds. 
3. Optimization of the operating conditions of the plant and preparation of the operating 
manual, of the maintenance manual and of the final safety analysis report. 
4. Verification of theoretical models. 
CONCLUSION 
In a successful cooperation between lnshass Research Centre and KFA Juelich the pro-
totype incinerator LAWI with a capacity of 15 kg per hour has been installed at lnshass 
Research Centre. 
LAWI is operated on an advanced principle which allows the combustion of hazardous 
and radioactive waste with minimized environmental impact. 
Prior to the incineration of real radioactive waste LAWI will be used for the generation of 
the data base which is required for scale up as weil as for the purpose of optimization 
and adaption of this technic to the incineration of different kinds of hazardous materials. 
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FIRST RESULTS IN THE INCINERATION OF BURNABLE 
SIMULATED MUNICIPAL SOLID WASTE 
A.Z. Ahmed , and I.D. Abdelrazek 
Nuclear Research Cent re ,Atomic Energy Autharity,Egypt 
Abstract 
About 10 million tons of municipal solid waste MSW ) are 
produced per year in the Arab Republic of Egypt 98 % of it 
being landfilled and recycled The increasing concern over 
landfills as a was te management option and decreasing 
availability of sites have focused on incineration process 
as a powerfull key for the destruction and volume reduction 
of generated MSW .Ta protect the environment ,the controlled 
incineration process must be advanced to such extent that 
the amount of pOllutants released is largely minimized . to 
achieve this I a comprehensive knowledge is required which 
has to be provided by scientific search into the fundamental 
of incineration I flue gas cleaning . The low active waste 
incinerator ( LAWI) facility erected and opera ted at the 
Nuclear Research Cent re ( NRC ) ,Cairo I serves to fulfill 
these research tasks . 
1. Introduction 
Municipal solid waste (MSW) is genera ted in a large 
quantities in Egypt particularly in Cairo Greater Area . 
Methods of disposal currently used cannot ope with the large 
quantities generated .AII of those are becoming more and 
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more difficult. Due to the undesirable environmental 
impact of MSW there i8 a considerable public cancern I as 
lang term landfill has inherent liabilities and 
steadily increasing cost a8 available sites diminish I 
and health regulations drive up the operating aosts 
Except for recycle and reuse opportunities Ithe majority of 
putrecsible and thermallydestructable waste will be 
composted and incinerated respectively. The use of KFA 
Juelich incineration process which proved to be successfull 
in reducing the volumes ofcombustible waste could be a major 
contribution towards solving this problems . 
In the early phase of the proposed study ,the low active 
waste incinerator (LAWI) , already has been ins ta lIed and 
operated at the Nuclear Research Cent re (NRC) , 8gypt could 
be utilized for conducting the suggested demonstration 
trials of a simulated municipal solid waste incineration . 
The goal pursued being to conduct research work in the field 
of incineration , flue gas cleaning I and treatment of ash. 
2 . LAWI Test Facility 
The LAWI semi-industrial test facility is the reseach tool 
available to the Metallurgy Department where scientific 
investigations can be conducted into the basic processes of 
municipal solid waste incineration and treatment of off gas 
and solid ash residue . The primary goal of these research 
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activities i8 aiming at possibility of incineration of MSW 
especially waste disregarded from composting plants and 
controlling problems arising from the polluants present in 
all products streams 
The test facility has been designed for a nominal capacity 
of 15 kg per hour solid waste . It is fed with a simulated 
waste of the following composition 
Plastics 
Cellulose 
Rubber 
Humidity 
50 % 
35 % 
3 % 
12 % 
The LAWI i8 sChematically presented in Fig .1 I as the parts 
are 
- Glove box and loading station . 
- Gas reactor 
- Combustion chamber 
- Air mixing cooler 
- Cyclone separator 
- Filter group which includes 
- Bag filters 
- high efficiency particulate absolute (HEPA) filter 
- Exhaust blower (lB1) 
- Fresh air blower (2B1) 
- Valves and fittings 
- Piping and insulation 
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- Burner and gas feeding system 
- Process contral instrumentation 
- Control panel 
- Stack 
The gas reactor has to be filled completely with waste via 
the glove box. During operation there is a temperature 
gradient in the waste column as temperature increases fram 
near temperature at the top to 800 C arround the movable 
grate ( see Fig .2) By addition of under stoichometric 
amount of air , the waste is dried I decomposed ,and then 
will be gasified . The energy necessary for decomposition 
and gasification of waste will be obtained fram partial 
oxidation of produced gases . The produced gases from the 
gas reactor I consisting mainly of carbon mono oxide C 0 I 
hydrogen H2 , carbon dioxide C 02 ,water vapour H20 , and 
traces of methane CH4 I as it will be completely oxidized 
by addition of secondary air to combustion chamber . Ashes 
and coke are falling through the grate to the bot tom of gas 
reactor where it may be burned out by addition of air. Also 
gasification of coke as weIl as tar may be conducted in the 
combustion chamber . 
Ta meat the requirements of Clean Air Act , an efficient off 
gas cleaning system is necessary. The off gas is cooled 
down to 200 C by mixing with fresh air before it passes the 
cyclone separator . Thereafter , it is filtrated by using 
the filter group which consists of a self cleaning bag 
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and high efficiency particulate absolute ( HEPA ) filters . 
The purified gas is finally sucked by exhaust blower as it 
18 emitted to environment via stack directly if no need for 
wet scrubbing system . 
Ashes may be removed periodically from gas reactor I 
combustion chamber I cyclone separator , and bag filter inta 
40 litres steel drums with tight lid as it can be sent for 
stablization 
3. Waste Packages 
The simulated MSW materials which comprise plastics I 
cellulose , and rubber shall be packed in a high quality 
paper bags of 5 litres capacity 
4. Charging of Waste 
The feed to the gas reactor will be conducted via a suitable 
ventilated glave box , as ventilation inside the glave box 
will be controlled in accordance with the relative pressure 
levels in the outside area and inside the gas reactor . 
5. Combustion Contral 
The heat required for initiating and controlling combustion 
in the gas reactor i8 mainly provided by using a burnt piece 
of wood or other similar materials and controlling the 
injected air, while combustion is provided inside the 
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combustion chamber by using burner fed with a commercial LPG 
during only start up. The burner is serving to bring the gas 
reactor and combustion chamber to the required thermal 
balance. 
6. Process Chemistry 
Controlled air incineration is a simple process I being 
gasification of waste material is essentially a l-step 
endothermic proc6ss as chemical compounds that form part of 
waste are gasified to form ultimately simple gaseous 
products.The gasification efficiency is quite dependent on 
- The operating temperature 
- Quantity of air injected to the system 
- Partial pressures of gaseous products 
Some examples of the chemical reactions occurring with 
substances are as follow : 
1/n 
1/n 
1/n 
C6 H10 05)n +1/2 02 
CH2- CH2)n + 02 
C5 H8 )n +5/2 02 
6 CO + 5 H2 
2 CO + 2 H2 
5 CO + 4 H2 
Unfortunately f the reactions cited are idealized .In 
reality ,organic waste are mainly producing high boiling 
organic products and elemental carbon . 
TO provide energy necessary for decomposition I group 
of exothermic reactions important to the system has to be 
se cu red as follow : 
CO + 1/2 02 C02 
H2 + 1/2 02 H20 
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7. Off- gas treatment 
In reducing waste volumes and destroying potentially 
municipal solid waste by controlled incineration process, 
air pOllutants such as carbon mono oxide CO , sulpher 
oxides SOx ,nitrogen oxides NOx, and non combustible trace 
metal oxides (especially mercury,lead,and others) are 
potentially emitted with fly ashes and aerosols. 
Because of the considerable concern about formation of such 
micro pOllutants,the incineration trial runs have to be 
conducted utilizing the most modern and efficient techniques 
of off gas treatment. 
In our case,LAWI is equipped with tripIe acting flue gas 
purification system separating solid particles, ash , 
dust,and aerosols from flue gas as follow : 
-coarse separation :cyclone separator 
-fine separation :bag filters 
-ultrafine separation :HEPA filter 
as more than 95 % of the particulate contained in the flue 
gas are retained in the bag filter,as aerosols are extracted 
from flue gas with efficiency of 99.97% in the HEPA filters. 
The polluntant such as Hel and 802 will be retained using 
wet scrubbing.In case of having very low chloride content, 
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wet scrubbing may be cancelled. 
Table 1 shows the limits of heavy elements, and gaseous 
constituents in off gas emitted to the environment. 
8. Process Contral, Instrumentation ,and Safety Systems 
The contral for the various electromechanical 
components of the incinerator (exhaust blower,control 
valves,air blower,and burner) will be located on the contral 
panel elose to the installation.This panel will also contain 
the indicators for the various instruments measuring the 
temperature of the gas reactor,combustion chamber,and mixing 
cooler. 
Pressures at different points and differential pressure for 
controlling the clogging of the bag filter,HEPA filters will 
be indicated by manometers (please refer to Fig.3 which 
represents P&I diagram) 
The control of the incinerationplant will be 
carried out by five types 
I . Alarm with action 
11 Alarm only 
111 Indicators 
IV Chart recorders 
V Data acquisition system 
as all alarms will be indicated by red LED s in the flow 
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sheet diagram on the control panel and additionally by lamps 
in combination with acustic signals. 
Table 2 sumrnerizes some examples of control with the 
subsequent built-in corrective actions. 
9 .Quality and Yield Rate Product 
The performance and experimental results obtained from 
processing the feedstock, containing mainly cellulosic 
materials/and plastic are descibed below.The following 
operational conditions were used : 
Feed rate 
Gasification temperature 
Combustion Chamber temperature 
Average thermal power 
Air consumption in gas reactor 
Total air consumption 
Produced gas in gas reactor 
Flue gas temp. after mixing 
chamber 
9.1 Composition of Gas Reactor Product Gas 
15 Kg/hr 
600-800 C 
1000-1100 
70 KWH 
10 Nm/hr 
1200 Nm/hr 
51 Nm/hr 
200 C 
Table 3 shows the composition of gas reactor product gas.The 
calorific value of produced gas was found approximitaley 
1350 Kcal /m 3 
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9.2 Environmental Effects 
The volume of exhaust gases fram this demonstration plant 
is less than of that of the conventional 
incinerator for the same scale and the potentially harmful 
components contained in the exhaust gas are substantially 
lower than the values specified as standard for incinerator 
exhaust gas in Germany.Thus it was ascertained that this 
system i8 essentially pollution free. 
1. Exhaust Gas 
It was confirmed that the concentration of HCl,NOx,SOx and 
dust were found less than the values specified as the 
standards for incinerator exhaust gas (see Table ,4) 
2. Residues 
It was found that ash has chemie al and size uniformity which 
allow it to be stabilized and conditioned by any of accepted 
and proven techniques. 
3. Others 
It was proven that noises, vibrations ,offensive odors/were 
weIl less than the standard of the control regulations. 
Conclusion 
A summary of aforementioned brings about the specified 
conclusions : 
- Low active waste incinerator with the latest modified 
design is proven as a powerful controlled facility for 
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a complete cOmbustion,high destruction and removal 
efficiency,and maximum volume reduction factors are 
guaranteed. 
-eaoling down of flue gases by admixing fresh air is simple 
method although it results in relatively big flow volumes. 
-Minimization of harmful emissions such as NOx ,SOx ,CO 
to environment are secured. 
- The dust and ashes loading of flue gas is kept as low aB 
possible. 
-The preliminary results revealed the necessity for the 
modification of feeding system to suit a wide range variety 
of municipal solid waste . 
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Table 1. Off Gas Composition Limits 
Harmful gas/Heavy elements 
CO 
NOx 
CH4 
SOx 
HCl 
HF 
Particulate 
Lead 
Mercury 
New Clean Air Requirement 
100 mg I N m3 
100 mg I N m3 
20 mg I N m3 
100 mg I N m3 
50 mg I N m3 
2 mg I N m3 
0.6 lb I hr 
1.5 u 9 1m3 
3.2 kg I day 
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Table 2. Examples of Controll and Safety Systems of LAWI 
Description Symbol 
-Temp. of 
glowing bed 
1 T 2 
Alarm Indication Corrective 
Action 
1 T 2-hl Temp. indicator 
1 T 2-h2 Temp. indicator Close valve 
2MV4 
Temp. of 
combustion 
chamber 
1 T 4 alT 4 a-1 Temp. indicator 8witch on 
burner 4IBI 
Temp. of the 1 T 5 
flue gas in 
mixing chamber 
Pressure of 1 P 2a 
produced gas 
after gas 
reactor 
pressure drop 1 Pd 1 
aerOBS glowing 
bed 
Differential 1 Pd 2 
pressure aerOBS 
bag filter 
Differential 1 Pd 3 
pressure aerOBS 
HEPA filters 
Lack of feed 1 N 1 
1 T 4 a-h Temp. indicator Switch off 
burner 4IBI 
1 T 5-h Temp. indicator Switch off 
burner 4IBI 
Open valve 
2MV2 
1 P 2a-h Manometer 
1 Pd I-h Manometer 
1 Pd 2-h Manometer 
1 Pd 3-h Manometer 
1 N 1-1 
Open valve 
IMVI 
Supporting 
arm in glow 
bed will be 
rota ted 
bag filters 
must be 
cleaned by 
compressed 
air 
HEPA filters 
shall be 
changed 
Add feed 
in a glave 
box 
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Table 3. Gas Reactor Product Gas Composition 
------------------------------------------------------------
Component Composition,% 
H2 26.1 
02 0.0 
co 15.3 
C02 7.1 
H20 13.1 
N2 38.4 
------------------------------------------------------------
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Table 4 . EXhaust Gas Composition 
Component Composition 
02 11 - 17 % 
CO 35 ppm max. 
C02 2.4 - 4 % 
NOx 10 ppm max. 
SOx 25 ppm rnax. 
Dioxines (PCDD) Not detected 
Furans Not detected 
Gl 
2MV5 
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Low Active Waste Incinerator 
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1 Material feed 
2 Gas Reactor 
3 Gasification Air 
4 Ash Discbarsc 
S Combuslion Cha.mber 
6 Comcuslion Air 
7 AirSupply 
8 Off-Sas CoolinS or Heat Utilization 
, Off-Sas Cleanins 
10 Off-Sas Release 
11 Stack 
Fig_ i .Th. Jülicll Thonnoproccss. 
Operating Princlple 
@ 
I /f";""' ...,.,J.., 
I 
I 
I 
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Treatment of Industrial Waste effiuents 
by Pyrolysis Residue 
A.A.M.Daifullah', C.G.B. Frischkorn .. b (Iate) & H.F. Aly. • 
a. Hot Lab. and Waste Management Centre, EAEA, Egypt. 
b. Kernforschungszentnun Jülich, GmbH. !PC, Germany. 
Abstract : The physicochemical nature of the adsorbent 
" pyrolysis residue ", "P.r ", used in this study was characterized in 
details. The extent of utilization of the full surface area of P.r. for 
adsorption of solute in single-component system and in binary-system is 
descirbed . Adsorption isotherms on P.r. for anthracene; phenanthrene; 
pyrene ; phenol ; o-,m-,p- cresol; 2,3,6- trichlorophenol; 2,4,6-
trichlorophenol and pentachlorophenol have been determined. The data 
conform to the Langmuir adsorption isotherm. As weil as, the competitive 
adsorption of organie solutes for the available sites on the P.r. surface is 
described. Also, the P.r. was exarnined for metals removal . In this 
concem, Cd, Zn, Pb, Cu and Ni are used . Finally, some applications for 
treatment waste water sampies using P.r. are described in both batch and 
continuous- colmrm tests. 
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A general practice for domeBtic waste treatment is incineration 
in an inert atmosphere at temperature around 800'C to produce gases, 
liquids and a charred residue called "PYROLY515 RE5IDUE, P. r". 
ThiB waste treatment technology aimed into three goals: i. energy; 
ii. waste reduction~ and ii1. recycling of raw materials. The P.r 
obtained from this process is generally collected and used as 
landfill. This research aimed to assess the possible use of P.r 
for industrial waste treatment. In this concern, the following 
aspects of p.r ware investigated: a- characterization of the P.ri 
b- Response of typical pollutants to the P.r; c- Factors affecting 
sorption of different pOllutants to the P.r; d- Applications for 
the use of P.r for industrial waste effluents treatment. 
characterization of The P.r:-
The P.r supplied from (PYROLYSE-KRAFT-ANLAGEN) PRA- Germany 
was characterized in terms of chemical cornposition, structure, 
surface area, Bur face charge and sorption properties in solution. 
The following properties were obtained: 
- P.r is a mixture of many chemical components (oxides, sulfides, 
... etc) with 34.1% carbon and 54.7% ash. 
- x- ray powder diffraction pattern indicates that the P. r is 
a mixture of two phases: Ca (Fe, Ca, Mn) 512°6 & Pbs 5r (5107)3 
- P.r contains rnicro- and intermediate aa weIl ae macropores, and 
it has a surface area of 42 m2/g. 
- P.r has zero charge at pH = 6.1 and can be used aB a sorbent 
material from aqueous solutions. 
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SORPTION BY P.r:-
Sorption of selected organic and inorganic pollutants by P.r 
was investigated. Organic pOllutants include: phenol, 2,3,6 -TCP, 
2,4,6-TCP, PCP, o-cresol, rn-cresol, p-cresol, anthracene, phenan-
threne and pyrene. In table (1), the adsorbability of these 
organic compounds are given in terms of ~g of solute rernoved frorn 
solution per unit weight of P.r as weil as percent reduction of 
each solute. 
TABLE(l): ADSORBABILITY OF THE USED ORGANIC COMPOUNDS 
TO THE PYROLYSIS RESIDUE 
COHPOUNDS 
SOLUBILITY 
In 100 • 
part. "aO 
COHCENTRATIOH 
mQ/35 .,1 oi _olute 
Initial rlnal 
AD50RBAl)ILITY 
JlsJB " rod. 
(e 0) (C(', 
~-~~------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
a,phenol 6.7 60 14.5 1594 76 
2,3,6-TCP. v.8 .• I. 60 29.5 1069 51 
2,4,6-TCP. v. 8. 111. 60 29.6 106' 51 
PCP O.OOS 60 22.46 657 31.5 
--------------------;:~---------------~-----------;;:56--------·;~---------~~----------boo-ere.ol 
m-(:(,,81101 
p-creaol 
o,ant.hraceno 
phenant.hreno 
pyrene 
• Pro. roferonco (90) 
•• Fro. reforonco (91) 
2.5 60 
2.3 60 
in 9/1 
.. 
_6 
89)(10 30 
-. a7x10 30 
20xl0·5 30 
48.27 ... 
46.02 ••• 
22.34 ••• 
19.12 1269 
21. 29 1016 
HOTE: - (1) In properellon. lhe welor/lQolh4nol raUo uaed es folloNiJI 
"20 ml CH30H ml 
750 I 250 (a, b) 
600 I 400 (C) 
(2) - 2,3, 6-TCP = 2,3,6-trlchlorophonol 
2,4,6-TCP = 2,4,6-lrlchlorophenol 
PCP ~ pontechloropho~ol. 
20 
23 
2' 
3. 
2' 
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From these results, the following trends are documented. 
Phenol and chlorinated phenols; the polarity of these pollutants 
increases in the order: 
pentachlorophenol > trichlorophenol > phenol. 
In turn adsorbability decreases in the order : 
pentachlorophenol < trichlorophenol < phenol. 
The da ta also indicate that the position of substituents have a 
slight effect on adsorbability. Thus, the adsorptive capacity for 
2,3,6-trichlorophenol and 2,4,6-trichlorophenol are nearly the 
same. 
Cresols; solubility of cresols in H2 0 1s higher than pentachloro-
phenol and adsorbability is expected to be lower. Therefore, The 
difference in uptake percent is due to the difference in their 
sOlubility in water. 
Polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons; isomers d1dn't follow any 
particular pattern in the adsorption, which 1s conf1rmed by 
anthracene and phenanthrene. pyrene 1s more spherical than 
phenanthrene i,e., pyrene has less 8urface area for interaction 
with the P.r surface and thus pyrene is less adsorbed than 
phenanthrene. 
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For inorganic pollutants, table (2), lists mg of sorbate 
removed per gram of P.r for some heavy metals, Cu, Cd, Zn, Ni and 
Pb. The percent reduction of these heavy metals due to adsorption 
is also given. 
TABLE(2): SUMMARY OF TREATMENT RESUtTS 
METAL TAKEN AS pK lll'S(llUlUILITY 
red,\ uptake,mg/g 
6 
" 
55 
7 ,. 57 
6 5. 48 
7 47 45 
6 23 3. 
7 45 5. 
ZINC Zn S0, .7 HaO 
6 
7 
" 
156 
96 157 
-----------------------------------------------------------------
• Tho initial concentration WAS 28 mg/l, the final concentratlon 
was 42.7 mg/l at pH = 6 and 41 mg!l at pH g 7. 
From this table, it is clear that the % reduction of Cu and Pb 
ions are nearly the same. Cd ions were found to be adsorbed more 
than Zn ions and Ni ions didn't sorbed at all. 
ADSORPTION ISOTHERMS:-
Adsorption isotherms for single and two component systems 
were carried out. For single component system, the isotherms are 
related to the Langmuir model. The following linear form is used: 
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where, 
c is the measured concentration in solution at equilibrium. 
Q' i8 the nurnber of moles of solute adsorbed per unit weight 
of adsorbent in forming a complete monolayer on the surface, 
q. is the nurnber of moles of solute adsorbed per unit weight 
at concentration C. 
b is a constant related to the energy or net enthalpy, lIH, 
of adsorption, ( ba e-lIH/ RT ). 
Figure (1) is an example of the results for the linear relation 
obtained for adsorption of phenanthrene. From this relation 
Langmuir coefficients band Q' are obtained. 
1.6 
1.1,. 
1,2 
.... 
"-
'" 
1,0 , 
0''' 0,% "-u 
0,6 
0,4 
0,2 
The residual solute concentration, mg/.L 
Fig. (1): , Adsorption Of phenanthrene b th 1 Y e pyr() ysis residue; (Linearized Langmuirian Relationsh!.p) 
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In table (3), the Langmuirian coefficients b (mg/l)-l and q'(mg/g) 
for substrates under investigations, both on weight and molar 
basis, are given. 
TABLE(3): LANGMUIRIAN COEFfICIENTS FOR ADSORPTION OF INVESTIGATED 
ORGANIC COMPOUNDS ON PYROLYSIS RESIDUE 
-------------------------------------------------------------------
SUBSTRATE M.W (mg/l)"l (mg/g) (mmol/l)"l (mmoVg) 
b q' b q' 
------------------------------------------------------------------
Phenol 94.0 3.40><10-' B33 0.032 8.86 
2,3,6-TCP 197.46 B.69x10-· 470 0.172 2.38 
2,4,6-TCP. 197.46 3.29x10-' 467 0.649 2.36 
PCP 266.35 4. 39x10-' 130 1.169 0.488 
o-cresol 108.13 1. OBx10-2 BO 1.17 0.739 
rn-eresol 108.13 9.15x10-' 84 0.989 0.777 
p-creso1 108.13 7.55x10-' 86 0.816 0.791 
Anthracene 178.22 0.912 0.022 163 1. 2x10-' 
Phenanthrene 178.22 0.7BB 3.97 140 0.022 
pyrene 202.24 0.127 0.629 25.7 3.1x10-' 
------------------------------------------------------------------
NOTE, 2,3,6-TCP = 2,3,6-trich1orophenol. 
2,4,6-TCP = 2,4,6-trich1orophenol. 
PCP = pentachlorophenol. 
------------------------------------------------------------------
~ 
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For two component mixture isotherms, the Langmuir competitive 
model which permits calculation of (qe}i' the amount of species i 
adsorbed per unit weight of adsorbent in the presence of another 
adsorbing species J, was applied using the following relation; 
= ------------
n 
1 + E b, c), 
)=1 ) 
Figures (2) and (3) describe adsorption of 2,3,6-trichlorophenol in 
the presence of 
Competitive model, 
0,0106 
/ 
" 
" 
" 
" 
2,4,6-trichlorophenol by using Langmuir 
7 .. 
3,0 
A 
J ,o-ordT"''' 
} 1,0 
.. 
d 0,0102 Ü ,/ 
Cl 
0,0100 "" 
, 
, 
1,0 1,10 \20 
Fig (3 l: AdsoFpUon or 2,3,6 . trichlorophenol in (wo. comporwnt 
ml"dure usloglhe Langmutr Competltlve Model. 
a 1,0 
0,1 0,4 0,6 0,8 C.tCa 
Flg (3): Adsorption or 2,4.6. Irkhloropbtnol in two· ComPOMDI 
mixtul't uslna Ihe Lanunulr Compttilive Modtl. 
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Competitive adsorption between 10 organic compounds for the 
available sites on the P.r surface was studied. In this concern, 
the kinetics and equilibria of adsorption of 0-, rn-, p- cresols 
frorn a pure solution and fram the mixture on the P.r surface are 
demonstrated, fig.(4). It is clear that there is a great reduction 
in the adsorption capacity of each solute in multi-solute system 
than that obtained in single solute system. 
u p- cresol 
0'. 
0,6 
0,4 
0,2 
....... _ ... -._ ..... - . ..-._._._ ............ _._ .... 
~_.-.-. 
mulU-sotute system 
,. 
4 8 12 16 20 '24 
TIME, h 
Fig.(4): Kinetic studies on the adsorption of o-,m-, and p-cresols 
fram the pure solution and the mixture by the p.r. 
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Comparison between single component system and binary system 
should be constructive. in case of single component system, the 
monolayer capa city q'= 470 mg/g for 2,3,6-trichlorophenol 
and q'= 467 mg/g for 2, 4, 6-trichlorophenol. 
In ease of two component system; 
q'(2,3,6-TCP + 2,4,6-TCP = 112 + 357 469 mg/go 
This finding indicates that the amount of 2,4,6-TCP on the P.r 
surface is more than three folds that of 2,3,6-TCP. This is due 
to the difference in the affini ty of each solute on the P. r 
surface as given by the value of (b). 
APPLICATIONS,-
In this section, possible treatment of lndustrlal waste by 
P.r was assessed. In this concern, both batch and colurnn 
investigations were carried out. 
Assessment of the treatment process was in.terme of measuring 
the chemical oxygen demand (COO) be fore and after treatment as a 
measure for organic contamlnants. The sample treated was obtained 
by PKA, Germany. The samples are obtained by washing the exhausted 
gases durlng the carbonization process. 
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THE HODES OF OPERATION:-
1. BATCH SYSTEH:-
The efficiency of the P.r on the reductlon of COD 18 
lilustrated graphically in figures (5, 6). In flg. (5), it 18 clear 
that a8 the P. r dose increases I the amount of the COD removed, 
also, increases. i.9, the variation 18 linear. 
nOo 2200 
J g p.r. 
leoo y ..... .-_.-o-._. __ .o---._._-o) 
,I" 1.5 g p.r. 
1400 ~F~~-::::::!:=·::':':::--~~·:;~~;~ 
'I 1000,f 1000 
1· 3 
TIMe, h 9 -pyrolysia residue. 
6 
Flg. ( 5) j Ef!:iciency oi the pyrolysis residue on 
the rellloval ol COD (p,r. etfect), 
Fi'1' (6 ) I Eff~~!e~~~o~!l t~~ ~b~O~~~!: ~~~!~~). on 
The data represented in fig. (6), shows a gradual Increases in 
the COD amount removed by the P.r aa the shaking time Increas9s. 
Also, it can be seen that the P.r has a conslderable influence on 
the removal of the COO, but the efficiency is less than that of 
the activated carbon (R-444). cf.table (4). 
TABLE (4)' COHPARISON BETWEEN THE ACTIVATED CARBON AND THE P.r 
ON THE REHOVAL OF THE COD 
INITIAL COD 
mg/1 
2109 
2120 
2102 
ACTIVATED CARBON 
(R-444) 
658 
668 
647 
PYROLYSIS 
RESIDUE 
1642 
1649 
1630 
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The effect of uv -irradiation in absence and presence of H2 02 
was investigated. From table (5), it was clear that uv-irradiation 
has a significant influence on removal of eoo. Taking into account 
that uv-exposure time has no significant influence, cf.table (6). 
TABLE (5)' EFFECT OF UV-IRRADIATION IN PRESENCE AND ABSENCE OF 
HO AND THE P.r ON THE REMOVAL OF THE COD. 
2 2 
--------------------------------------------------------------------
CONDITIONS 
In presence of "202 
1 ml 
5 m1 
10 m1 
INITIAL COD 
mg/l 
1966 
1966 
2109 
2326 
___ gQQL_!!l9LL __ 
• Before After 
UV UV 
701 
725 
849 
762 
631 
641 
665 
536 
RE MARKS 
pale yellow 
co10urless 
colourless 
colourless 
------------------------------~------------------------------------
'EXPOSURE TIME OF ONE HOUR FOR ALL MEASUREMENTS. 
TABLE (6); EFFBCT OF UV-EXPOSURE TIME ON THB REMOVAL 
OF THE COD 
UV-EXPOSURE TIME, 
h 
1 
2 
3 
• 
COD 
mg/l 
633 
631 
634 
636 
Moreover, a significant loss in the COD was obtained in 
presence of a high volume of H
2
0
2
• The data in table (7) shows 
that the excess of H
2
0
2 
than 12.5% of the waste water volume 
causes adverse effect on the removal of the COD of the filtrate. 
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TABLE (7): EFFECT OF H202 AMOUNT ON THE REMOVAL OF THE COO 
--------------------------------------------
H20 2 , ml COO, mg/l 
--------------------------------------------
5 
10 
20 
40 
60 
2326 
600 
532 
484 
782 
980 
--------------------------------------------
Based on the aforernentioned resulta, a recomrnended method is 
developed. In this cancern, the following flowsheet is successful 
to fulfill the allowable level of COO " 200 mg/l and thus the 
treated water will pass into rivers, cf. fig.(7). 
400 mI lmtewattr In conW;t with 400, adsorbent 
(Cl' Me "'001.1 then stIntd (01' 'wo hoors . 
• nUrallon 
The nUrale + 100 Ildsorbenl, stlrred ror I h • 
l nUntlon 
The rutrate uposed 10 UV·lrradlalion In prestn<:e 
ot 10 ml H1QJ (or one h . 
l nUration 
The Irndlaled rutrale + 100 I adsorbent. 
ttlrred ror J h . 
l nUration 
The rotnte expoud 10 UV . lmldlatlon for 1 h ln 
preunce oe t mJ 11,0, and stimd wllb 200 I 
adsoroent ror 1 h • 
! flItration 
Tbe rulrate upostd 10 UY·lrradlallon for 1 h In 
pre:sence ot 1 m.1 IIJOJ and mtnd w!tb 100 I 
ad.rorbtnt ror 1 h . 
~ ßltratloQ 
The nUrate bas COD value ... 110 mKlI 
COO (mg/l) 
2326 
1093 
878 
537 
390 
264 
220 
Fig.(7): flowsheet tested for treatment waste water samples. 
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2- CONTINUOUS-COLUHN TESTS:-
Figures (8, 9) illustrate the breakthrough curves of the 
waste water sampIes using the P.r aB a sorbent material. In these 
graphs, the effluent COD in mg/l is represented on the ordinate 
and the effluent volume in ml is denoted on the abscissa. 
The proper interpretation of small - scale continuous column 
tests is illustrated in figures (8, 9). The shape of the colurnn 
exhaustion curves is significant and implies that there are many 
impurities to be removed due to the breakthrough curves are 
gradual i. e., the adsorption zone is likely to be deep. As a 
general rule, the time to the break point is decreased by 
increasing the flow rate of the effluent, .decreasing the bed depth 
of the P.r in the column used and increasing the internal diameter 
of the column. 
3000 
1600 
" 
, 
~ , 
" 
1100 0 
u 
g 
• • 1800 
" ~~ 
" 
1\00 
1000 
50 100 150 100 1\0 350 \00 
Effluent volumo, mt. 
Fig. ( 8 ) I Experimental breakthrough curvoS' of the wa8te"'!'ater 
aample uslng the pyrolysls rosiduo aB a Borbent material. 
a). J.D. = l.t (mI F.R. cl ml I mln.; and btd deplb "" 11.4 (m. 
b). r,D. "" 2.1 (mi F.R. =1 ml / mln.1 end btd depth = 11.4 cm. 
4\0 
~ , 
ir 
3000 
2600 
cl 2200 
8 
~ 1800 
~ 
w 
1400 
1000 
77 
Effluont volums, ml 
Flq. ( 9) I Experimental breakthrough curvas of the wII.stewater 
sampie uSinq the pyrolysis residua 88 oll sorbent material. 
9),I.D, :: J.J (mi F.R :: I ml I mln; and bed depth = 4.8 (m. 
b),I,D. '" 3:J cmi F,R = 1 ml I mln: aod bed deplh "" 9.6 (m. 
GENERAL CONCLUSION 
Treatment of waste water in bat eh systems using the P.r eoupled 
with UV - irradiation in the presenee of H202 is more promising 
than the solid bed. 
• • • • 
Finally, the loaded matrix of P.r ean be used in construetion 
of roads, making of eonerete and cinder blocks and the treated 
water will pass into rivers and ean be joined to the natural 
water treatment plans. 
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UPTAKE OF HEAVYMETALS BY CROP PLANTS. 
H.M.Helal 
Institute ofPlant Nutrition and Soil Seience 
Pederal Agricultural Research Centre (FAL) 
Braunschweig, Germany. 
1. Introduction 
Agricultural interest in heavy metals bases on their toxicity. The majority of agricultural 
heavy metal research was therefore devoted to darifying factors related to the transfer of 
metals from the soil to the food chain. In addition to food crops further interest is now grow-
ing in metal uptake and metabolism by non-food (industriaI) crops. Industrial crops provide 
an alternative possibility for agricultural utilization of heavy metal polluted areas and a po-
tential for their decontamination through IImetal harvesting tl • Working out basic information 
on the behaviour of heavy metals in soil-plant systems is therefore aprerequisite for agricul-
tural management of polluted soils. 
2. Heavy metals In soils 
Heavy metals are natural components of the earth crust (Tab. I, Wedepohl 1991). Heavy 
metals included in the composition of the parent material may be set free in the course of 
weathering and soil formation. The further fate of the released heavy metals depends on many 
climatic and pedological factors as weil as agronomie practices. Depending on these factors, 
some heavy metals may be leached out while other elements may accumulate in the top soil. 
In addition to this native origin, some heavy metals may be supplied to soils by atmospheric 
deposition and by agronomie practices such as fertilizer and pestieide application as weil as 
the disposal of munieipal wastes such as composts and sewage sludge on agricultural land 
(Crarner et al. 1981, Sauerbeck 1985, Schmidt and Sticher 1991). 
Exarnples of heavy metals supplied to agricultural land through the application of sewage 
sludge are given in table 2. They indicate that the heavy metal (Cd, Cu, Hg, Pb, Zn) concen-
tration of sewage sludge may exceed their soil concentration by a factor of 20 and more 
(Sauerbeck 1985). This means that the disposal of sewage sludge must result in a gradual ac-
cumulation of these metals in agricultural soils. 
Another example of heavy metal pollution of soils through fertilizer application is illustrated 
by the cadmium content of rock phosphates. As indicated in table 3, the Cd content of rock 
Tabl.1: 
BO 
Heavy metals of agronomie significance in the continental earth ernst and 
in soil,mglkg dry wt. 
Elements 
Cr 
Co 
Ni 
Cu 
Zn 
Mo 
Cd 
Pb 
Hg 
Earth crust 1 
88 
19 
45 
35 
69 
1.5 
0.1 
15 
0.02 
Soils2 
2 - 50 
1 - 10 
2 - 50 
1 - 20 
3 - 50 
0.2 - 5 
0.01 - 1 
0.1 - 20 
0.01 - 1 
1 Wedepohl1991, 2 Cramer et al. 1981 
Table2: Common heavy metal concentrations 1 in soBs and sewage sludge, 
mglkg dry wt. 
Element Sludge Soil Sludge/Soi! ratio 
Cr 400 50 8 
CO 15 10 1.5 
Ni 100 20 5 
Cu 650 20 32 
Zn 1500 50 30 
Mo 6 2 3 
Cd 20 0.5 40 
Pb 400 2 20 
Hg 5 0.03 167 
1 Sauerbeck 1985, modified. 
phosphates may vary considerably within a range of 3 - 75 mglkg. Assuming a fertilizer re-
quirement of 20 kg Plha the cadmium input may reach an amount of 10 g Cdlcrop. The appli-
cation of phosphorus fertilizers and sewage sludge may increase the Cd concentration in the 
top soi! from a common level of about 0.1 mglkg to several milligrams per kg and industrial 
pollution may raise the Cd content of soils by a factor of 103 and more (Chen 1991). 
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Tabl.3: Cadmium content of rock phosphate I and Cd input into soi!. 
Source 
Senegal 
Togo 
Tunis 
Israel 
Maroc 
USA 
Syria 
South Africa 
P20S 
% 
33 
37 
33 
32 
32 
33 
31 
37 
Cd-content 
mglkg 
75 
65 
30 
23 
22 
8 
8 
3 
I Sauerbeck 1985, 2 Assuming a fertilizer rate of 20 kg P/ha. 
3. ßioavailability of heavy rnetals in soil. 
Cd-inputZ 
glba 
10.3 
7.9 
4.1 
3.2 
3.1 
1.1 
1.2 
0.4 
The uptake of heavy rnetals by plants depends on their concentration in soi!. An example of 
this concentration dependence is illustrated in Fig. I. The uptake of heavy metals from soi! is, 
however, not a simple function of soi! total heavy metal content. This is attributed to the fact 
that heavy metals in soi! are bound to various soi! constituents into chemical forms of differ-
ing solubility and plant avai!ability (Sposito et a1. 1982). Soi! factors which govern the plant 
avai!ability of heavy metals have been the subjecl of intensive research during the last years 
(Sauerbeck and LUbben 1991, Adriano 1991, Merian 1991). These investigations showed that 
the availability of heavy rnetals to plants depends on several soi! characteristies whieh affeet 
the binding and mobility of metals in soi1. These include soi! pH, ion exchange properties, 
drainage status as well as clay and organic matter content (Berrow and Burridge 1991, Sauer-
beck and LObben 1991). 
On the other hand these investigations demonstrated clearly that the plant itself plays an ac-
tive role towards mobilizing and uptake of metals bound in soi! with considerable differences 
arnong plant species and cultivars (Helai et a1. 1990, Hinsely et a1. 1978, Mench et a1. 1989, 
Pettersson 1977). This is not surprising since the genetic dependence of many plant character-
isties and root activities which may affect heavy metal uptake is well known (Randali et a1. 
1993). Plant and soi! factors related to heavy metal uptake are summarized in tab. 4. They 
indicate that plant characteristies and activities may affect heavy metal uptake in several 
ways. These include the modification of soi! properties related to heavy metal avai!ability, the 
control over heavy metal transfer across cell membranes, the binding of metals in various 
plant tissues and the interaction between the nutritional status of the plant as well as environ-
mental stress conditions with these activities. 
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Zn content, mg/kg 
750 
600 
300 
150 
20 
P1 "" 6pMoi P 
P2 a 1oopMoI P 
60 60 100 
Zn concentratlon, /lMol 
P2 
120 140 
Figure 1: Zn content of spinach leaves as affected by Zn and P supply in solution culture. 
CD Reservoir 
® Soil 
® Gravel 
@ Pump 
® Thermostat 
Figul'e 2: A circulating solution system for studyillg plant-root-soi! illteractions. 
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Table 4: Soil and plant faetors related to heavy metal uptake. 
Soil faetors Plant faetors 
Soil pH Anion!cation balance 
Organie matter 
Clay content 
Cation exchange capacity 
Soil strength 
Drainage status 
Root exudates 
Physiological stress 
Metal binding 
Membrane characteristics 
Nutritional status 
In the authors laboratory a special teehnique (Fig. 2) was developed for studying root-soil in-
teraetions (HelaI ). The main features of this technique is a flowing solution through a rooted 
gravel-soil substrate. This solution can be repeatedly and indestmetively sampled for analysis 
of root exudates and solubilized nutrients and heavy metals. Results obtained with this tech-
nique showed that root exudates may raise the soluble organie carbon concentration in the 
rhizosphere with a cocresponding increase in metal solubility (HelaI 1990). 
4. Transfer of heavy rnetals to the food ehain. 
Depending on the magnitude of heavy metal contamination as weil as the many plant and soil 
factors which affect heavy metal uptake (summarized in table 4) and the differential behav-
iour of individual metals in soils and plants, various crops are expected to show considerable 
variation of heavy metal coneentrations. An example of the variation of Cd concentralion is 
indicated in table 5. It shows that the cadmium eoneentration of plants grown on non con-
taminated soils may be as low as 0.02 mglkg and varies by a faetor of 18. The data summa-
rized in table 5 demonstrate furthermore that crop plants are able to aecumulate Cd from 
polluted soils to reaeh eoneentrations of more than 160 mglkg. This cocresponds to an in-
crease of Cd eoneentration by a faetor of more than 3000. 
Plant species differ not only in heavy metal uptake but also with respeet to the transloeation 
of metals to various plant organs (Klein et al. 1981, Sauerheck and LUbben 1991). This dif-
ferential translocation is of special signifieanee for the transfer of heavy metals to the food 
ehain. As indicated in table 6 for example Cd may be retained in the roots (beans). In most 
eases, however, Cd is translocated to the above ground plant parts. While old leaves often 
show the highest Cd concentrations, the transfer of Cd to the fmits and seeds is rather limited. 
Inspite of this restricted transloealion to the fmits and seeds, table 6 demonstrate that even a 
relatively low level of soil Cd pollution (lA mglkg) is often sufficient to raise the plant Cd 
content beyond the recommended limits for food eontamination (table 7). 
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Table5: Cadmium concentrations in plaots l , mglkg. 
Plant species Nonpolluted soils Polluted soils Enrichment ratio 
Wheat 0.05 12 240 
Flax 0.11 32 290 
Rapeseed 0.31 38 123 
Maize 0.10 63 630 
Tomato 0.02 80 4000 
Spinaeh 0.11 160 1455 
Tobaeeo 0.40 164 410 
1 Whole plant analysis in different experiments, partially under severe pollution. 
Table6: 
Plant 
species 
Carrot 
Salad 
Tomato 
Beans 
Maize 
Distribution of Cd among plant organs as dependent on soil 
Cd eoneentration 1 
Plant Soil Cd, mglkg 
part 1.4 4 10 
leaves 1.1 7.2 12 
beet 0.9 4.6 8.2 
roots 0.8 12 15 
old leaves 1.1 9.6 26 
young leaves 0.9 3.8 8.1 
roots 0.9 4.2 11 
leaves 2.7 14 30 
fruit 0.4 1.2 1.6 
roots 1.0 5.3 9.2 
leaves 0.2 0.4 0.5 
seeds 0.2 0.2 0.2 
reots 0.9 2.8 8.2 
leaves 0.9 5 21 
grain 0.5 0.6 0.7 
roots 0.7 2.1 4.3 
lK1ein et al. 1981 
30 
16 
14 
35 
44 
18 
21 
33 
2.4 
18 
0.9 
0.2 
14 
26 
0.8 
9.3 
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Table7: Recommended limits for heavy metaI concentration in food I, mglkg fresh wt. 
Food Lead Cadmium Mercury 
Vegetables (leaves) 1.2 0.1 
Vegetables (fruit) 0.2 0.1 
Vegetables (roots) 0.5 0.05 
Stone fcuits 0.5 0.05 
CereaI grain crops 0.5 0.1 0.03 
Potato 0.2 0.1 0.02 
IBundesgesundheitsamt (Pederal Bureau of Health) 1979 
5. Concepts for soil remediation. 
The development of concepts and measures for the amelioration of heavy metal polluted areas 
must take two aspects into account: 
I. heavy metaIs are firmly bound to soil constituents and therefore cannot be removed from 
soil by simple leaching techniques, 
2. due to cOlltinuous inputs e.g. through atmospheric deposition, the application of agroche-
mieals and waste disposal, the heavy metal content of soils may tend to increase with time. 
Concepts for soil amelioration may be divided into two contrasting groups: 
1. reduction of plant availability, and 
2. removal of heavy metals from soils. 
The simplest way to reduce the bioavailability of heavy metals in acid soils is to raise soil pH 
by the application of lime (Sauerbeck and Lübben 1991). The amelioration of neutral soils is, 
however, rather difficult. Certain soils additives such as PeS (K. Navabi, Institute of Soil Bi-
ology, Braunschweig, personal communication) may achieve same success. Little is known, 
however, about the effect of such additives on the plant availability of micro nutrients and on 
soil fertility in general. 
The removal of heavy metals from soils may be achieved by either technieal (extraction) or 
biologieaI (harvesting) methods. An example of technical amelioration of metal poilu ted soils 
is the so called "electrokinetic remediation" (Acar and Alshawabkeh 1993). This method uses 
low level direct eurrent of the order of mA/cm2, Extractioll and removal of metals may be 
accomplished by ion exchange at the electrodes or in an external extraction system. In the ab-
sence of reliable information on the efficieney and economics of this method, it is not possi-
ble to evaluate its applicability to ageicultural soils. 
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Table 8 Potential al1lmal Cd harvesting (kg Cdlha) as dependent on biomass production and 
Cd concelltration. 
Cd tolerance Cd concentration Yield, 103 kg/ha 
mglkg 5 10 20 
low 10 0.05 0.1 0.2 
medium 50 0.25 0.5 1.0 
high 100 0.5 1.0 2.0 
The potential for the use of metal acclll1llllating plants for decontamination of metal polluted 
soils was discussed by Baker et al. 1992. Shortcomings of this concept are related to the ex-
pensive production of plant material of no economic value and the disposal of contaminated 
plants. In contrast to short term decontamination techniques, the production of non food crops 
on contaminated soUs seems (0 provide a feasible lang term utilizationlremediation possibility 
for polluted soils. Metal harvesting by the crop will depend on not only on its metal accumu-
lation efficiency but also on its tolerance Le. on its ability to maintain adequate growth rate 
(biomass production) under conditions of high metal availability. 
The examples presented in table 8 cover a range of Cd accumulation and tolerance levels. Ac-
cording to these values more than 200 croppings are needed to remove 100 kg Cd from the 
top soil by a crop of medium tolerance and yield potential. 
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Analytical methods used in determining 
trace elements in environmental matter' 
Max-Planck-Institut für Metalilorschung, Labor für Reinststoffanalytik, 
Bunsen-Kirchhoff-Str. 13, D-44139 Dortmund, Germany 
Abstract: 
A survey on the performance 01 different methods and on the stategies in trace element 
analysis is given, starting with some remarks on abundance and relevance 01 element 
traces in the environment. Improvements in micro- and trace analysis are in progress. 
lhe aims 01 this progress are identilied. A comparison 01 the power 01 detection 01 
analytical methods Is presented. Comments are made on some recent improvements in 
atomic spectroscopy and in probe methods. lhe importance 01 accurate data is 
exemplilied, considering mercury in the environment world-wide. lhe pathway to 
accuracy is labourious and expensive. lhe respecUve strategy is outlined. lhe benelit is 
briefly considered that nuclear methods contribute to that strategy. 
• Lecture presented at the German-Egyptian Seminar on Environmental Research, 
Cairo/Egypt, Atomic Energy Authority, March 1994 
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1. Introduetion 
Analytieal ehemistry is belng more and more involved, in a eentral position, into eollabo-
rative approach es together with various diseiplines. This appears, whereever questions 
have to be answered that are related to the ehemieal eomposition 01 matter, the purity 01 
matter and the unilormity 01 matter. Questions arise Irom the last development 01 modern 
teehnology and modern soeiety, whieh are highly relevant to secure and to proteet the 
quality 01 lile. Analytieal ehemistry is ehallenged here to eontribute to the solution 01 many 
problems, but also to explain about the reliability 01 the analytieal statements. Analytieal 
seienee is steadily advaneing into areas 01 loeal dimensions, traee eoneentrations, as weil 
as levels 01 purity, that have not been aeeessible belore [1-3]. Prominent areas posing 
those questions extend lrom biology, medieine, geoehemlstry, environmental science, to 
materials seience and engineering. 
2. PuriN 01 matter versus omnipresence 01 elements 
Apparentiy simple questions, however, may turn out to be difficult on es, considering the 
questions 01 purity, as e.g. the purity 01 water or 01 loodstuffs. Considering the matter in 
our environment lram the point 01 view 01 elemental analysis we have to admit: A pure 
substanee, in an absolute sense, whieh means eompletely Iree lrom any coneomitant, 
does not exist at alll During the history 01 earth, elements have become enriehed or 
diluted locally, but nowhere so that an element has been separated completely. There is 
no method 01 separation qualified to sueeed in eomplete 100% separation 01 two 
elements in maeroscopie amounts. Instead, all elements are present in all matter, partly 
in extremely low concentrations 01 10'" to 10'''. These concentrations 01 omnlpresence 
are not yet known lor all elements. 
In the earth's erust, the elements are present in very different amounts and very different 
ubiquitous concentrations, according to their geochemical history. The more abundant 
elements are listed in Table 1 according to their Iraetional portion in magmatie rocks. 
Most 01 the prevailing 17 elements also constitute the main part 01 biomass: 0, Fe, Ca, 
Na, K, Mg, H, P, F, S, C. These are represented in boldlace in Table 1. Out 01 the 
abundant elements, only Si, AI, Ti, Mn, Ba, Sr are low in concentrations in organisms, 
down to the ng/g-range. As weilimown today, all other elements are ubiquitous in organ-
isms, at concentration levels above the 0.1 ng/g-range lor most elements. Only lor very 
rare elements like the platinum group metals, no data have been established up to now. 
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3. Essentiality versus toxicity of trace elements 
As is weel known, 16 trace elements are today identified, as being essential in our organ-
ism. However, if given concentration thresholds are exceeded, they can also produce 
negative effects on the living conditions of individuals or ecosystems. Each essential 
trace element exerts its vital function over a relatively narrow range of concentrations(see 
Fig. 1, from [4]). Too liltle leads to just as serious a problem as too much [5]. Optimal 
living conditions are sometimes restricted to only one order of magnitude. The most im-
pressive example is selenium. Concentrations of selenium of more than 1 "g/g, taken up 
in the daily nutrition, lead to selenosis, so that level is toxic. On the other hand, selenium 
deficiency in nutrition, which is below 0.2 "g/g, causes severe damage to health. Such 
symptoma were first seen in Keshan In China. The important function of selenium is to 
fulfill encymatic effects, but it can further bind mercury to render it biologically inactive. 
Consequently, the analyst must be in a position to make an unequivocal distinction as to 
whether this "normal" (optimal) range is maintained, exceeded, or not reached [6]. 
4. Aims In micro- and trace element analysis 
4.1. Accuracy of data on element traces 
In this relation, it is interesting to see what the normal concentration range is for several 
trace elements in the widely studied biological matrix "human serum". In comparing 
"normal" data recorded in Fig. 2, a) in the period before 1976, b) 'after 1976 and c) 
today, the question arises: Why has this normal range been shifted to lower values for 
several trace elements during the last 20 years, and why has it stayed constant for 
others? 
The answer is obviously connected with the reduction in systematic error of the deter-
mination of elements, primarily with the reduction of blank values from the analytical 
procedures. Elements that have been difficult to determine, at those levels, like AI, V, Cr, 
Mn, Co, Ni, Mo and Sn have been found substantially reduced, by a factor of 5 to 100. 
These are real problem elements at trace levels. The elements Cu, Zn and Se have been 
found in agreement with each other over these periods. Those determinations are 
unproblematical nowadays [4,7]. Radiotracer techniques [8] and nuclear activation 
analysis have contributed a lot to the improvement of those data. Blanks of analytical 
procedures have been drastically reduced by those means. Numerous fundamental 
studies have contributed to (a) detect errors also in the sampling procedures of biological 
materials, and (b) consequently to avoid them, utilizing radiotracers and activation 
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analysis. Surgieal instruments made 01 plastics instead 01 steel, or lrom titanium, titania-
ceramies, and lused siliea lor sampling 01 biological materials have elearly been a 
eonsequenee 01 radioehemical lundamental studies. Those had Identified superelevated 
levels 01 Co, Cr, Ni as having been eaused by stainless steel Instruments [7,9]. 
Improvements 01 miero- and traee-analysis (see Fig. 3, lrom [3]) are always pushed and 
motivated by the endeavour to optimize analytieal eeonomy, limits 01 deteetion, aecuracy, 
loeal resolution and selectivity to different ehemieal species [3,10,11]. However, these 
eharacteristies are very closely Interconneeted and strongly Interacling altogether. The 
stronger the power 01 detection, the liner the local resolution, and the higher the 
seleetivity to different species 01 the same element is, the more expensive the analytieal 
procedure tends to be. Similarly, the suseeptibility to trouble and interferenee tends to 
inerease. 
Improving the reliability requires high expenditure in instrumentation and work load, thus 
directly reflecting onto eeonomy. Finally, a proeedure apparently designed to eeonomie 
benelit will turn out to become eompletely ineconomical, il the accuracy cannot be 
guaranteed to meet the demand, and il wrong analytical data eause wrong action, either 
in medieine, or environment, or materials seienee [3,4,10]. 
4.2. Deteelion power 
Looking lirst upon the direct methods lor traees, we eonsider the power 01 deteetion 01 
these methods in FigA . Element coneentrations have to be determined in all relevant 
matriees, ineluding minerals, soils, sediments, sludges, water, air, plants, animal tissue 
and even protein Iraetions [4,10,13-15]. Such determinations must be aecurate, down to 
eoncentration levels 01 the elemental omnipresenee. Levels 01 omnipresenee aetually set 
the lower limit lor traee determinations in environmental matter. Thus, apower 01 detee-
tion down to the ngjg-range is required, and even lower in cases where ehemical 
species have to be dillerentiated. 
X-ray spectrometry. X-ray Iluoreseenee analysis XRF is used to determine elements 01 
atomie numbers Z > 11 in solids and solutions. Light elements down to boron can also 
be deteeted, on principle, but they are not effieiently determined in solid matter 01 higher 
atomie number [16]. Partieulate matter and slurries ean be analyzed as a loosely poured 
bulk, as a pressure-eompacted sam pie, or after isolormation by lusion in several flux 
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media. The detection limits are relatively high on the "g per g level. Calibration requires 
standard relerence materials similar to the sampie materials, to correct lor matrix effects. 
In comparison with the classical chemical principles and other modern methods [2,17], 
we state lor environmental sampies: Classical methods of titrimetry, spectral photometry, 
chelate-chromatography, ion-chromatography and voltammetry still keep a position In 
problem oriented analytical chemlstry. Their detection power Is good, and most 01 all, 
problems are small in calibrating them. In some cases, Inverse voltammetry, particularly 
adsorption voltammetry, reaches limits 01 detection in the lower pg-region. However, 
those methods are usually applicable only lor a lew elements simultaneously, they 
require lots 01 time and 01 practical experience. These drawbacks Irom the economical 
point 01 view are overcome, in part, by combinatlon with Ilow-injection procedures [18,19] 
or automation [20]. Limitations of the detection power are gene rally due to blanks and 
same other sources 01 systematic error, as e.g. adsorption, desorption, volatilization. 
Recent improvements in atomlc spectroscopy. Atomic spectrometric methods, Including 
optlcal absorption, emission, and fluorescence offer determinations in the nanogram-
range, In general, up to the picogram-range in lavourable instances [21]. In atomic 
absorption spectrometry AAS, there are Improvements realized by improved lurnace 
techniques (coated tubes, platlorm technique), cold vapour (Hg) and hydride techniques 
(As, Se, Te, Sb). By applying physical and chemical methods (gas phase separation; 
electrochemical separation) 01 preconcentration, detection power at the lemtogram-Ievel 
can be reached. Absolute detection power of AAS can be improved one order of 
magnitude, by time resolved signal processing and signal averaging. Even more 
impressive, powerfullmprovements have been achieved by employment 01 lasers, more 
recently [22,23]. Cheap solid-state diode lasers have already been made the base 01 an 
atomic absorption instrument lor the determination 01 the alcaline and earth-alcaline 
elements [23]. These lasers are easily tunable, so that different analytical lines can be 
selected. The laser emission lines are extremely narrow-banded, yielding very high 
dynamic ranges in element analysis. This can be achieved using instrumentation without 
monochromators. It is expected that also shorter wavelengths will be produced by diode 
lasers In the near luture. Then, this will soon turn into a relatively cheap analytical 
technique [2,22,23]. 
Developments in optical emission spectrometry OES locus to problem-oriented 
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applications. A number 01 powerful sampling and excitation principles are at disposal, viz. 
high Irequency and microwaves, laser-evaporation and cathodic ion sputtering. Detection 
power 01 inductively coupled high Irequency plasma ICP-OES ranks between those 01 
flame-AAS and electrothermal-AAS, comparable to direct current plasma DCP-OES and 
sparc-OES. Emplrical studies showed that ICP-OES is less subJect to interferences by 
alkaline elements as compared to DCP-OES [2]. 
The microwave induced plasma MIP-OES is a powerful micro-method lor a number 01 
elements (e.g. Fe, Co, Ni, Cu, Zn, Cd, Hg, TI, Bi) with detection power at the picogram-
level in solutions and gaseous phases. The MIP-OES has been successlully incorporated 
as a sensitive element-specilic detector into on-line combinations with gas-
chromatography and high performance liquid chromatography HPLC, particularly lor 
element species analysis. 
Current developments strive to improve the power 01 detection, but also to reduce the 
matrix-dependence, basically by means 01 de-coupling the individual steps 01 (1) sampie 
evaporation, (2) atomization and (3) excitatlon. E.g., direct electrothermal evaporation 
was coupled to ICP-OES. The need lor any compromises is avoided by this de-coupling, 
lor the benelit 01 slngle-step optimization. A number 01 recent developments have yielded 
advancements into this direction [see, e.g. 2,12,21,24]. 
The strategie line lollowed in thls approach guides us to put high energy into sam pie 
evaporation and atomization, so as to break chemical bonds efficiently. Energy input into 
the excitation process should be limited to the necessary amount to obtain the best 
signal-to-noise ratio. This strategy is reallzed In lurnace atomic non-thermal excitation 
spectrometry FANES by glow discharge excitation, in twin lurnace technlques in ET-AAS, 
and in several coupling techniques using laser ablation lor direct sampling 01 solid matter, 
in combination with atomic absorption, atomic fluorescence, atomic emission and mass 
spectrometric detection [22,25]. 
Suspension technique. The "slurry-" or suspension technique is an important approach 
lor direct analysis 01 solid matter by inductively coupled plasma ICP-optical emission, 
ICP-mass spectrometry, or flame AAS. Aqueous suspensions 01 finely grained powders 
are prepared and nebulized lor direct excitation in an ICP [26]. In that way, a technlque 
lor trace analysis has been developed with excellent potential. Ta apply this technique, 
one must comply with several requlrements: (1) grain size must below 10 11m, (2) grain 
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size distribution must be narrow, (3) a nebulizer of babington cross-flow type must be 
used with a flow forced by a peristaltic pump, (4) the way of calibration by standard 
addition based on aqueous solutions must be checked for accuracy [27,28]_ The 
suspension technique Is fast and easy to perform, the sources of systematic error are 
few in number, because sampie preparation is very easy and of little extension. However, 
problems can arise, among others, by incomplete evaporation of particles in the plasma, 
or by inertial separation of different particles du ring their transport motiontroughout the 
nebulizing and transfer system [26]. Experiments proved, that the particle size distribution 
remained unchanged during nebulization and transport, provided that particles, consis-
ting of , e.g. alumina, did not exceed 5 microns [27]. Of course, a few big particies carry 
a considerable mass fraction. Then, the calibration can be impaired. Verification of this 
approach by another independent procedure is indispensable. 
Nuclear activation analysis. Of the radiochemical methods, activation analysis must be 
highlighted, providing excellent, but very different power of detection for different 
elements [29]. Nuclear reactor facilities are required, and total times of analyses can be 
several weeks, depending on radionuclide half-lives. Even more important, considering 
the high level of competitive methods, Is the outstanding potential, to use radiotracers 
and nuclear activation in methodological studies for optimization and verification of in-
dividual steps of procedures for innovative advancement of trace analysis [8,30]. 
In total rellection X-ray lIuorescence TXRF a specialized geometry of the primary X-ray 
beam is utilized to apparentiy eliminate the spectral background originating from 
scattering of primary radiation at the sampie bulk in conventional XRF. A very small angle 
01 incidence below ca. 0.1' guarantees for total rellection of the primary radiation on the 
plane surface of the sam pie carrier. Only very thin sam pies (nm to several ~m, 
depending on the atomic number of the matrix) on top of this target can be irradiated. 
Owing to the decreased background, the power of detection is improved by 3 orders of 
magnitude, as compared to conventional excitation. Thus, TXRF is qualified to reach the 
picogram-range, in the direct micro-trace analysis mode of thin sections (e.g. Ireeze dried 
tissue), as weil as in extreme trace analysis involving preconcentration steps, from dry 
residue of minute amounts of solutions (see Fig.5). Since this is a microanalytical 
technique, bulk analysis of solids meets severe limitations. What can be easily obtained, 
is a fast first overview for a semiquantitative information [12,31]. 
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Proton induced X-ray emission PIXE Is another technique offering a signal-to-background 
ratio superior to that of conventional X-ray emission spectroscopy, generally excited by 
primary electrons In the electron microprobe EMP. 80th methods are used with focussed 
particle beams for X-ray excitation as probe methods [32,33]. The same applies to 
synchroton radiation-Induced X-ray microanalysis SRXRF[34]. 
Mass spectrometrv. Inorganic mass spectrometry MS Involves ion sources of very 
different types, like ICP-MS, glow-discharge-MS, secondary ions SIMS, and others. It 
represents the most universal determination principle. It offers detection powers In the 
picogram- and even femtogram-range, In selected cases. It can beneficially apply the 
isotope dilution analysis principle, so that very good accuracy can be obtained. ICP-MS 
allows for a powerful multi element determination from dilute solution volumes above 0.1 
mL. The detection power is superior to that of ICP-OES by 2 to 3 orders of magnitude, 
thus reachlng the 119/L- to ng/L-range. In ICP-MS, restrictions appear where ion-
clustering interferes with analy1ical lines. Further problems may result from memory 
effects and matrix effects. This presents achallenging lask for future improvemenls [26]. 
Combination with separation procedures is possible for element speciation analysis 
procedures. 
Probe methods. Even higher is the absolute power of detection of Ihe extreme 
microbeam methods for Ihin film analysis on top of solid matter. This region of absolute 
power of detection al the picogramme- and attogramme-Ievel is reached by bulk analysis 
only quite exceptionally, even by neutron activation analysis. One of the most Important 
characteristic features of those techniques is the local resolution. For a more detailed 
discussion of the characteristics of probe methods for thin film analysis, see [3,35]. 
For the future, one can predict that particularly laser evaporation of solid matter of 
environmental origin will take an Important slgnlficance, when the time will bring up cheap 
semiconductor diode lasers to combine with alomic absorption, atomlc fluorescence, 
atomic emission and mass spectrometric detection [36]. The possibility 10 evaporate 
small domains from a bulky solid sampie opens new ways for local microanalysls In the 
5-micromeler range [25], since it also applies to non-conductive matter [37], such as 
soils, dust, and organic matter. Additional secondary excitation by a spare, an ICP, or a 
microwave field yields detection limits in the IIg per 9 range [17,22,25,36]. These are 
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mieroanalytical leehniques, eonsequently the problem 01 ealibration will be a very 
signilieant one, again. The lormerly serlous problem 01 Insuffielent reprodueibility 01 laser-
ablation has been sueeessluily solved by adjusting the conditions lor lormation 01 the 
laser plume to about 100 mbar 01 inert gas, by laser pulses 01 low energy [25,36]. Benelit 
Irom time-resolved deteetion 01 speetra Is based on exelusion 01 the initial lormation 01 
the plasma plume, which corresponds to the phase 01 a high background level. The 
excellent absolute power 01 detection Is estimated to 5x 10'" 9 [38]. 
Another very important innovation Is the applieation 01 laser-speetroseopy ineluding laser 
atomic absorption spectrometry LAAS [22,23], laser Induced Iluoreseenee UF, laser 
enhaneed ionization LEI, field ionization laser spectrometry FILS, resonance ionization 
spectrometry RIS and resonanee lonization mass speetrometry RIMS [22]. Recently, 
resonant and non-re sonant multi-photon-ionization 01 sputtered neutral atoms were made 
Ihe base 01 one 01 Ihe most sensitive surface-analytical techniques, viz. sputtered 
neutrals time-ol-Ilight mass spectrometry TOF-SNMS in the imaging version. It oflers a 
loeal lateral resolution 01 about 1 ~m in the statie SIMS-mode, whieh means al a 
negligible rale 01 surfaee damage. The sampie amount consumed is only about 1 % 01 
an atomic monolayer. This is leasible by means 01 the tremendously efficient exploitation 
01 the ablated particles, lirstly by saturation applying !wo lasers, secondly by the high 
yield 01 lon-deteetion in a TOF-MS instrument [39,40]. 
Immunoassay. Another lield 01 growing importance is the application 01 
immunoassays lor determination 01 both organic and inorganic pollutants, particularly lor 
the purpose 01 last screening 01 a multitude 01 environmental sampies. The reader is 
relerred to excellent eomprehensive reviews [41,55]. 
5. Anthropogenically mobilized element traces: example Hg 
As an example let us consider one problem, which is eaused by the omnipresenee 01 the 
elements In all matrices in connection with the anthropogenie enriehment 01 elements in 
our environment, worldwide [4]. Along with Cd, Pb, TI, and As, mercury is one 01 Ihe 
mosl important problem elements whleh pollutes Ihe environment ( see Fig.6 ). Due to 
its high volatility and toxicity, it endangers the eonditions 01 lile. II is released by 
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anthropogenic activities, in addition to considerable basic emissions from natural 
sources, namely by volcanic activities and weathering of rocks. 
In industrial areas worldwide, large amounts of mercury are being emitted into the atmo-
sphere, in the stages of production and applications of mercury and its compounds. 
These amounts, however, can be weil controlled today. The main problem, which mostly 
will be overseen is, that even much more mercury is emitted by its release during all 
combustion or heating processes of all raw materials removed by mankind from the earth 
crust (e.g. coal, fuel, ores) or of organisms (e.g.plants, animals). Its ubiquitous 
concentration in these materials Is in the middle ng/g-range. Growing industrlalization has 
led to an increase In these emissions that are unavoidable in our Industrialized soclety. 
The amount Qf mercury emitted into the biosphere amounts globally to approx. 10.000 
tons per year at present (fable 2). 
With an increase of the world population, up to now, this uncontrollabie amount of 
mercury released in this way undoubtedly accumulates. Therefore, nobody can predict 
today how this increasing Hg-emission will affect the heaith of living individuals of future 
generations. To a less serious degree, this also applies for all other easily volatilized 
elements. The main reason for this fact is that the ecoiogical cycle of mercury is very 
complicated (Fig. 6) and that its physiological impact differs with the various chemical 
compounds in which it appears. As we know today, mainly the organo-mercury 
compounds which enter the human nutrition chain via water are physiologically relevant. 
There is for example, a strong enrichment of methyl-Hg-compounds In fish. On the other 
hand, liltle is known about the mobility of Hg and its compounds in soils, which take up 
again the mercury from the atmosphere. In order to distinguish natural concentrations 
from elevated concentrations of anthropogenic origin, we must be able to reliably 
determine mercury-contents of all environmentally relevant matrices. A detection power 
down to the lower pg/g range is needed, at least for organic matrices. The problems of 
systematic errors due to contamination, adsorption and evaporation were encountered 
du ring the solution of this supposedly simple task. 
Massive analytical problems here al ready start at the apparently simple steps, as du ring 
storage of liquid sam pies. For studies in adsorption at the walls of the sam pie containers, 
radiotracer technlque offers a unique potential. Using mercury-203, we can not only 
determine the loss from the solution (see Fig.7), but also the adsorbed amount from the 
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emptied container (see Fig. 7B), and this is done even in the nanogramme regime [43, 
cl.42] I Drastic Hg-Iosses appear lrom water, but also Irom diluted acids (Fig. 7). 
Hydrochlorid acid is already uselul to stabilize the contents, but only HCIj hydrogen-
peroxide yields constant mercury-concentrations du ring ten weeks. A possible 
explanation is the lormation 01 stable Chloro-peroxo-mercury-complexes. Further 
investigations demonstrated that not only adsorption, but also volatilization was 
responsible, penetrating lirst 01 all polyethylene, but also polypropylene. Reduction to the 
mercury(I)-state, lollowed by a disproportion into volatile mercury(O) or organo-mercury, 
obviously represent important steps in thls penetration process [43]. Sources 01 error 
lrom all other stages 01 the analysis are also effectively checked using radiotracers, lrom 
the decomposition to the linal measurement [7,22,30]. 
In Fig. 8), typical vertical profiles 01 mercury concentrations in various soils show that 
there Is a strong enrichment 01 mercury in the upper layers 01 all soils. This enrichment 
originates Irom anthropogenic mobilization. It can be clearly distinguished Irom the 
naturally lormed Hg-deposits In the underlying layers. Soil lrom high bog is considered 
as a relatively simple model system. Mercury can arrive at the bog soil only via the 
atmosphere. Profiles show a natural background 01 ca. 20 ng/g in greater depth, below 
about 0.7 meters. In the upper horizons, the anthropogenie portion is added. In the near 
surface levels, an equilibrium is recognized between input lrom the atmosphere and 
return 01 mercury Irom the soil into the atmosphere. Using radioactivily labeled mereury 
it was demonstrated that about 15 % 01 the mereury taken up by the high bog was 
released again in the lorm 01 metal vapor or methylmereury. 
It was more dillieult to answer the question as to the properties 01 the mercury that was 
retained by the peat bog soil. The isolation 01 the mercury compounds lormed in the 
peat bog soil was achieved by employing a separation system using high-press ure liquid 
ehromatography coupled to a mierowave-induced plasma optical emission deteetor. 
Thus, it was possible to identily the most common mobile mercury-compound oeeuring 
in the peat bog soil. By using UV-, IR- and NMR- spectroscopy, it was lound to be 
mercury humate. 
A general extrapolation 01 enrichment 01 mercury would indieate the danger 01 man-made 
Hg-intoxication. In addition to the greenhouse elleet, this risk presents another strong 
argument to minlmize the use 01 lossil luels [4]. In conclusion, the problem 01 Hg-
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enrichment Is probably less severe than assumed by the estimations given belore, slnce 
Hg is strongly bound by compounds in the soll and even is partly remineralized. During 
these processes, one also has to consider the presence 01 concomitant elements such 
as sulphur and, lirst 01 all, selenium, which possess strong binding capacities lor Hg 
lorming highly Insoluble compounds such as sulfides and selenides. Therelore, also the 
trace analysis 01 Se must be studied in detail [4,6]. 
Another example iIIustrates a close relatIonship between environmental, medical and 
analytical problems. To minimize environmental risks, platinum catalysts were introduced 
into automobile engines. These catalyzers greatly contribute to a decrease in the 
emission 01 NO" PAHs, etc. However, by this reduction 01 emission, another type 01 
emission will appear: small amounts 01 platinum are released and accumulated in the 
environment. The three-way catalyzer-systems used in Germany, Europe and elsewhere 
release concentrations at the mean to upper ng/g level per kilometer [2]. 
The environmental impact 01 the newly introduced possible risk caused by wide-scale 
mobilization 01 this baslcally rare element is not predictable today. With the present 
knowledge, general conclusions concerning its physiological ellects, including possible 
detrimental ellects and health risks ( cancer, platinum asthma, platinosis) cannot be 
drawn. Lack 01 inlormation about distribution and Pt-speciation in the environment causes 
analytical studies to be performed as a base lor the estimation 01 any 01 those risks. 
Since natural omnipresent concentrations 01 platinum are 01 the order 01 10' to 10"'%, 
such studies are just in their initial phase, and they have turned out to be extremely 
dillicult [2,45]. 
6. Element trace determination 
6.1 General strategy 
In the bulk-analysis at trace levels in environmental matter, the aim is to develop direct 
instrumental determination procedures, that are economically lavourable and beneficial, 
Le. simple, quick and inexpensive (as indicated in Fig. 9, left hand side). In the long term 
run, results are obtained truly benelicially only, il they are accurate and 01 guaranteed 
reliability [4,10,11,42,44]. Several detrimental effects have to be avoided that are primarily 
caused by blanks and by non-linear callbration lunctions. To achieve this, standard 
relerence materials SRM are strictly required lor correction 01 matrix ellects, and lor 
accuracy control 01 the Instrumental procedures, in most cases. Today, such relerence 
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materials are not always certified lor its elemental contents on the extreme trace levels, 
or even not yet attainable in sufficient variety [45]. In solid matter, reliable determinations 
are olten restricted to the ~g per g-Ievel. To cope with this situation requires the 
expenses 01 wet-chemical combined procedures ( see Fig. 9, right hand side). The 
procedure Is split up Into single steps. Every step is small enough to study its individual 
yields and error sources, and to ellminate all systematic errors, in a troublesome process. 
To achleve the optimum 01 reliability and 01 power 01 detection, the trace element to be 
determined must be prepared lor analysis, In an Isolated lorm In an excitation volume as 
small as possible [42,44]. Multi-stage procedures via solutions or gas phase may 
overcome problems due to sampie Inhomogeneity in bulk analysis. Further, they are easy 
to calibrate by means 01 standard solutions. Such reliable procedures can be utilized in 
a certilication campaign [46] lor relerence materials, provided that agreement is obtained 
with the results 01 several Independent combined procedures, that are Individually 
designed to depend on completely different sources 01 possible errors [1,42,46,47]. 
Traceability aims, in some way, to the recursion 01 the analytical calibration problem back 
to a simple system that can be calibrated by means 01 aqueous standard solutions, or 
carelully weighed high purity materials, and clean solvents. 
The systematic study 01 sources 01 different systematic errors ( see Fig. 9) takes an 
important position here. It requires not only a high work-Ioad, but also the proper ideas, 
because there is no means to guarantee, that all systematic errors have been avoided 
completely. There is, however, means to enhance the degree 01 certainty. First, one has 
to discern and investigate the systematic errors 01 each and every single step. Results 01 
interlaboratory comparisons demonstrate, that the relative systematic error increases with 
decreasing levels 01 concentrations [4,44,46,47]. Systematic deviations 01 one order 01 
magnitude Irom the true concentration values are no exception. 
The causes 01 systematic errors are very difficult to trace and to avoid. This task requires 
a lot 01 expertness, so there is a need lor more intensive training. Certainly, also 
combined procedures Include systematic errors, but those are easier to discover, due to 
their different causes, see Fig. 9 and Fig. 10. The main problem here is contamination 
due to the omnipresence 01 the elements. Therelore, a lot 01 effort has to be invested 
into minimizing blank values Irom equipment, reagents and laboratory air, in all steps 01 
a procedure. Realistic detection power 01 analytical procedures is olten limited by blank 
values and their Iluctuations which may surmount multiply the extrapolated theoretical 
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detection limits 01 the determination method, under idealized conditions, particularly in the 
case of more abundent elements, cf. Fig. 10. 
Measures to limit blank values introduced from the most important sources of systematic 
errar focus ente cleaning precedures for (a) the analytical reagents, (b) the analytical 
vessels and instruments, and (c) the laboratery air and environs [42,44]. The choice of 
the analytical procedure should consider that only such solvents and reagents are 
involved that are easy to purify, preferably by distillation or sublimation. Particularly 
solvents are olten used in considerable excess, so highest purity is essential here. Best 
results are obtained, when the process of distillation is optimized so that formation of any 
aerosels is completely avoided that carry the initial composition of the educt. Since this 
aerosols gene rally farm du ring the boiling process, the preferred preparation procedure 
uses mild heating to temperatures weil below the boiling point to volatillze the solvent 
from the surface without the boiling process or any violent agitation, by subboiling 
distillation, as shown in Fig. 11. The efficiency of this procedure was checked by TXRF 
and radiotracers in eur laboratory. 
The number of vessels and tools in contact to the sampie must be restricted to a mini-
mum. Also the choice of the vessel materials should consider that they must be easy to 
purify, whlch requires high purity materials with very smooth surfaces and of the smallest 
suitable size to minimize its surface area. Suitable materials are fluorinated polymers 
(PFA, PTFE) and preferably fused silica, as applicable. Extensive experiments have 
proven that these materials are best purified in view of metal trace contamination. The 
optimum procedure for general cleaning is based on sUbJecting the vessel for some time, 
at the highest possible temperature, to the cleaning acid or water of the highest available 
purity. This is achieved in a steaming apparatus (shown in Fig. 12), where the vessells 
rinsed for several hours with the freshly distilled vapor from a pure acid. Alterwards, the 
surface of the material is equilibrated for !wo hours in water vapor in a similar apparatus 
to reduce the surface activity and adsorption. The vapor tubes contacting the vessel are 
also made of lused silica. 
To reduce contamination from the laboratory air to aminimum, cleanroom laboratories 
are the optimum choice [42,44]. However, these are very expensive, and simllar effects 
can olten be achieved by a very careful combination of other measures, combined of 
tightly closed systems (see Fig. 13 for an example), clean air hood working benches, 
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double containers, care lor cleanliness in an ordinary laboratory, and, last but not least, 
thorough planning 01 the execution 01 any analytical procedures to avoid any import 01 
contamination. Even a cleanroom laboratory is 01 benelit only, il stringent working rules 
are obeyed considering such additional measures. Certainly, the etlort necessary in this 
direction is completely dependent on the particular element and on the concentrations to 
be determined in relation to its level 01 omnipresent concentration. The most important 
remark in that respect Is: It will be delinitely useless to Install an expensive instrument lor 
elemental trace analysis, as lor example an ICP-mass spectrometer, in a place close to 
the air outlet 01 the air conditioning or a ralrigerator, as I have observed recantly in a 
laboratory In Germany. It is an important duty 01 the analyst to design carelully the 
compartment lor the sam pie supply to instrumentation lor trace determinations. 
This part is concluded by recapitulating [4J the most important rules wh ich help us to 
overcome such problems in extreme trace analysis mainly caused by systematic errors: 
It is not allowed to generalize or to extrapolate into the extreme trace levels in any 
way. Each solution 01 an analytlcal problem needs its individual strategy. 
In extreme trace analysis, the uncritical usa 01 direct instrumental methods may 
not always yield belter results, but its opposite, il systematic errors are not 
perceived. 
Optimal power 01 detection and optimal reliability are only achievable il the trace 
element to be determined is prepared in isolated lorm on the smallest possible 
target area or in the smallest possible excitation volume, lor excitation 01 the 
analytical signal. 
Most carelulness must be spent to the problems (a) 01 contamination and 
adsorption causing positive systematic errors and (b) to desorption etlects and 
volatilization 01 the elements causing negative errors. 
All results obtained Irom a single method must be confirmed by those of an 
independant second or third method belore we can rely upon them. 
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6,2. Nuclear Methods 
The main lields 01 application 01 powerful nuclear methods 01 analysis result lrom 
consideration 01 economy, on the one hand, lor big se ries 01 sampies, On the other 
hand, nuclear methods are uselul in establishing and controlling accuracy and reliability, 
They are particularly uselul, where other methods are hampered by matrix effects, 
insufficient selectivity, er are limited by blank values [7,8,29,30,50J. II is especially the 
problem 01 blanks and unknown yields at trace levels that can be checked excellently by 
radiochemical techniques [4,42,44,47J, 
In Fig, 14, an example is presented Irom Ihe biggest lield, I.e, Irom activation analysis, In 
all techniques 01 activation analysis (cl. [29]), the analytical sampie 01 10 mg to 1 g, after 
drying, is subjected to an irradiation, Mostly used are reactor neutrons, but also last 
neutrons, charged particles lrom an ion accelerator, or gamma·radiation. These induce 
nuclear reactions which produce indicator nuclides 01 numerous elements in the sam pie. 
These can be measured directly lrom outside, so that the risk 01 blank values is 
minimized, in this analysis, Reactions are chielly 01 (n, y)·type, producing ß-emitting 
isotopes 01 the irradiated element nucleus, As an example, the analytical scheme lor 
instrumental activation analysis 01 airborne particulate matter collected on filter material 
allows lor determination 01 30 to 40 elements Irom two irradiations 01 5 min and 5 h, 
resp. (Fig. 14). In general, problems due to matrix effects do not appear. Filter material 
must be carelully selected according to their blank levels, and Irequently'checked. In 
biological tissue, high Na·contents produce high levels 01 background radiation origina· 
ting lrom Na·24 that often represents 99% 01 the total activity. This requires its chemical 
separation, after decomposition 01 the activated sam pie [29J. 
Another important task is the determination 01 element traces in rain water, river water, 
sea water and ice drilling cores, In this li eid, nuclear methods are 01 no particular benelit, 
because Ihe advantage 01 direct irradiation do not apply to water sam pies. Today, the 
broad variety 01 all wet-chemical determination methods can be applied alternatively. 
Here is no advantage 01 nuclear methods by avoiding any sources 01 systematic error, 
and blank levels are as low as with other methods applied [8,29,30], Often, high activities 
01 Na, CI and Br interfere. Elemental distribution in the sub·millimeter range can be el-
liciently determined by autoradiography 01 activated sampies, E.g" the distribution 
images (see Fig, 15, Irom [50]) 01 manganese in leaves 01 cotton show signilicant 
differences between a healthy plant and an injured plant lrom an unlavourable soil. 
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6.3. PIXE 
Also ion beam analysis can be helplul in identifying systematic errors - already at the 
stage of sampie preparation. lhis is exemplified in the case of microanalysis using proton 
induced X-ray emission PIXE, at a lateral resolution of ca. 111m. Numerous efforts have 
been undertaken to record the elemental status of animals sampled from an ecosystem 
[51, see reports on specimen banking in this volumeJ, but also of human individuals and 
patients, by means 01 simple monitors. lhe analysis of hair strands, as weil as feathers 
and finger nails has been proven useful for the determination of poisoning by heavy 
metals. Essential elements are enriched in sam pies 01 blood and tissue. However, 
elevated contents are present in hair and nails, of those elements that are drained off 
Irom the organism. Environmental loads by Hg, Cd, Pb, Se, Sb, As can be detected 
simply, painless, non-invasive and without any administrative IIcence. Additional benefit 
results from the fact that hair, growing for so me period, accumulates element traces and 
displays a deposit lor a retrospective analysis. 
An important objection against any uncritical utilization 01 those monitors is raised due to 
their high risk 01 contamination. It is weil known that workers occupied with handling 01 
gold-pieces exhibit high levels 01 gold on their hair strands caused by external con-
tamination. However, precisely the trial for carelul cleaning hair strands belore the 
analysis, may lalsify the analytical result. 
On the example 01 the essential trace element Se, enormous scatter of data Irom 
different persons had been detectet, whereas reproducibility was good lor individuals 
[52J. lhe effect of shampooning was studied. lhe Se-distribution across a single hair 
strand was monitored applying PIXE microanalysis on the 11m-level, see Fig. 16 [52J. lhe 
result was that Se had been diffused, Irom the Shampoo (containing S to help against 
skurf, and Se was accompanying sullur). lhe euter 5 to 10 11m layer 01 the hair strand 
contained 10 to 20 I'g/g Se, whereas in the center the concentration was about 3 I1g/g. 
lhe thickness 01 the contamination layer indicated that Se had been dilfused. For tlle 
determination of the low levels of Se of the non-treated center 01 the hair strand, the 
detection power 01 micro-PIXE was lound insufficient [52J. With such high levels of Se in 
the outer region, also interferences must be considered in the determination of elements 
that are strongly bound to Se. From the distribution of trace elements in acelI, 
information should be derived about the physiological dynamics inside, about ac-
cumulation and draining off of harmful substances and metabolites. Micro-PIXE is 
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qualified to analyze and to correlate the distributions of several elements in thin sections 
from tissue, e.g. from rats liver. 
PIXE has been and still is employed to analyze airborne aerosols, in several routine 
network measurement programmes [32,33,53J. Conditions are best analyzing thin layer 
sam pies of less Ulan about 10 11m. We have carried out such analysss In the frame 01 
meterological programmes in Frankfurt. Aerosols are best sampled on membrane Iilters 
or size-Iractionated, using small impactors. Predicatory results wsre obtained concerning 
aerosol transport on the short-range as weil as the long-range scale, see Fig. 17, from 
[53J. 
7. Conclusion 
In this survey 01 analytical developments important lor application in ecological research, 
I have only touched the field of established routine analysis, although it deserves due 
regard. For luture advancement (see Table 3), the enhancement of the power 01 
detection, in absolute terms, takes a very important position, partlcularly in view of the 
examination of species-fractions as weil as 01 microdomains. The basic reason lor that 
is not at all to induce lower and lower threshold values in legislation, as is sometimes 
stated as an opinion. The reason is to contribute to the best 01 reckoning environmental 
risks. Analytical chemistry has to contribute to the protection 01 the quality of lile (see 
Fig.18). For this aim, there is a stringent requirement to learn the right balance with the 
technological progress. Technological progress is inevitably connected to risks and 
consequences on man and environment. Such risks must be recognized in due time, 
estimated, and minimized. Analytical ctlsmistry takes a very important position in both 
fields, namely technological progress and estimation 01 risks. In both fjelds, complex 
systems of substances must be regarded. Informations concerning these systems of 
substances lorm the base 01 decisions. Therefore these data have to be reliable data. It 
is very important that these data are transferred objectively, and Interpreted objectively 
in collaboration with other disciplines. If objective competence is missing, giving publicity 
to just data without interpretation may induce reservations and lears in public. Thus, 
elucidation is another important duty of environmental analysis. 
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Figura captlons 
Fig.1 Ambivalent physiologieal dose-effeet relationship 01 an essential traee element 
(aeeording to [4]). 
Fig.2 Comparison 01 the means 01 some eoneentrations in serum, determined in the 
period belore 1976 and after 1976 (Irom [4] aeeording to data assembled by 
Vers/eck et al.[54]) 
Fig.3 Criteria 01 improvements in miere and traee analysis. All these eharaeteristies are 
elosely intereonneeted with eaeh other [3]. 
FigA Typieal ligures lor the power 01 deteetlon in absolute terms (top) and lor the 
working range on a relative eoneentration seale (bottom) 01 different methods 
used lor traee analysis 01 ce ramie materials (modified Irom [12]): 
X-ray lIuoreseenee analysis XRFA 
titrimetry TITR, 
voltammetry VOLT, 
optieal emmission speetrometry by spare or are DES-SP / A, 
induetively eoupled plasma-optieal emission speetrometry ICP-DES, 
Ilame atomie absorption speetrometry FMS, 
neutron aetivation analysis NM, 
total relleetion X-ray Iluoreseenee analysis TXRF, 
glow discharge mass speetrometry GDMS, 
eleetrothermal atomie absorption speetrometry ET-MS, 
induetively eoupled plasma mass speetrometry ICP-MS, 
eleetron mieroprobe EMP, 
Auger eleetron speetrometry AES, 
seeondary ion mass speetrometry SIMS. 
Fig.5 TXRF speetra 01 NBS 1577 bovine liver and 1573 tomato leaves. (Irom [31]) 
Fig.6 The circulation 01 mercury in the enviroment (according to [4]); u.a. = and other 
gases 
Fig.7A Volatilization 01 Hg Irom aqueos solutions (O.5M HND" 2 ng/ml "'Hg, PTFE 
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vessel, lrom [42]). 
Fig.7B Adsorption 01 Hg on PTFE and Fiolax glass (0.5M HNO" 2 ng/ml OOOHg, Irom 
[42]). 
Fig.8 Typical vertical profiles 01 mercury concentratlon In various soils: a) arable; b) 
lorest; c) high bog (broken line: humus content in g/kg) soll horizons: A,: 
ploughed top soil; A,: humus-containig mineral soil; A,: leached para brown soil; 
B,: mean soil horizon with argillaceous illution; B,: mean soil horizon 01 mineral 
weathering; BC: transition horizon; C: living rock (Irom [6]). 
Fig.9 schematic comparison 01 direct instrumental procedures (Ieft hand side), 
principal sources 01 error are indicated at each individual stage) 
Fig.10 principal sources 01 error in wet chemical combined procedures 
Fig.11 Subboiling point distillation apparatus (according to Kuehner et al. [48]). 
Fig.12 Cleanig vessels by means 01 steaming the surfaces with nitric acid vapor 1) 
condenser, 2) steam chamber, 3) steam tubes, 4) overflow, 5) roud-bottomned 
flask, 6) heater; Irom ([42]) 
Fig.13 Decomposition-distillation apparatus lor the separation 01 boron and silicon Irom 
the matrix. 
1) PTFE vessel (ca. 10 ml); 2) lid 01 vessel; 3) AI ring; 4) pressure spring; 5) AI 
housing; 6) AI cover with bayonet catch; 7) heating block; 8) PP receiver; 9) 
PTFE tubing (Irom [49]). 
Fig.14 Neutron activation analysis scheme lor air pollution particulates on filter carrier 
(compare [29,p.183]). 
Fig.15 Manganese distribution in cotton-plant leal (a:healthy, b: laded) [Irom 50] 
Fig.16 Concentration distribution 01 Zn and Se across the cross-section 01 hair segment 
(distances in ~m) after various periods 01 treatment with a selenium-containing 
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shampoo. X-ray emission analysis with a proton mlcroprobe PIXE (Irom [52]). 
Fig.17 Long-range transport 01 particulate aerosol matter across Europe (Irom [53]). 
Fig.18 Balance 01 technological progress and risks assoclated wilh this progress. 
Princlpal tasks 01 analytical chemistry comprehend generation 01 reliable data 
Irom both lields, but also objective Interpretation 01 these data in an 
interdisciplinary team-work, as weil elucidation to the public. 
Table 1: 
Table 2: 
Table 3: 
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Table capllons 
relative elemental abundanees in magnetie rocks (according to Taylor. 
1964) 
Comparison 01 global mercury emissions 01 natural and anthropogenie 
origin (modified Irom [4]. based on data lrom 1970 and 1974). 
Future tasks on advaneement 01 miero- and traee analysis 01 enviromental 
matter. 
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relative elemental abundances in magmatic rocks 
(according to S.R. Taylor, 1964) 
x 10-3 X 10-4 X 10-5 
0 .462 Ti 5.7 Zr 1.6 Ga 1.5 
Si .280 H 1.4 CI 1.3 Pb 1.2 
AI .082 Mn 1.0 V 1.3 B 1.0 
Fe .056 P 1.0 Cr 1.0 Th .9 
Ca .041 F .63 Rb .9 Pr .8 
Na .024 Ba .43 Ni .7 Sm .6 
Mg .023 Sr .37 Zn .7 Gd .5 
K .021 S .26 Ce .6 Ge .5 
.989 C .20 Cu .5 Hf .3 
11.0 V .3 Dy .3 
La .3 Vb .3 
Nd .28 Er .28 
Co .25 Be .28 
Sc .22 U .27 
Li .20 Ta .20 
N .20 As .18 
Nb .20 Mo .15 
10.6 9.3 
Ubiquitous eoneentration: ea 10 - 500 ng/g Hg 
origin GlobaUy released [tfyear] 
Natural: 
Voleanism + weathering 500 - 5000 
Gaseous from earth's erust 25000 - 15000 
Oeeaning reservoir: 2 x 108 tons 
Evaporation from sea ' 23000 
from rlvers and glaeiers 3800 
Anthropogenie: 
Hg - proeessing industry 
Proeessing of ores + minerals 
Combustion of fuels 
6000 
1500 
100 
- 10000 
- 20000 
- 8000 
f-
'" 
'" 
(42) 137 
Conclusion on elemental trace anlysis 
(1) compendium of instrumental methods available 
+ high power of detection + 
accuracy requires SRM to 
compensate for matrix effects -
(2) improve detection power for differentiation 
a) of species 
b) of microlocal domains 
(3) assessment of accuracy 
'I< independent methods approach 
'I< multi-stage procedures 
~ 
'I< traceability ~ SRM 
l 
direct instrumental procedures 
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Abstract 
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Trace metal pollutants in EI Manzala lakes by 
Inductively Coupled Plasma Spectroscopy 
S.EI Alfy and A.A.Abdel-Rassoul 
Analytical Chemistry Department, Hot Laboratory Center, 
Atomic Authority Energy, Cairo, Egypt. 
Inductively Coupled Plasma-Atomic Emission Spectroscopy 
(ICP-AES) was used to determine a number of toxie heavy metals 
and other pollutants in the aquatic environment of EI Manzala 
area. Mean and standard deviations are tabulated for lead, 
cobalt, cupper, cromium, cadmium, zinc, zirconium and strontium 
determinations in 3 different zones representing the whole area 
The results indieated several folds increase than those reported 
for other surfaee waters in Egypt or in the meditteranean sea 
shores, with peak valued towards the north part of the lake, west 
of Port sald city. Zinc and cadmium concentrations are extremly 
low. 
continual monitoring control of pollutants in surfaee waters 
and primary treatment of waste effluents on the waste generation 
aites are recommended. 
Introduetion 
Several metals oeeur in rivers and lakes from different 
domestic and industrial human aetivities, dead and deeomposing 
animals and vegetation, fallout of atmospheric particulates and 
from rocks and soils exposed to surface waters (1). Heavy metals 
are not biodegradable and enter the food chain through a number 
of pathways eausing progressive toxie actions due to the 
accumulation in different organs over the life span and lang term 
exposure to contaminated environments (2).Despite the presence of 
trace cocentrations of Cr, Mn, Co, cu, and Zn in the aquatic 
environment whieh is essential to number of life processes; high 
concentrations of these metals and of several others become 
toxie (3). 
The major water lakes within EI Manzala area suffer from 
uncontrolled disposal of increased amounts of wastes. Effluents 
from more than 200 sewage disposal units and about 80 industrial 
facilities pass to EI Manzala lake, meanwhile about 1.2 million 
m3/d of different effluents from the local sewage disposal units 
are passed to Bahr EI Bakar canal. This causes serious 
environmental pollution in EI Dakahlia, EI Sharkia and Port Baid 
areas. 
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This presentation is apart of a programme to monitor the toxic 
elements and natural radioactivity in the major water resources 
in Egypt. Several water sampies were collected from different 
governeratLs within EI Manzala area and analysed for Pb, Co, Cu, Cd, 
Zn, Zr, and Sr. Inductively Coupled Plasma-Atomic Emission 
spectroscopy (ICP-AES) is used to provide a viable solution for 
long term environmental contral. 
Experimental 
1. Sampling 
Several water sampies were col1ected fram different sites 
within El Dakahlia, El Sharkia and Port Said governerates 
including the highly populated areas near Port Said and 
El Mataria eities, Bahr Hados which 1s a 5mall closed lake 
south/west of El Manzala lake and from a number of other sites 
within the lake, as indicated in Fig. (1). These samples were 
collected by El Manzala lake Department of the general authority 
for Fish Resources Development, El Dakahlia, clarified by 
cintrifugation, acidified and kept in polyethylene containers. 
The fOllowing summary presents the main characteristics of the 
sampling sites and the collected samples. 
i- from Bahr Hados site between El Dakahlia and El Sharkia 
governerates, sampies were collected from a heavy muddy area 
with surface vegetations; at 1.5 m depth, 25'C, brown 
in color with 20 cm transparency and pH 7.4. 
ii- from Bahr El-Bakar site between EL Sharkia and Port 
governerates, sampies were collected from a heavy 
area with surface vegetations; at 2 m depth, 25°C, 
in color with 10 cm transparency and pH 7.7. 
Said 
muddy 
black 
i11- from Mataria/port Said canal ne ar Ben Salem between 
EI Dakahlia and port Said governerates, sampies were 
collected from a heavy muddy area with surface vegetations; 
at 3 m depth, 20· C green-browinsh colour with 25 cm 
transparency and pH 7.8. 
iv- from Bahr Legan site within El Dakahlia governerate, 
samples were collected from a sandy mud area at 1.5 m depth, 
light green in colour with 30 cm transparency and pH 7.7. 
v- from Bahr Deshdi site within El Dakahlia governerate, 
samples were collected from a sandy mUddy area at 1.2 m 
depth, 25°C, light green in colour with 30 cm transparency 
"nd pH 7.9. 
vi- from the Mataria zone ne ar the population area,o samples 
were collected from a muddy area at 3 m depth, 25 C, light 
brown in colour with 25 cm transparency and pH 7.8. 
vii- from Bahr EI-Gamil site near Port Said area, sampies were 
collected from a sandy area at 7 m depth, clear blue, pH 
7.3. 
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2. Instrumentation 
The ICP-AES measurements were done with a compact tuned-
oscillator with high resolution Echelle gr~ting spectrometer, 
minicomputer contral services, peristaltic pump and an automated 
sample changer. The system includes a plasma Spec./Leeman 2.5 kw 
generator with 3-turn copper load coil and a Hidebrand Grid 
nebulizer. 
The spectrometer system is a fixed optics type, f8 Echelle 
model with single pass prism/lens used for stray light reduction 
to cover a wavelength range from 190 to 800 nm, 1 PMT for 
sequential operation 
3. Analysis 
i-measurements 
ICP-measurements were done in the sequential multielement 
mode. An analytical programme was established both for 
calibration and routine analysis including aseries of automated 
operations to align the optics, peak the selected analytical 
wavelengths and position the source image on the entrance slit 
for signal optimization. The selected analytical wavelengths 
represent the characteristic lines which are free from spectral 
interference to elimenate any correction at the concentration 
levels of interest; these are: 
Cr 205.55 ( nm ) Cu 324.75 ( nm ) 
Pb 220.35 Cd 214.44 
Co 228.62 Zn 313.86 
Zr 343.82 Sr 407.74 
Measurements were done in triplicate according to the 
following operating conditions : 
forward r.f.power 1. 00 KW (0.5 A) 
argon flow rate 12 L/min 
nebulizer gas 0.3 - 0.5 L/min 
sampIe uptake rate 1 mL/min 
ii-standards 
The standard solutions were prepared from spec. pure 
chemieals diluted with D.D demineralized water and adjusted to 
0.3 M nitric acid and NaCl was added to coincide with the 
sampIes. Mixed working standards containing concentrations 
proportional to the respective detection limits were prepared by 
the dilution of the stock solutions for calibration and routine 
analytical runs. 
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Results and discussion 
The samples analysed were collected trom 3 different areas 
within El Dakahlia and Port Said representing the north, middle 
and south aquatic environment in EI Manzala lake. 
The results (table 1) indicate that lead, cobalt, copper 
and chromium concentrations follow a common distribution 
behaviour. The metal concentrations increase towards the northern 
parts of the lake according to the following descending order 
Pb » Co > Cu > Cr. 
Lead i8 present in the highest concentration levels within the 
whole area and its concentration ranged from 390 ug/ L in the 
southern parts to 1650 ug/ L in the northern parts of the 
lake, west of Port Said city; cobalt ranged trom 65 to 250 ug/L 
copper trom 70 to 160 ug /L and chromium from 35 to 100 ug/ L • 
These values are several times higher than those reported 
for most of the Egyptian surface waters (4,5), and even higher 
than those found around a number of eities on the Mediterranean 
sea (6 - 8). The high concentration of these pollutants in the 
northern part of the lake constitute peak values in all cases. 
This high concentration may be attributed to the clear aquatic 
environment, absence of surface vegetation, high population 
density with several human activities, the uncontrolled release 
of different waste effluents, fisheries and the international 
navigation nearby the area. 
The low concentration of these elements in the southern zone 
of the lake may be explained by the absorption characteristics of 
surface vegetation, the availability of considerable quantities 
of suspended particulates, the muddy nature of the aqueous 
system, the accumulation of sewage sludge and the nature of the 
soil in the area. other physical and chemical processes including 
change in pH,.temperature and the presence of exeessive quantites 
of different organic residues may also contribute in 
immobilization of several heavy metals (1). ~ 
Zinc and zirconium concetrations were found consistjmt a11 
over the whole area. The concentration of zinc , was extremely 
lower than the detection limit of the measuring system «2 ug/L). 
This seems to be lower by several orders of magnitude than the 
other va lues so far reported for most of the surface waters in 
Egypt (4,5), or in other parts on the mediterranean sea 
shore (6,9). Zirconium was also measured and its concentration 
was found almost constant in all the sampies and found to be 
within 45 ug/L as me an value. There is no data available for 
comparison in similar areas. 
Cadmium concentrations were found to be extremely low and 
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were almost within the ppb range (less than 2 pg/L), however, 
higher concentration were localised in Bahr Hados (being 20 jlg/L) 
which i5 a 5mall closed lake southjwest cf El Manzala lake and in 
Bahr EI-Garnil near the Mediterrane?n sea, west of port Said 
(about 10 pgl L ). 
strontium being a member of the alkaline earth elements proved 
to be present in all samples with high eoneentrations. In the 
middle and south aquatic systems of El Manzala lake the 
concentration levels varied from 1 to 1.8 x 10 Vg/L, while 
in the northern part west of Port Said the mean value was 
14.3x10 ~g/L The sandy/lime stone nature in the northern 
parts of the lake and the absence of suspended particulate and 
vegetation may be the cause of these high values. 
One concludes that the high eoneentration levels of toxic 
metals in El-Manzala lake ,especially in the northern part west 
of Port said (Fig.2) , causes considerable pollution in the 
aquatic environment. This pOllution may negatively affect the 
marine life and accordingly the human beings through the 
assimulation of pOlluted sea food. The difficiency of zinc in 
the area might have a negative biological effect. To minimize 
environmentatl hazards, the eurrent levels of potentially toxie 
elements need to be eontinuously monitored and primary treatment 
of waste effluents at the sites where toxic metals originate is 
essential. ICP-AES proved to be a reliable, precise, accurate 
and efficient method with high sensitivity for the determination 
of ultra micro quantities of a large number of elements. 
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Table (1): Determination of lead and cobalt in EI Manzala lakes*) 
sampling sites Pb-concentration, mean Co-concentration, mean 
South areas 
1-Bahr Hados 422 246 220 296 !. 109 83 48 71 68 !. 17 
2-Bahr El-Bakar 283 577 299 386 !. 164 55 54 79 63 !. 14 
3-Mataria/Port Said canal 358 518 518 465 !. 92 41 78 90 70 !. 25 (near Ben Salem island) 
Middle areas 
4-Bahr Legan 705 625 705 678 !. 46 97 94 88 93 !. 4 
5-Bahr Deshdi 870 827 667 788 !. 106 107 94 99 100 !. 6 
6-Mataria zone 
(near population area) 
630 715 443 596!. 139 138 141 114 131 !. 14 
North area 
7-Bahr El-Gamil 1450 1680 1810 
(west Port Said city) 
1650 !. 182 251 264 237 251 !. 13 
*) lead was measured at wavelength 220.35 nm and cobalt at 228.62 nm; metal concentrations 
are ~ressed in pg/L. 
,.... 
., 
..., 
Table (2): Determination of copper and chromium in El Manzala lakes*) 
sampling sites Cu-concentration, mean Cr-concentration, mean 
South areas 
1-Bahr Hados 54 52 61 55 !. 4 23 29 29 24 !. 3 
2-Bahr El-Bakar 57 77 75 70 !. 10 41 40 38 39 !. 1 
3-Mataria/Port Said canal 
(near Ben Salem island) 
68 102 91 87 !. 17 46 38 32 39 !. 6 
>-
'" Middle areas 
'" 
4-Bahr Legan 147 181 184 171 !. 20 60 48 40 49 !. 9 
5-Bahr Deshdi 81 111 111 101 !. 17 60 50 48 53 !. 6 
6-Mataria zone 93 102 105 100 !. (near population areal 
6 63 47 49 53 !. 8 
North area 
7-Bahr El-Gamil 199 (west Port Said city) 163 
124 162 !. 37 102 101 89 98 !. 7 
*) copper was measured at wavelength 324.75 nm and chromium at 205.55 nm; metal concentra-
tions are expressed in pg/L. 
Table (3): Determination of_ zinc~) zirconium, cadmium and strontium in El Manzala lakes**) 
sampling si tes Zr-concentration, mean Cd-concentration, mean Sr-concentration, mean 
South areas 
1-Bahr Hados 28 28 26 27 :t 1 9 22 41 24:t 4 1060 1070 1090 1070 :t 10 
2-Bahr El-Bakar 38 39 55 44:t 9 1 0 1810 1780 1770 1790:t 20 
3-Mataria/Port Said canal 
(near Ben Salem island) 
46 38 45 43 :t 3 2 1 1 ±. 1 1300 1260 1260 1270 :t 20 
>-
." 
Middle areas 
'" 
4-Bahr Legan 81 72 77 77 :t 4 1 3 1 2 2:. 1 1490 1510 1520 1510 :t 10 
5-Bahr Deshdi 38 36 37 37 :t 1 1 2 6 3 :t 2 1410 1450 1450 1430 :t 20 
6-Mataria zone 
(near population area) 
41 47 54 47 :t 6 1 3 2 + 1 
-
1410 1410 1410 1410 
North area 
7-Bahr El-Gamil 
(west Port Said city) 18 38 27 26 :t 6 14 14 14 14 14200 14400 14300 14300 :t 90 
*) zinc concentrations were found to l.~ below the detection limit of the system in all samples. 
**) zinc was measured at wavelength 313.68 nm, zirconium at 343.82 nm, cadmium at 214.44 nm and strontium at 
407.74 nm; metal concentrations are expressed in pg/L. 
Table (4): Concentration levels of metallic pollutants in El Manzala lakes*) 
sampling si tes Pb Co Cu er Zn Zr Cd Sr 
South areas 
1-Bahr Hados 300 70 60 25 b.d 30 20 1070 
2-Bahr El-Bakar 390 60 70 40 b.d 45 0 1790 
3-Mataria/Port Said canal 
(near Ben Salem island) 
470 70 90 40 b.d 40 0 1270 
Middle areas 
4-Bahr Legan 680 90 170 50 b.d 80 0 1510 
5-Bahr Deshdi 790 100 100 50 b.d 40 0 1430 
6-Mataria zone 600 
(near population areal 130 
100 50 b.d 50 0 1410 
Norm area 
7-Bahr El-Gamil 
(west Port Said city) 1650 250 160 100 b.d 30 10 14300 
*} metal concentrations are expressed inpg/L as mean values of triplicate determinations; 
zinc concentrations were below the detection limit in all samples. 
>-
'" 0 
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ASSESSMENT OF POLLUTANTS IN LAKE 
MANZALA USING GAMMA-RA Y SPECTROSCOPY 
R. Zaghloul*, A.S. Abdel Haleem*, A.M. Hassan'· 
* Hot LaboratOl'ies centre, Atomic Energy Authority, Cairo, Egypt • 
•• Nuclear Research Centre, Atomic Energy Authol'ity, Cairo, Egypt. 
INTRODUCTION 
A cooperation programme between Egypt and Germany was established to assess the 
different pollutants in rivers, lakes and soils. These pollutants include both organie and inorganic 
toxie species. Different techniques are developed for determination of inorganie pollutants among 
these the use of prompt '6-ray neutron aetivation analysis teehnique. In the first phase of this 
programme, anticompton prompt 't-ray neutron activation analysis system was developed and 
constructed at the Hot Laboratories Centre. This system is charaeterized by high resolution, low 
background, flexibility of the measurements and convenienee of the analysis(!). 
The second phase of this work is direeted to analyse different environmental sampies using the 
developed PGNAA system. A first candidate to apply this analytical technique is Lake Manzala. 
This lake is loeated in North Egypt and west the Nile Delta. The water in this lake suffer from 
uncontrolled disposal of effiuents from more than 200 sewage disposal units and about 80 
industrial facilities. This bring serious environmental pollution in the water of the different 
Governerate located around the lake. 
In this contribution, several water sampie, from lake Manzala were collected and analysed for 
different elements by the PGNAA teehnique. Some measurements from lake Karon were also 
given far comparison. 
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EXPERIMENTAL 
Different water sampIes were eolleeted from lake Manzala. The sampies were eollected 
by the EI Manzala Lake Department of the General Authority for Fish Resources Development, 
EI-Dakahlia. The water sampIes were c1arified by eentrifugation, acidified and then kept in 
polyethylene bottles. 
The PGNAA system was deseribed previously (1). lt is based on aetivation of the 
sampIes with Cf-252 neutron souree (original activity of 740 MBq give a flux of 1.5 x 100n em-
'.s-I) and measurement of the prompt gamma rays with antieomption system using high purity 
Ge deteetor. The system is designed to give high effieieney and low background. The different 
elements were identified is based on the expeeted prompt gamma energy and given in Table (I). 
The irradiation time was generally five hours and the results obtained after eorrections. 
Quantitative analysis is based on eomparison with reference materials obtained from IAEA. 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
In this work, the preliminary results of this programme will be reported. Figure I, is a 
typical prompt gamma speetmm of 50 ml of Manzala lake water measured in polyethylene bottle 
during irradiation by the given Cf-252 neutron souree for five hours. Figure (2) shows a similar 
speetrum for water sampIe from lake Karon. 
From these Figures, it c1ear that the water sampIe eontains mainly Cd,Ir, In and, the 
lanthanide elements Pr, Nd, Sm and Gd. Presenee of the lanthanides elements is explained in 
terms of the Monazite deposits on the Egyptian Meditereanion shore. lt is weil known that 
Monazite contains several lanthanides. As for heavy metals, Cd and In seems to be the main 
pollutants in the sampIes studied. Quantitative analysis was carried out for Cd, Gd and Sm in 
different sampies from Manzala lake, Table (2). 
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Analyses were based on the gamma- spectrum for each sampie . Seven water sampies 
from Manzala lake, 3 water sampies from lake Karon and 7 rock sampies form the region. These 
results represent the first from expanded programme to cover different elements for bOUl anions 
and cations. Comparison with other anaytical techniques will be considered for assessment and 
verification of the resuUs 
REFERENCES 
I. R.Zaghloul, A. Abd. EI-Haleam, M. Mostafa, E. Gantner, and H.J. Ache, .. An In-
Beam comptonsuppressed Ge Spectrometer for Nondestructive Neutron Activation 
Analysis" KFK 5181, April (1993) 
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1'able (J) 
ldentified elemollts and its neutron eapt.ure galnma-ray energie~ 
in Hanzala-iake water sampie. 
-
Element· Energy (KeV) 
--
Ca 520 I 726.9, 1942 
K 1461, 770,2 
Na 4"12. 4 I 070,6 
Cl 1164, 1610, 1942 
ßa 627,5, 1435 
Ir 351.0, 
Ge 500,2, 3020 
Pr 141.2, 177,2, 4001 
Mn 7050 
In 1097, 1293,S, 417,7 
Cu 6575, , 7252, , 466,0 
Co 320.0, 5659 
Sm 333.4 , 439. -1 I 068, 
Cd 550,5, OOG. , 
Zn 6655, 6910 
Gd 199. I 961.0, 
Pb 6736, 7367,7 
I 113,6 
'I'i 3 ·11.0 I 903.4, 1301.7 
Si i273,3, 3539, , 4Y34 
Au 1201.0, 2450,9, 5103, 5394 
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Table L2) 
Quantitiativc analysis for Cd,Gd end Sm in some ane1i'sc"\ 
sarnple (by pp:n) 
Sample Cd 
• M-i < 5 
H-2 < 5 
H-3 < 5 
H-4 27 
11-5 40 
!-!-6 < 6 
H-7 52 
• }:-4 67 
);-10 69 
);-18 72 
• R-l 45 
R-2 40 
R-' 80 
R-IO 90 
R-25 95 
R-31 100 
R-32 38 
• B,S.Satnple 128 
• -H I Hanzala la;;e sar.,ple 
.. K : >:aron-lar.e sample 
• R I P.:::oc}~-sarnple 
* B.S: Bleck-sand sample. 
Gd 
6 
6 
8 
42 
35 
< 5 
6 
9 
14 
25 
10 
25 
50 
65 
70 
35 
30 
110 
Sm 
< 5 
< 5 
< 5 
35 
44 
< 5 
8 
lO 
l3 
14 
8 
6 
15 
48 
55 
83 
7 
85 
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ENVIRONMENTAL SPECIMEN BANK OF THE FEDERAL REPUBLIC OF 
GERMANY 
Summary 
• SIGNIFICANCE OF SURFACTANTS • 
MJ. Schwuger 
Instltute of Applled Physlcal Chemlstsy, Res",,,,h Centre Jüllch (KFA) 
D·S24ZS Jül!ch, Gennany 
Environmental contamlnants in water, soit and air as wett as ehanges In thelr concentration 
with respeci to space and time may be qulte effectlvely detOOed by the analysis of approprtate 
indicators (biomatrtces from different levels ofthe food ehaln, sediments, sludges, dusts) whleh 
accumulate these ehemlcals by severa! orders of magnitude. 
However, regular monitoring ofthe environment should not be restrieted to presently known 
substances. 111e sultable stomge of representative indicator speclmens attows also the 
retrospOOive analysis of ehemlcals wWeh are not detectable at present or wWeh have not been 
regarded as envlronmental poltutants so far. 
Therefore, the German Environmental Speclmen Bank (ESB) of the Federal Govemment was 
established in 1985 with the purpose of storing representatlve sampies from the terrestrial and 
aquatle environment as wett as from human belngs for future decades without any change in 
ehemical composition. 
In spile oflts relatively limIted time of opemtlon, the ESB has already obtained a variety of 
promising results wWch support not only the success of legislative regulations (Introduction of 
unleaded fuels, ban on pentachlorophenol) but demonstrate also the decrease of pollutants in 
rivers due to reduced Industria! or municipa! discharges. Moreover, the effOOivity ofnew 
technologies wilh respect to environmental protectlon may be traced back by a speclfie and 
retrospectlve ehamcterlzatlon of suilable indicator sampies. 
In addition to Its routine progmmme, the Institute of Applied Physical ehemlstry of the 
Research Centre Jülieh (KFA) Is perfonning basic studles on the speciation of selOOed 
elements such os arsenie, mereu')' and tin, and the detenninatlon of new compounds. In tWs 
respect, surfactants play an important role because they can InGuence the Immobilizatlon or 
remobillzatlon of pottutants In solls or sediments. The mobillty of other ehemlcals In such 
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matrices can be estimated, if surfactant concentrations are known. With that, a prediction of 
possible contamlnatlons of ground or surface waters ls possible. Selected examples will be 
diseussed in detail in the foliowing. 
Introduetlon 
Ooe of the most urgent tasks of the environmental protection policy consists in the regular 
monitoring of pollutants in wafer, soil and air, as weIl as in various stages of important food 
ehains (plants, animals), finaliy leading to man. However, thls monitoring should not be 
restrieted to the determination of stationary poliutant loads. On the contrary, it requires In 
partieular information about their tlme- and space-dependent behavlour under natural 
environmental condltlons. Therefore, the foliowing questions should be answered as a first 
priority: 
Where do these materials persist and where do they possibly accumulate? 
What ehemical fonn are they present In? 
How mobile are they in the environment? 
Why are they mobilized or Immobillzed? 
What short- or long-time effeet do they have on man and the environment? 
When and how do new poliutants appear In the environment? 
What new substances are environmental ehemlcals converted lnto and In what time? 
Do toxie substances - posslbly - result during thls process and how stable are they? 
Wlth the knowledge and methods previously available, posslble Influences and impacts ofthe 
environmental ehemicals produced by man and Intentlonally or unintentionaHy released Into the 
environment on natural or seml-natural ccosystems, and also on the basic necesslties of life and 
the health of mankind can only be inadequately forecast or thelr potential dangers assessed [1]. 
Aecording to the "European Inventory ofExisting Commercial Substances" ElNECS (after 
GDCh/BUA) [2], there are eurrenUy approx. 100000 different ehemlcal substances whose 
behaviour and action in the environment are stilliargely unknown [3]. 
It is therefore ali the more important that even the smaliest ehanges In the environment and in 
the various trophie stages and fond ehains should be detected by specifie observation and 
monitoring. Tbeir origins have to be elucidated and if necessary their further development 
should be halted. Corresponding scientifie and teehnical aetivities place partieular emphasis on 
the proteetion of mankind and the environment against anthropogenie and geogenie poliutants, 
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as weil as their systematie and continuous deteetion in soll, water, air and seleeted biologieal 
specimens. 
On the basis of thelr specifie accumulation potential for certain pollutants, biological sampIes 
have the advantage that ehanges in the local or regional pollution situation can be recognized 
mueh more easlly. Tbey tlms have a special indicator funetion in the determination of pollutant 
trends or the early recognition of new chemieaIs in the environment (see Fig. 1). 
Tnsks oC the EnvIronmental Speclmen Bank 
Tbe eharaeterization and evaluation of environmental and human sampIes - in their aetunl 
stote, but also In their development over time - ereates Important prerequisltes within the 
frarnework of a preeautionary polley for the following: 
recognition of impending undeslrable developments, 
estimation of nature and extent ofundesirable developments al ready in evidence and 
their consequences, 
obtaining inslghts to set priorities for polltical aetivities and 
compiiing basic principles for the precautionary polley of the Federal Govemment in 
the field of nature conservation and environmental proteetion and also for human heaith. 
As early as 1973, these Inslghts led to the development of a strategie concept of providing the 
necessary scientifie basis for realizing this precautionary polley by establlshing an 
environmental specimen bank. Special guidellnes (Standard Operation Procedures, SOP) were 
developed for all the operating steps necessary for Implementation Ineludlng the analytical 
work [4]. 
The long-term usefulness of the stored sampIes, partleularly for retcospeelive analysis, Is 
ensured by the fact that all materials are deep frozen at temperatures below -150°C 
Immediately after colleetion. In this way any posslble ehanges In ehemlcal composition are 
completely prevented or reduced to a minimum [5, 6]. Further sampIe treatment (proccsslng, 
homogenization and allquolization Into standardlzed sub sampIes) (see Fig. 2) Is slmilarly 
carried out in the above mentioned temperature range, and striet compllance with these 
condltions Is monltored by continuous controls. 
After preliminary analytical studies in 1976 - 1978, the logistic and technical prerequlsites for 
the feasibility of an environment al specimen bank were thoroughly investigated between 1979 
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and 1984 In the "Environmental SpecimeIl Bank" pilot project "Environmental Speclmen 
Bank" financed by the BMFf (Federal Mlnlstry for Research and Technology) [7]. 
Partlclpatlng Institutlons 
Since January 1st, 1985 the Environmental Speclmen Bank has been established as a 
pennanent institution under the respolISibility of the BMI (Iater the BMU, Federni Mlnlstry 
(o,·the Envil'onment, Nature ColIServatlon and Reactor Safety). The Federni 
EnvlronmentaI Agency (UBA) is responsible for co-ordination. Two specimen banks are 
subsumed under the general headlng of the German EnvlronmenlaI Spedmen Bank: 
the Spedmen Bank (or Envlronll1entaI Spedmens - at the Institute of Applied 
Physical Chemistry of the Research Centre Jüllch (KFA) and 
the Speclmen Bank (or Human Organ Speclmens - at the Institute of 
Phannacology and Toxicology ofthe University ofMünster. 
These Institutes also take part in the speeimen characterization by analyzing heavy metals, 
metalloids and essential elements in environmental sampies at thc Research Centre Jülich, 
whereas the corresponding activities at Münster comprise both the inorganlc and also the 
organic (primarily chlorinated hydrocatbons) analysis. 
Furthermore, the work of the Environmental Specimen Bank in the field of ecology and also In 
the selection of representative areas and specimen species is supported and guided by 
The Instltute o( Blogeography at the Unlverslty o( the Saarland. 
The Instltute of Ecologlcal Chemlstry 01 the GSF Neuhel'berg and 
the Blochemleal Institute (or Envil'onmenlal Carclnogens, Grosshansdor(, 
are responsible for the analysis of organochlorine compounds and polyeyclie aromatle 
hydrocatbons (PAR) In the stored terrestrial and aquatie environmental sampies (see Fig. 3). 
Represenlatlvely Selected Ecosystems 
With the operation of the German Environmental Speclmen Bank [8, 9, 10] as part ofthe 
environmentalll1onitoring and ecosystem research network currently In the process of 
development blological obJects In the context of thelr ecosystem will be preferentially obselVed 
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now in addition to the monltoring of air and water whieh exists al ready. An overall concept has 
been developed for this monitoring and thus also for the environmental specimen bank by a 
committee of experts under the auspices ofthe BMU, taking into consideration different types 
of eeasystems with corresponding representative sampling areas. In these areas (see Fig. 4) 
continuous sampling has been carried out to some extent since 1985, as yet every two years. 
But this should be converted into a olle-year sampllng frequeney in accordance wifh an overall 
concept to be reaJized by the year 2000 in order to utilize the analyticaJ, biometrie and 
meteor9logfcal data much more effectively in the sense of real-time monitoring. Since the 
unlficatlon of the two German states In 1989, representative areas in the former East Germany 
have also been Inereasingly studied with the support of local Institutions. 
Representotlve Speclmen Specles 
The selection and asslgument of representative speclmen species from the terrestrial and 
aquatle environment, and also from the human field, for the specimen bank was slmllarly 
undertaken by a commlttee of experts. This selection Is regularly reviewed on the basis of new 
insights and, if necessary, correeted. However, very serious reasons would be requlred to 
eliminate a specimen species that had been colleeted and stored for a conslderable period. At 
present, the following speclmen specles are colleeted on a routine basis: 
from the te"estrial field: soil sampies, tree sampIes (Ieaves and shoots), and animaJ 
sampies (pigeons' eggs, roe deer Iiver, earthworms); 
from the timnie field: sediments, fish (museIe and Iiver), and freshwater musseis; 
from the marille environment: sediments, aJgae, musseis, 6sh (museIe and IIver), and 
sea blrd eggs (see Fig.5). 
Tbe specimen species from the IIumanfield (fatty tissue, IIver, kidney, blood, urine, halr, 
sallva) are stored in Ihe specimen bank for human organ sampies at the University ofMOnster. 
The range of analyzed elements and organie pollutants (cf. p. 6) is largely IdenticaJ wlth that of 
the environmental specimens in order to detect any possible connections between the pollution 
situation in man and his Immediate environment. 
As part of supplementary research and development work at the Institute of Applied Physlcal 
Chemlstry, investigations are eurrentiy been carried out - In addition to the routine analytical 
work - on materials of the environmental speclmen bank wlth the objectlve of e1arifylng the 
possible Influences of surface-active substances (surfaetants) on the transport behaviour and 
bioavailability ofinorganle and organie environmental ehemlcaJs In soils and sediments. 
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Partieular attention Is belng paid to the determination of synergistic or antagonistic effects as 
weil as questlons ofthe ImmobIllzation (bound resldues) and remobilizalion ofpollutants. 
Results 
Terrestrial Environment • Atmospherlc Input 
The Initial characlerlzatlon of environment al specimens from the lerrestrlal environment • with 
four complele dala sets to dale· as weil as Ihe regular examinalions of human blood from 
selecled parent populations carried out al six-monlhly intervals has already led to reliable and 
thus credible resuits about the ubiquitous decrease in lead pollution. Maldng use ofthe 
Instltule's own measuring network to determine pollutant deposition by preclpitation, it can be 
demonstrated without doubt that the legal measures to reduee lead emissions (introduction of 
unleaded fuels in 1984) have achleved significant success. The data collectlons carrled out 
conlinuously sinee 1980 - with weekly sampling - Indicate, for example, that In rural regions 
c10se to industrlal cenlres lead deposition decreased by more than 70 % in 1992 in comparison 
to 1980. A comparable trend is apparent In so-called "background regions", not directly 
polluted, in which wet lead deposition can be almost excluslvely attributed to atmospheric 
long-dislance transport (see Fig. 6). 
The tree speclmens (spruce shools, beech leaves) collected and stored since 1985 from the 
regions of the environmenlal specimen bank also provide convlncing documentalion of the 
decrease In lead pollution (see Hg. 6). The same Is also true of the human field, as confirmed 
by the resulls of the continuous lead studies of blood from student populations at the 
University of Münsler. On the whole, the results provide clear evidence of the positive effeets 
of the introduction ofunleaded fuels. 
Cadmium contents in tree speclmens (leaves, needles) from various regions display higher 
concentrations at an agricultural site than in an urban industrialized area. Since the plant uptake 
of this element essentlally takes place via the roots, it must be assumed that the different 
contents depend on the bioavallability or mobIllty ofthis heavy metalln the soll. 
The reasons for varying bloavailability are very complex and extensive site-related studies are 
necessary to clarify thern. For example, differences in humus content or pennanent soil 
moisture are conceivable. A further possibility results from soll acidificatlon caused by acidic 
rain. However, ubiquitously occurrlng surface-active substances (surfactants) should also be 
taken into consideralion with respect to a change in mobility. It was thus demonstrated in 
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laboratory experiments that catlonic surfactants are basically capable oE releaslng both essential 
trace elements (ea2+, Mg2+, Na+) as weil as toxlc heavy metals (Cd2+) from degraded loess 
soi! (orthlc luvlsol- approx. 25 % clay mineral fractlon). Furthermore,lnvestigations on the 
clay mineral montmorillonite demonstrated that this release oE cations occurs quantitatively and 
stolchiometrlcally [11]. In Fig.7 thls change In the balance oE nutrients and trace elements Is 
demonstrated by the example oE a layer silicate loaded with Na+ /Cd2+. The addition oE the 
cationic surfactant Initlally leads to the replacement oErelatively weakly bound Na+ Ions. Only 
after this displacement process has been completed a quantitative release of Cd2+ into the soi! 
solution takes place. But when the monovalent Na+ Ion Is replaced by dlvalent, essential 
cations (e.g. ea2+) In the silicate iayer, a slmuitaneous displacement by the cationlc surfaetant 
takes place because bollt ea2+ and also Cd2+ are bound to the exchange sites with comparable 
strength [11]. 
Llmnlc Environment • Inputs into Rlver Waler Systems 
Conslderable pollution with heavy metals and ehlorinated hydrocarbons was detected In 
sediments from the Rlver Eibe collected In 1991 and 1992 In co-operation with the Federal 
Hydrology Agency (BfG, Berlin office). 'TIlUS for example, the salt contents and also the 
concentrations of some heavy metals such as mercury, cadmium, lead and chromlum are 
extremely high in the region ofthe Saale estuary. Even Ifthe sediment sampies from 1992 
display decllnlng mercury concentrations for almost all sampllng sites, nevertheless the drastic 
rlse In the region ofthe Saale estuary (Barby site) Is alannlng (see Fig. 8). 
Llkewlse, Invesllgations of the EIbe sediments collected In 1991 far ehlorinated hydrocarbons 
and dioxins point to partieular pollution problems [12]. However, slnce these surveys have 
only recently been Included In the analytical programme, rellable coneluslons about the time 
sequence and origln of this pollution can only be obtained by the retrospective analysis of 
correspondlng stored sampies. 
The conventlon concluded by the International Commlsslon for fhe Prof.dlon oE the Eibe 
(lKSE>, the closure of Industrial plants and the Improvement In quallty ofmunlclpal sewage In 
the upper regions of the EIbe and its tributaries will undoubtedly lead in future to an 
Improvement ofwater quality partleularly In this region. Tbe same expectations can also be 
placed In the extension of new environmental teehnologies. In the same way, an experimental 
verifieatlon ofthis forecast can only be obtalned from a retrospective analysis of different 
sampie types from the Environmental Specimen Bank, for example sediment, freshwater 
musseis snd fish (bream). 
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In contrast to the systematie investigations of the Eibe, whleh have started only reeenlly, 
surface sediments from the Rhine have al ready been analyzed by the Institute of Applled 
Physlcal Chemlstry slnee 1978. Sampies taken at the Emmerieh border station demonstrate a 
clear reduetion in lead and cadmium pollution from 1978 to 1990 (see Fig. 9). 111e effeets of 
the convention coneluded by the International Commlsslon for the Protectlon of the Rhlne 
(IKSR) are particulariy apparent here in the same way as the deellne In the blological oxygen 
demand (BODS) or the rise In the oxygen coneentration, whieh Is one reason for a clear 
Inerease In the variety of flsh speeies in the Rhine [13]. 
As part of the continuous expansion ofthe range of elements eharaeterized In the Initial 
analysis, the thallium eoncentration in various limnle sampies has been determined for some 
time. 111e comparison of eurrent data for bream muscle from two different sampllng areas 
(Rhlne/Lake Constance and lake land distriet of Bornhöved, Sehieswig-Hoistein) show that the 
thallium contents of the sampies from Lake Constanee are higher than the reference sampies 
from the North German area by approxlmately a faetor of 8 (see Fig. 10). More detalIed 
investigations of stored material from the past eight years (retrospeellve monitoring) 
furthermore revealed that this Is a pennanent, excessive pollution ofLake Constanee. An acute 
thallium contarnlnallon, Inlllally assumed, ean thus be mied out. 
Surface-aetive substances, In partieular cationie surfaetants and also the metabolites of the 
alkyl phenol ethoxylates, posslbly also have certaln toxie (envlronmentally toxie) effects in the 
aquatie environment (surface sediments from rivers, lakes and estuary regions) in the same way 
as In the terrestrial field. It mayaiso be assumed that a remobilization of heavy metals becomes 
posslble here under the influenee of surfactants and thus additional quantltites ofthese 
elements become avallable for bloaccumulationln the various organlsms of the limnIe or 
marine food ehalns. 
Marine Environment - Impacts on Estuary alld Coast"1 Aren. 
Both sea water and also sediment analyses have as yet only rarely been Implemented with 
respeet to the blologieal avallability of pollutants. However, slnee only the avallable pollutant 
fraetion has toxlcologlcal relevanee and therefore eauses "pollution", it I. necessary to use 
Inereaslngly blologieal indieators to monitor the pollution and pollution capacity of surfaee 
waters. 
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The special significance of such indlcators cansists in thelr aceumulation potential, whIch is 
described in the literature forvarious marine organisms [14] (see Fig. 1 and 11). For thIs 
reason, mainly sediments, brown algae, cammon musseis, tish (viviparous eelpout) and herling 
guli eggs are investigated withln the framework ofthe Environmental Specimen Bank 
programme to characterize a marine sampling area. It is planned to sampie seal organs (musele, 
faUy tissue, liver) as the tinallink in the marine food chain. 
Brown algae (bladder wrack) and cammon musseis from the same sampling site display quite 
different aceumulation behaviour with respect to certain elements. As shown in Fig. 12, As, 
Ba, Mn, Sand Zn are, for example, preferentialiy aceumulated In bladder wrack whereas an 
increased aceumulation of Cu, Fe and Hg is found in cammon edible musseis. Furthermore, 
slgnificant deviations arise for both sampie species in a camparison of the North Sea and Baitic 
Sea (see Fig. 12), which differ cansiderably in their sait cantent. Both North Sea specimens 
canform In dlsplaying a hIgher aceumulation potential for As and Hg, whereas Ba, Mn and Zn 
are aceumulated to a greater extent in the Baltic Sea specimens. No site-specific aliocations of 
thls kind can be made for Cu, Fe and S. On the whole, apart from the matrix-dependent 
parameters, in particular the salinity and the temperature seem to playa certaln part here. Thus, 
for example, in the literature a relationship is described in certain marine organisms between 
increased cadmium uptake at high temperature and low salinity [15]. 
A elear deciine in mereury poliution in the estuary region ofthe Eibe in the past few years can 
be documented on the basis of sampies of herling guli eggs calieeted In the "Trisehen" bird 
sanetuary and in whIeh up to more than 90 % ofthe mereury was present in the form ofthe 
highly toxie methyl mereury. In camparison to the period before unification of the two German 
states (1988/89) areduction in poliution to iess than half can be determlned for the subsequent 
years 1990/91/92 (see Fig. 13). Similar results are also shown by an investigation of 
polyehiorinated biphenyls (PCB) [12]. These findings are very probably associated with the 
ciasure of industrial plants and municipal sewage disposal In the upper regions ofthe Eibe and 
its trIbutaries. On the other hand, the reduced run-off of the Eibe in the past few years oflow 
rainfall mayaiso have cantributed to these resuUs. This urgently requires cantinuous 
Investigatlons In the camlng years to monitor the new environmental technologies caming into 
operation, In whIeh cannectlon realistic and reliable statements about the development ofthe 
poliution situation can undoubtedly be made only by a systematie, retrospective camparison 
with past sampies. 
Due to the sedentary habits of thIs species, the determination ofthe mercury cancentration In 
herling guli eggs also permits a clear distinetion between adjacent sampling areas with different 
degrees of pollution. Thus, for example, sampies from the bird sanetuary of "Mellurn" (Weser 
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estuary) display considerably lower mereury contents than herring gull eggs from the blrd 
sanctuary of "Trisehen" (Eibe estuary) (see Fig. 13). 
Additional Research Actlvltles 
Apart from eontinuous monitoring of knOWIl pollutants and operation of the Environmental 
Specimen Bank, the tasks of prognostie environmental precautions also include in partieular 
the investlgation of chemieais which, according to the present state of knowledge, do not cause 
any direct ecotoxicologieal effeets, but whose environmental impacts or posslble effects on 
man and the environment by synergistie or antagonistie effeets are as yet completely unknown. 
The Institute of Applled Physical Chemistry is therefore involved in investigating those 
substances whieh, due to thelr surface-active properties, may eause an immobilization, 
remobilization or change of mobility of pollutants - heavy metals and organie substances such 
as polyehlodnated biphenyls (PCB), PAH's or pesticides. The possible surfaetant-induced 
remobilization of pollutants fixed in a "sink" (soils, sediments) is of partieular importance here 
since this would make bound residues biologically available again for plant or anlmal 
organlsms. 
Surface-active substances alter the properties of soil minerals (e.g. layee silicates) by 
adsorption and hydrophobization ofthe surface. Even sllght quantities of surfaetants cause 
slgnificant effeets with respeet to the transport and biological avallability of pollutants in solls 
and sediments (16). This may resuit in the accumulation ofpollutants in the trophle stages of 
the food ehain and the elimination of essential trace elements. Cationic surfaetants, for 
example, eause a drastic aiteration In the eleetrolyte equiiibdum between the soil and soil 
solution due to ion exchange. Both essential cations (Ca2+, Mg2+, Na+) as weil as toxlc heavy 
metal ions (e.g. Cd2+) are quantitatively displaced (11). 
Hydrophobization of the surface eauses basic ehanges In the adsorption properties of the soll 
minerals. Neutral (hydrophobie) molecules may be taken up Into the surfactant layer. On the 
basis of this knowledge, alkyl ammonium montmoriiionites are being investigated and 
recommended for sealing landfill sites [17, 18). Similar sorption processes may take place in 
soils and sediments. Probably, the hydrophobie eharacter of soil minerals wiii inerease due to 
the accumulation of surfaetants thus promoting the adsorption of non polar less water.soluble 
substances. That would inunobliize them and exciude them from further natural transport or 
degradation processes. 
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The following examples are therefore concemed with the imp.et of surf.etants on the 
Interaction between environmental ehemlcals and the most aetive clay mineral components 
(montmorillonite, illite) ofthe mineral soil horizon or the n.tural soll strnetures (e.g. degraded 
loess soil). Firstiy the Influence of surfaetants on non-essential elements will be discussed. In 
examining the Interactions of organle substances wlth surface-aetlve substances, the examples 
are oriented towards the three surf.etant classes In the sequence: eationle, non-Ionle and 
anionie surfactants. Details ofthe materials and analytical methods used, as weil as the 
nomenelature, are deseribed In the literature [11, 19, 20]. 
Surraetant InternetIons wlth Inomanle Pollut.nt. 
The Influence ofvadou. classes of surfaetants on the transport behavlour of Cd2+ In degraded 
loess soll (B horizon) Is shown In Fig. 14 [21]. It is apparent that only cationle surfactants are 
capable of moblllzing sorbe<! Cd2+ by an Ion exchange mechanlsm, In the course ofwhleh the 
surfactants are quantitatively bound to the mineral surface and are not deteetable In the 
equilibrium solution. Non-Ionlesurfaetanls (e.g. Triton X 100) are adsotbed mueh more 
weakly on degraded loess soll, whleh may be attribuled p.rti.liy to the van der Wa.ls forces. 
Accordingly, no Cd2+ mobillzation t.kes place. Anionie surf.el.nts fom1 an oniy slightiy 
soluble salt with Cd2+, n.mely Cd(DS)z. Therefore, Cd2+ Immobllization occurs du. to 
precipit.tion. 
Surfaetant InOueneos on Organlc Pollutants 
Catlonlc Surfactants 
In principle, Ihe adsorption of organie environmenlal chemIeais on layer silicates proceeds 
exlremely slowly so that it may take several weeks to eslablish an equilibrium slale [22]. In 
contrast, if the layer silicate surface Is coated with cationie surfaclanls In different quantities 
[22] or of differenl hydrophobicily, e.g. wlth DTAB (dodecyl trimelhyl ammonium bromide) or 
DDDMAB (didodeeyl dimelhyl ammonium bromide) [23] then equllibrium in both systems Is 
reaehed wlthln 30 mlnules, I.e. a drastie inerease in the adsorption rate of organie pollutanls 
results. Their residence time or probabIlity of resldence in tlte soll eleetrolyte I. therefore 
drastically reduced and Ihelr bioavallabllity thus also drops. 
Fig. 1S shows the influence of added surfaetants on Ihe equllibrium states In the form of 
adsorption Isotherms for 2-naphthol. In this concentration range thc IsolhemlS caI1 be deseribed 
by straightlines, whieh points to a conslant dislribution ofthe naphlhol belween the solid and 
liquid phases [22, 24].lIs adsorption rises wlth Inereasing surfaelanl coverage - rel.live to the 
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eation exchange capacity (CEC) - until the exchange capacity has been reaehed. With the 
addition of even higher quantities of surfaetant (600 % of the CEC), the adsorbed amount of 
2-naphthoi deeHnes again considerabiy. MicelIes are formed in the solution whieh then compete 
with the adsorbed surfaetant films for the pollutant moleeules, whieh leads to a decrease in the 
incorporated, adsorbed pollutants moleeules (soi! washing effeet) [22]. 
Detalled information about the binding site of the organie compounds and the strueture ofthe 
adsomate layer can be obtained by X-ray dlffraetometry. For example, nitrophenols are 
interealated in the inter iayers of the swellable, hydrophobed bentonites [23], whieh may 
essentialiy influence their further fate (transport, degradation behaviour). 
Calorimetrie measurements provide information about the binding forces of the pollutant 
adsorbates. Whereas the iow adsorption heat of the phenois on hydrophilie ciay surfaces can 
hardiy be measured, cieady exothermai enthaipies were determined for the adsorption of 
4-nitrophenol on surfaetant-bentonite compiexes [23]. Accordingly, the hydrophobie 
interactions (hydrophobie bond) between the surfaetant alkyi ehains and the aromatie part of 
the pollutant moleeules are of major importance for these adsorption processes. 
On the whole, the displacement of adsorbed environmental ehemicals by cationle compounds 
seems to be a process of general environmental relevance. Thus, for example, the pesticlde 
atrazine adsorbed on layer silicates ean be quantitatively displaced by the cationle plant growth 
inhibitor ehlormequat [25], whleh may lead to a contamination of the ground water with 
atrazine. Furthermore, as a consequence of similar processes surfactants mayaiso reach deeper 
layers of the soi! and initiate further secondary reaelions there. 
Non-Ionle SurCnetonts 
Apart from the eationie surfaetants, non-ioole surfactants also cause an increased 
hydrophobizalion ofthe layer silicate surface with increasing concentration, thus promoting, 
for example, the adsorption of the hydrophobie fungicide biphenyl (see Fig. 16) [26]. The 
increased biphenyl adsorption also measured at a very weakly hydrophobized bentonite (10 
/ffi101 non-ionie surfaetant/g bentonite) indicates that these effects also become ac!lve even 
with very small (environmentally relevant) surfactant concentrations. 
Anlonle Surfoetonts 
In the ease of ciay minerals pretreated with small amounts of anionie surfaetants (e.g. sodium 
dodeeylsulphate (SDS), e < CMC (eritleal micelle concentration)), for example, the adsorption 
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ofblphenyl is not significantly Infiuenced in comparison to pure layer silicates [26]. These 
findings may be explained, amongst other aspecIs, by the low adsorption potential for amonie 
surfactanls of the negatively charged layer silicate surface (cf. Fig. 17, eurve A). Quite different 
conditions exist In acid solls, In whieh the soll minerals may be positively eharged. As 
expected, higher adsorbed quantities of anlonie surfactants were found, for example, on 
aluminium oxide at pH 3 - 7 [27]. Even In the neutral pH range, Inereased anlonle surfaetant 
adsorption on soH minerals i8 possible if cationic or non~ionic surfactants are also present in the 
system. Adsorption from a mixture of anlonle and non-ionie surfactant on kaolinite thus shills 
the isotherms ofboth componenls towards smaller equilibrium concentrations [28], as 
iIIustrated by eurve B In Fig. 17 for SDS in the presence of the non·ionie surfaetant C12E8' At 
a mlxing ratio of 1:1, a SDS concentration In the bulk phase lower by one power of ten is 
already sufficlent to aehieve the same SDS adsorption as wlthout the addition of non-ionie 
surfaetant. Since in real systems surfaetant mIxtures can almost always be expected, the 
processes shown may playa significant role in the adsorption of organie pollutants on 
inorganle soll constituents. 
Pollutant fnnuenees on Surraetant Adsorption 
In the same way that surfactanls may determine the mobillty behavlour of environmental 
chemieals In the soll, surfactant transport mayaiso be Influenced by other accompanylng 
substances. For example, surfactanls adsorbed on layer silicates may be exehanged by lonic 
pesticides, as llIustrated in Fig. 18 for a clay mineral precoated with DTAB [20]. The 
preferentially adsorbed organie dication paraquat (PQ) displaces the single eharged DTAB (the 
substance quantities are given in equlvalent quantltles (eq) to clarify the comparison). For each 
equilibrium concentration, the associated adsorbed amounts of PQ and DTAB approximately 
correspond to the CEC. On the basis of these experimental findings, the followlng exchange 
reaction may be assumed: 
(DTA+)z-clay + pQ2+ = pQ2+ clay + 2DTA+. 
Since In contrast to the cationic surfactanls, the non-Ionlc surfactanls are largely physlsorbed 
on clay mineral surfaces, they can be rehitively easlly replaced by monocationlc organie 
substances. If, for example, the monocationlc pesticlde cyperquat (CQ) Is present In the soll 
electrolyte then apart from the essential catlons (Ca2+, Na+) It also dlsplaces the physlsorbed 
non-ionle surfactant C12ES [26]. In order to llIustrate the associated stmctural ehanges at the 
layer silicate, Fig. 19 shows the basal spaclng of an Na montmorillonite pretreated wlth C12ES 
as a funetion ofthe adsorbed amount of CQ. The Initial basal spaclng of the elay-surfaetant 
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complex (1.8 nm) eaused by the interealation of C1ZEg deereases inereasing amount of 
adsorbed CQ and at 1.5 um finally reaehes the basal spacing of pure CQ-montmorillonite. 
On the whole, the following conclusions may be drawn as the provisional results of these 
model studies: 
Cationie surfaetants mobilize essential elements and heavy metals in stoiehiometrie 
relations and are quantitatively adsorbed. 
Only cationie surfaetants are capable of mobillzing CdZ+ whereas non-ionies do not 
display any effeets and anionle surfaetants cause an Immobilization. 
111e originally hydrophille surfaoe ofthe layer silicates is hydrophoblzed by the 
adsorption of eationle and non-Ionle surfaetants resulling in an expanded Interlayer of the 
swellable clay minerals expanded. 
The adsorption of hydrophobie environmental ehemlcals is enhanoed or acoelerated at 
surfaetant-clay mIneral complexes. 111e extent of this enhaneement depends on the 
degree to whleh the surfaoe is hydrophoblzed. 
The Inorganie soil horizon represents an effeetive sink for organie pollutants, whose 
effectiveness may inerease conslderably in the presenoe of small quantities of surfaetant. 
Surfaetants adsorbed on clays may be dlsplaced by ionle pesticldes, i.e. surfaetant 
transport can also be influenced by other accompanying substances. 
Concluslons 
The resulls presented above as examples of the operation and accompanying research 
programme of the Environmental Speclmen Bank represent an InitIal atlempt to indicate 
perceptible developments In the ehemical pollution of our environment on the basis of reliable 
data. Based on these results, It is already apparent that In concert with the "Ecological 
Enviromnental Monitoring" and the "Environmental Precautions Poliey" of the Federal 
Govermnent the Environmental Specimen Bank may be used as a most effective Instrument to 
detennine pollutant trends and to monitor the success of legislative measures. Even after the 
relatively short period of pennanent operation, it has been posslble to doeument the suecess of 
the introduction ofunleaded fuels both in the environment and also in the human sector by the 
element characterization of representative sampIes. In future it will furthermore also be 
possible to monitor the Impacts ofmodern envirorunental teehnologies on improvlng the 
quality ofwater and air by means of appropriate indieator systems. It is, moreover, of special 
slgnifieance that In partieular those substances whieh cannot be detennined now wilh the 
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necessary reliabllity or whose ecotoxlcological or human toxicologlcal effeets are not yet 
known can be studied by retrospectlve monitoring wlth authentie sampies from the past. 
All a supplement to thls work directed towards Individual elements or substances, in future 
those investigatlons will have to be intensified whieh concern themselves wlth the synerglstie 
or antagonistie effeets of multicomponent systems. Major emphasis is placed on elueldating 
basic relations responsible for the mobillzation or immobilization of pollutants under the 
inOuence of extraneous chemlcals. Typical examples are the effects of surface-active 
sUbstances on the bloaccumulation or bloavailabiiity of environmental chemlcals In soils or 
sediments. 
Finaily, on the basis ofits appllcation-related alms, the Environmental Speelmen Bank offers 
Ihe possibiiity of illustrating the signlficance and necesslly of forward-looklng environmental 
research 10 a broad section ofthe population. The Environmental Speeimen Bank Ihus also 
makes a vital contribution towards providing an obJeetive perspeetive for publie dlseussions of 
environmental problems. 
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Inorganic Analysis within the German 
Environmental Specimen Bank 
H. Emons 
Institute of Applied Physical Chemistry, Research Center of JiJlich, 
D-52425 Jiilich, Germany 
Introduction 
The chemical characterization of environmental sampies collected within the frame of 
the German Environmental Speeimen Bank (ESB) Program is a clIallenging task for analytical 
chemistry and physical chemistry as weil. There are high demands on accuracy and preeision 
of analytical data describing the state of our environment and its changes because they are the 
basis of legislative actions to protect mankind and influence significantly our economie and 
soeial conditions. Environmental changes should be reliably recognized on the trace level for 
the purpose of an early warning system. Moreover, a large llllmber of well-selected sampies 
has to be characterized within a reasonable time. 
Therefore, established analytical procedures have to be speeified according to the 
different and difficult nature of environmental matrices as weil as to the low concentration 
ranges in which many of chemical species with significant environmental importance are 
present. Modern state-of-the-art methods are applied for the characterization of environmental 
specimen bank sampies [1] according to standardized procedures of the ESB. In addition, the 
analytical armoury has to be improved and extended permanently to increase the amount of 
information gained from the ESB sampies. In the following the methods for inorganie analysis 
ofESB sampies and some selected results from recent years will be described. 
Analytical Methods 
The strategy for inorganic analysis ofESB sarnples is shown in Fig. 1. At first the cold 
vapor atomie absorption spectrometry (CV -AAS) is used in a modified version for the 
determination of mercury and methyl mercury in fresh s.mples. Afterwards, the other 
elements are determined after a stalldardized drying process. 
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Fig. 1: Flow diagram fol' inol'ganic analysis ofESB sampIes 
Solid-state atomic absorption spectrometry (SS-AAS) is applied for the 
characterization of the homogenity within a sampie container and between sampie containers. 
Instrumental neutron activation analysis (!NAA) allows to study contamination problems 
during different digestion procedures as weil as the direct determination of elements not 
accessible by other techniques. At present both techniques are only used for selected sampies 
because of their dynamic ranges and the time and manpower necessary for performing the 
analysis. 
All the other approaches are typieal so-ealled "wet analysis" methods. As a result solid 
sampie material has to be digested before the determination steps. Various digestion 
techniques were developed and evaluated during the pilot phase of the Enviromnental 
Specimen Bank. It had been shown that analytieal sampie preparation is the most eritieal step 
for obtainillg accurate and precise analytieal data. As a result those proeedures were optimized 
in dependenee on the matrix to be analyzed and the detection technique to be used [2]. 
The analytieal methods were selected with the emphasis on trace analysis eapability 
and applieability for very complex biologieal matrices. They ean be devided into four groups, 
namely various versions of atomic spectrometry, mass spectrometry, electrochemical, and 
radiochemieal methods. 
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AtOll/ic Spectrometry 
Single element techniques are used such as electrothennal graphite furnace AAS (GF-
AAS), CV-AAS, and hydride AAS as weil as multielement techniques such as inductive 
coupled plasma atomic emission spectrometry (ICP-AES). The analytes which are detenuined 
by these methods are sunnnarized in Fig. 2. 
GF- Cd, Cr 
AAS CII, Pb 
CV-AAS Hg 
Atomic Me-Hg 
Spectrometry Hydride As 
AAS Se 
ICP-AES Ba, Ca, Fe, K, Mg, MII, 
Na, P, S, Sr, Ti, V, ZII 
Fig. 2: An.lytes determined by different methods of atomic spectrometry 
It is important to note, that the detection limits related to the dry weight of 
bioindicators are different for the atomic spectrometric methods. The ICP-AES technique is 
only suitable for concentration ranges down to the low ppm level, whereas GF-AAS can be 
applied down to approximately 20-50 ppb without an accumulation step. Hydride AAS 
detects As or Se also on the level of 0.5 ppb. The modified version of CV -AAS developed at 
the Institute of Applied Physical Chemistry [3] is applicable even for the ulta-trace analysis of 
Hg down to about 10 ppt. A special advantage of the latter technique consists in its capability 
to determine separately the total mercury content and the amount of methyl mercury, 
respectively, in biological and enviromnental sarnples. 
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Moss Spectrollletry 
An overview about the elements determined by other methods is shown in Fig. 3. 
Mass 
Spectrometry 
I I 
IDMSI I ICP-MS 
I L 
CII, Cd, >30 
Pb, Tl, elelllel/ls 
Z" 
Electrochemi-
cal Methods 
Cd, Co, 
Cu, Ni, 
Pb,Se 
TI, Z" 
Radiochemi-
cal Methods 
! 
IINAA I :PGCNAA: 
----T-----~ 
As, Ba, Br, Ca, Ce, 
Co, Eil, Fe, Hg, K, 
La, Na, Rb, Sb, Sc, 
Sill, Sr, Tb, Yb, Z" 
Fig. 3: Analytes detei'mined by othel' analytical method, in ESB ,ampIe, 
Isotope dilution mass spectrometry (IDMS) with thermal ionization has been proved to 
be a powerful technique for trace analysis, particularly in the case of thallium. Recently, 
procedures were developed for the determination of Tl in enviromnental sampies down to the 
low ppt level [4]. Such detection limits are necessary for the monitoring of Tl in flshes or 
sediments and can be achieved by a combination of electrolytic .ccumul.tion and IDMS. 
In the last years a new hyphenated analytical method caUed ICP-MS has been 
developed [5] and its instrumentation is available now connnereiaUy. In addition to the weU-
est.blished application of ICP-MS to water analysis the method is presently introduced into 
the eharaeterization of sediments and biologie.l material. Beeause of its c.pability of 
multielement detection on the traee level the method can improve the emeieney of 
environmental analysis. 
Electrochemicol MetTIOds 
Modern eleetroanalytic.l teclmiques are welt-suited for the traee analysis of an 
increasing number of inorganic species because of the possibility to combine an in situ 
aecumulation step with sensitive deteetion based on Far.daie processes [6]. Two groups of the 
so-calted stripping methods are presently used within the ESB. 
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Voltammetrie methods based on the measurement of current-potential eurves in 
eleetrochemieal cells are applied after an aecurnulation of the analyte of interest by either 
potential-controlled reduction (anodie stripping voltanunetry) or adsorption of appropriate 
chelate complexes at the electrode surface (adsorptive or cathodie stripping voltanunetry). 
From the broad armoury of potential-time excitation signals the techniques of differential 
pulse voltanunetry and square wave voltanunetry were selected for the deteetion step. As a 
result concentrations down to the sub-ppb level can be determined. 
The other approach consists in the application of potentiometrie stripping analysis 
(PSA). Herein, the same accumulation procedures as in voltanunetry are used but after this 
first step the potentiostat is switched off and the accumulated analyte is either oxidized by 
chemical species in solution such as oxygen and Hg2+, respectively, cr a galvanostatic 
reduction of adsorbed complexes oceurs. The measuring curve is always a potential-time 
signal based on the Nemst equation which can be differentiated for the purpose of more 
sensitive data evaluation. 
Radiocllemical Met/IOds 
As mentioned above INAA is primarily used for the characterization of selected solid 
sampies. It offers also analytical information about many rare earth elements which may be 
important for future environmental discussions. Moreover, INAA is applied as reference 
method for internal quality control activities. 
A very new development within the ESB consists in the introduction of another radio-
chemical technique, the prompt ganuna cold neutron activation analysis (pGCNAA) [7]. This 
method is particularly useful for the quantitative analysis of elements with low atomie weight 
such as B, C, N, S or P and a number of elements with exceptionally large cross sections for 
the absorption of neutrons such as Cd and Gd. 
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Selecled Results 
In the following reeent resuIts will be presented whieh were obt.ined by the 
applieation of .n.lytieal methods diseussed above. 
An import.nt .spect of the ESB eonsists in the long-term monitoring of heavy metals 
in biologie.1 sampies. In Fig. 4 the eontent of As in herring gull eggs is eompared for two 
sarnpling siles in the North Sea (Islands of Trischen and Mellum) with one in the Baltic Sea 
(Heuwiese ). 
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Melllllll 
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Hellwiese 
Fig. 4: Minimum .nd maximum conlenl of As in single herring gun eggs al differenl 
sampling siles hetween 1990-1993 
It is obvious that birds living in the estuary of the River Eibe (Trisehen) show higher 
uptakes of As than speeies living in the estuary of the River Weser (Mellum) or in the Baltie 
Sea (Heuwiese). 
Another objeelive of the ESB is the eharacterization of local pollution patterns in de-
pendenee on the sampling sile within an ,;eosystem at a eertain moment. The Fig. 5 illustrates 
this approach for the eontent of mereury and methyl mereury in bream kidneys from the River 
Eibe. 
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Zehren Barby Cumlasen Blankenese 
Fig. 5: Mercury and methyl mercury in hream kidneys from the Rivel' Eibe sampled 
in 1993 
The sampling sile Prossen is located near the German-Czechian border and the other 
sites are arranged downstream up to Hamburg (Blankenese). Significant maxima of the Hg 
uptake by these bioindicators were found whereas the concentration of the dangerous organie 
mercury species, the methyl mercury, varies only slightly. 
The analytical results can also be used to evaluate different bioindicators with respect 
to their ability to monitor sensitively heavy metal contaminalions. In Fig. 6 the TI content of 
brearn museies and zebra musseis catched in litnnic ecosystems is shown. 
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Fig. 6: Thallium eoneentralions in homogenates ofbream museies and zebra musseis 
collecled in the Lake Conslanee (a - Konstanzer Trichter; b - Langenargen) and 
the Lake Belau (c) 
Obviously, the musseis are more sensitive bioindicators for TI than breams. Moreover, 
the TI concentrations in biomaterial from the Lake Constance are significantly higher than 
those observed in the lakeland distriet of Bomhöved (Lake Belau). It should be noted that 
such investigations becarne on.ly possible after developing the sensitive IDMS method 
mentioned above. 
Finally, a result from the long-term rain water prograrn ofthe Institute is shown in Fig. 7. 
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Fig. 7: Wet deposition of Cd (per square meter and day) at different sampling siles 
between 1979-1993 
The wet deposition of this heavy metal analyzed by electrochemicalmethods demon~ 
strates also the influence of human activities on the environment. The Cd deposition increases 
from the rural area (Deuselbach) to the municipal area (Essen) and shows Hs maximum at the 
industrial site (Binsfeldhammer). At the latter place the introduction of modern eXhatlst filtra-
tion techniques has considerably improvcd the situation during reeent years. 
Conclusions 
Modern environmental analysis ean ooly be based on multil11ethod approaches taking 
into account the merits and problems of current analyticaI proceclures. The most important 
prerequisite for accurate analysis besides the proper application of state·of-the·art methods 
and the employment of well-qualified staff cOllsists in the optimized and standardized 
collection, preparation and storage of suitable sampIes. 
The permanent improvement of the allalytical procedures as weIl as the development 
of new methods up to the level of standardized protocols for real sampIes are necessary to 
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enhance the quality and quantity of information about anthropogenic influences on the 
environment. 
Internal and external quality control has to be performed regularly to ensure reliable 
analytical data which can be used for environmentalmodelling, prognostic trend analysis as 
well as legislative actions. 
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Organlc analytlcal chamcterlzatlon of manne matrlces of the 
Gel1nan Environmental Speclmen Bank 
I.D. Schladot1, H,W. Dürbeck1, K. Oxynos2 
1 Institute of Applicd Physical Chemistry, Research Cenlre Juelich (KFA), FRG 
2 Institute of ccological Chemistry, Research Centre Neuherberg (GSF), FRG 
During investigations on the occurrence and distribution of contaminants in coastal organlsms 
of the North Sea and the Baltic organochlorine compounds such as hexachlorobenzene 
(HeB), octachlorostyrene (OCS), hexachlorocyclohexane isomers (HeH), dichlordiphenyl-
trichloroethane (p,p'.DDT) and its metaholites,polychlorinated biphenyls (peBs), polycyclic 
aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs) such as benzo(e)pyrene or perylene and heavy metals such as 
mercury, cadmium and lead were determined in selected algae speeies • bladder wrack algae • 
(Fucus vesiclliosus L.), blue mussei (Mytillls edl/lis L.), tish - eelpout - (Zoarces viviparzlS L.) 
and herring gull eggs (LarzlS argentatus L.). 
The sampling network for marine specimen of the German Environmental Specimen Bank 
(ESB) covers the German common wadden sea from the outer estuary of the river Weser· 
National Park Niedersächsisches Wattenmeer ., the Eibe estuary, the mud flals of the National 
Park of Schleswig Holstein - Syll-Römö mud flals belween Ihe isles of Syll (Germany) and 
Römö (Denmark), the coaslal regions of Ihe soulh-weslern Baltic Sea - Nalional Park 
Vorpommersche Boddenlandschaft - and Ihe coastline surrounding Ihe isle ofRügen. 
Organochlorine compounds were delermined by high-performance liquid chromalography 
(HPLC) and gel permeation chromalography (GPC) with electron caplure deleclor afler 
sampie pre Irealmenl and clean up. Evaluation of Ihe dala from Ihe programme made obvious 
signlticanl geographieal differences in the levels and the pattern with regard 10 Ihe subslances 
involved. For HeB, OCS and Hg a crueial poinl of conlamination within Ihe German Bighl 
(isle ofTrischen) was recognized Ihal was apparently influenced 10 a large exlenl by Ihe inflow 
of walers from Ihe Eibe. 
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IntroductIon 
Contamination of coastal zones, estuaries and adjacent semi-elosed marginal seas wHh 
potentially hannful inorganic and organic substances is generally most severe in densely 
populated and highly industrialized regions. 
The most impertant problems of the analysis of e. g. ehiodnated biphenyls (PCBs) in sea water 
are depending on the following parameter: 
111 many oUler organie compounds wHh 106 - 108 higher eoneentration levels are 
interferring the deteetion of the very low eoncentrallons of PCBs 
111 possible contatnination with compounds 10 solvents, glass ware and atmosphere; 
111 seperation of the PCBs of interest from other compounds, which are 
interferdng the deteetion by GC-ECD. 
11 is the intention of the presented study to provide baseline data of persistent, bioaeeumulative 
organie substances (e.g. HCBs, DDT and Hs metabolItes, HCH, HCB and OCS) in madne 
matrices aeting as aquatic biowindicators of different trephie stages from coastal waters of 
North- and BaHie Sea whieh suffer under environmental stress through man's aetivilles. 
Interests cent red upen spatial ehanges In the eontaminant eoneentrallon levels, as they might 
give an indication of the distribution behaviour of the investigated substanees. 
In order to understand the extentto whieh aqualle biotops have been influenced by man's 
aetivities, it becomes emcialto determine eontaminantlevels in different aquatic compartments 
wilh appropriate analytieal certainty (s. Flg. 1). Large accumulaling rates of 109 for 
concentration of organie pollutants (e.g. PCB) in the water eolumn to the highest marine 
trophie stage - mammals - show the signlficance ofblological marine indicators. 
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Perusal of Ihe lileralure over Ihe lasl decade indieales Ihal insufficienl attention has been paid 
10 Ihe qualily of dala oblained in many cases (s. Fig. 2). Recenl intercomparison exerclses for 
lrace melals and organochlorine compounds in biologieal malerial [1,2J have demonslraled very 
elearty Ihallhe level of agreement belween laboralories Is still unsatisfylng and Ihal many of 
Ihe analytical melhods used 10 generale data are of doublful validity. More Ihan!wo billion 
DM were spend for wrong analylical dala In 1992 [31. Trace analyses are subject 10 numerous 
difficulties including interferences, inappropriate instrumental settings, and uncontrolled gain or 
loss factors, which ean complicate measurements and evaluation and introduce uncertainties in 
Ihe final resulls. Accuracy Is very difficulllo achieve In envlronmenlal analyses; yel it Is 
extremely Important. The melhodological approaches may Iherefore be also regarded as a 
contribution to harmonize analytical results with the aetuat contaminant levels in marine 
sampies. Alleasl 10 provlde posslble errors In collection, preparation, analytical clean-up and 
analytical characlerization of maIriees, special guldelines ( Standard Operating Procedures 
SOP) for all sleps are performed In Ihe Gennan Envlronmenlal Specimen Bank (ESB) of Ihe 
Federal Govemment. AI sleps are carried oul aeeordlng 10 Ihese SOPs . 
Polyeyelie aromatie hydrocarbons (PAH) resull especiaUy from Ineomplele fossile combuslion, 
wood buroiog and off-share waste combustion. Other immission sources are waste ga'ies of 
Induslrlal and prlvale combustion processes. PAHs are ublquitous in Ihe envlronmenl and are 
important in the assessment of the air quality situation. They accumulate in soH and sediments, 
because of Ihelr long-Ienn stability and a very slow blologieal decomposition. A number of Ihe 
PAHs have known carcinogenous eharacleristies. Therefore, Iheir delennlnation Is ofvery high 
importance. 
Experimental 
Materials and methods 
As menlioned above, Ihe sampling nelwork covers Ihe Ihe German eoastline of Ihe North Sea 
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from the Weser estuary to the Danish border and areas within the limited range of the 10 m 
10w water Iines along the German coasts in the Ballie Sea nearly to Polish/German border. 
Figure 3 provides an overview on all areas investigated within the German ESB projeet. 
Fish 
The eelpout (Zorees viviparlls L.), a eatadromus and euryhaline spec1es, whieh is a sesslle fish 
in the coastal and estuarine regions of the Gennan mud flats was selected for Environmental 
Specimen Bank (ESB) studies. For ehemieal analysis one age group (totallength 18-24 em) 
was selected. Sampies were taken in spring wirh a tlHamen" a special net for fishing Ihis 
species (mesh width 10 mm, 8 m wide). At least 250 specimens were eolleeted in one area. 
Eaeh fish was dissected with Titanium or quartz-glass knives under clean laboratory eonditions 
in the mobile laboratory of the institute. Liver and museie of eaeh fish was direelly frozen over 
liquid nitrogen 10 avoid aoy changes cf chemical compounds. 
Herring guU 
Eggs ofthe herring gull (Larus argellfalus L) are colleeted from bird sanetuaries - Mellum 
(Weser estuary), Trlschen (EIbe estuary) and Heuwiese (Baltie Seal. The eggs are eolleeted 
from breeding colonies with at least 10.000 pairs. Two egg clutehes are marked and the seeond 
egg Is collected for the ESB, when a third egg is laid to the nest. In every breeding colony 
about 100 eggs are gathered. The eggs are kept cool unti! egg sampling is completed. Then 
they are blown with purified argon and the egg contents are frozen over liquid nitrogen. 
Blue mussei 
In coastal regions of the North Sea, the mud fiats of National Park of Niedersachsen and 
National Park of Sehleswig Holstein, musseis are eolleeted during low tide when the mussel 
beds come up from the water. About 300 individual mussel of 4 - 7 em size are eolleeted from 
eaeh region. The water is drained off and the musseis are direclly frozen over liquid nitrogen. 
Bladder wrack a!gae 
At the same sampling sites as for blue mussel about 2 kg ofwhole thalli of bladder wrack algae 
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are colleeled. Adjacenl parlicles are laken off manually. The algae is washed In sea waler of Ihe 
eolleelion site. After drainlng of Ihe waler Ihe whole planls are frozen over liquid nilrogen. 
Air "dust" snmp]es 
Air sam pies are collected in a rural area with low-volume sampiers with a modified head. 
Sampie preparalion is performed al a flow rale of 1- 3 m3/h for aperiod of 14 days. Flow rale 
is measured dally. Aleflan filler coupled 10 a precleaned PUF plug with apassage of 50 mm 
diameIer is employed 10 collecllhe parlieulale (dusI) and gaseaus phases, repeelively. 
Prcparatlon or blologlcal materials 
Allhe ESB fadlilies in Juelich all male rials are prepared for analylical charaelerizalion and 
long-Ierm slorage. According 10 Ihe SOPs Ihe cooling chain is oblained, e.g. Ihe disseelion of 
mussel tissue is performed under laminar flow box with nitrogen atmosphere at temperatures 
less than minus 150 C. All materials are ground to a fine powder of less than 200 microns and 
bollied 10 10 g sub-samples which are slored for relrospeelive analysis in Ihe nexl decades (s. 
FIg.4) '. 
Analytlcal methods for chlorlnated hydrocarbons 
The individual sleps of Ihe enlire procedure are shown schemalically in Ihe flow scheme given 
in Figure 5. The used symbolism [SI eoincidenlally gives an inslghllnlo Ihe applied physico-
chemical principles. 
The sam pie malerial is added 10 anhydrous sodium sulphale/seasand and mixed in a porcelain 
marlar. The prepared sampie malerial is Ihan exlracled with a n-hexane/acelone mixlure In an 
exlmclion column. The fal conlenl is calculaled from Ihe weighl of Ihe dry residue after rolary 
evaporation of the base extract. After different steps of extraction a gel permeation system 
(GPC) is used for Ihe colleclion oflhe eHe-fraclion (eHe = chlorinaled hydroearbcns). 
The hlgh-perfonnance liquid chromalography (HPLC) melhod is Ihe dominanl analytical 
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teehnlque used for Investigation of terrestrlal-, aquatie- and atmospherle environmental 
sampies. 
The deteetlon of organochlorlne signals Is earrled out by eapiiiary gas ehromatography 
equlpped with eleetron eapture deteetor (ECD), 
The orgalJochiorilJe cO//lpoulJds are determlned In soft tissue ofblue mussei, in liver and 
//Iusele tissue of flsh (eelpout) and In homogenlzed thalli of bladder wrack algae by hlgh-reso-
lution silica-fused gl ass capiiiary gas chromatography equlpped with different deteetion 
systems (ECD, FID, etc.) In comblnation with the above mentioned sampie pre treatment [6]. 
Analytlcal methods for polycyclic aromatic hydt'ocarbons 
The quantitative separation of toxlc polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs) Is eommonly 
performed by high resolution gas chromatography (HRGC): PAHs with flame lonlzation 
detector (FID) 7 or by high-performance liquid chromatography (HPLC) with UV - and fluo-
rescence detector (UVD, FD) , or eleetron capture detector (ECD) ',10,11. Gas 
chromatography-mass spectrometry for quantiflcation Is applied to all methods. A special 
sampie pre treatment for atmospheric cornpounds Ctdust") 12 is schematically given in Figure 6. 
The HPLC-separation Is done with siiica-gel eolumn. 
As mentioned above most of the polycycilc arOlnatie hydroearbons (PAHs) Is orlginated from 
Ineomplete fossile burning. The largest part Introduced to the sea Is the pathway via atmoshere. 
Colieelion of"dust" sampies with a low-volume sampier are Investigated In a rural area 
(JueIieh). The determination ofthis "dust"-samples show a slgnlfteant pattern (s. FIg.1). The 
determination of PAHs bounded to atmospherle partieies Is Important beeause thls compounds 
are accumulated In marine organlsms (e. g. blue mussei tlssue). 
Future investigations are stressed to the modification cf the separation pre treatment, which is 
neeessary for good seleetivity of polyeyclie aromatie hydrocarbons In blologieal matriees. 
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Resulls 
GeneraUy, the ratio between (X- and fl,-HCH varied from about 1:0.5 to 1 :0.8 in the Baltic 
sampling stations (s. Fig. 8). A1though the ß-isomer is a minor constituent of technical HCH it 
deserves still some attention. fl-HCH was clearly discernible in some of the chromatograms of 
blue mussel sam pies of the Baltle Sea, while it was below the detection limit in sampIes of the 
coUeclion sites surrounding the coasts of the isle of Ruegen. Signiflcantly enhanced fl-HCH 
concentrations occurred only in the material collected from the Strelasund (possible high 
industrial polluted waste waters (Iocation 8, s. Fig. 8». 
HCB (hexachlorobenzne) is no longer introduced into the environment in larger amounts, 
because its use as fungicide is banned. However, it still appears as by-product of many 
chlorination processes and the HCB-contamination ofrivers and the sea might be derived from 
such activities. Most cf the investigated blue mussel sampies frorn the Baltic Sea coast show 
concentralion levels from 0.02 to 0.2 uglkg fw for HCB (s. Fig. 9). Blue mussel sampies 
collected from 1985 to 1990 in the North Sea mud t1ats show the same concentration levels 
with a decrease within the years (s. Fig.10). Earlier investigations reported in literature [13] 
showed that flsh sampies from the Eibe on its lower course between the city of Hamburg and 
Hs mouth near Cuxhaven were significantly contaminated with respect to this substance. Data 
gained during a newer study of the same authors [14] confirmed that the EIbe obviously 
contributes to a large extent to the HCB-contamination of adjacent marine waters. 
High PCB concentrations (polychlorinated biphenyl) are obtained in the herring gull eggs from 
the bird sanctuanes Trisehen and Mellum. Possibly, the high concentration cf peBs are the 
reason of low nest success, depending on egg shell crack. After closing of industries and 
municipal wastes upstream the river Eibe in 1990191 (after the reunion ofFRG and GDR) a 
sharp decrease of pcn and mercury concentration is obtained (s. Fig. 11 and Fig. 12). 
Correlated to tlus, the thickness of egg shells is increasing (s. Fig. 13). 
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The evaluation of PAlIs in air-dust sampies of 1992 in a rural area shows that h<!nzo[e]pyrene 
(Bep) a typlcal seasonal variation with high concentrtaions in winter and low concentrations in 
summer. Most of the other PAlIs are foUowing the same trend as shown for BaP (s. fig. 1). 
Qnly h<!nzo[a]anthl'8cene and benzo[a]pyrene show significantly iower concentrations in 
summer, possibly depending on photoehentieal or ehemical (eleetrophilie) reduetlon processes. 
These processes are depending on higher sunbeam or photochemieaUy produced agents Hke 
NOx Of ocon, respectively. Future investigations have to be carried out on concentrations and 
reaetions to biological matrices of the terrestrlai or aquatie enviromnent. 
Dlscusslon 
Data generated during the present study supported the impression that compound-specific 
dlfferences in the concentration levels exlsted between the North Sea and the Baltic Sea. Tbis 
was most obvious for some of the ehlorinated hydroeatbons. They showed higher levels in 
sampies of the Baltic Sea. I! is most probable that diffuse inputs of the various substances and 
the prevailing hydrographie conditlons in the BaItie Sea might lead to the rather uniform 
contamination situation within Hs coastal areas studled. 
In contrast, the data of the North Sea indlcated conslderable differences in the contamlnation 
levels along the coastal areas between the Weser estuary and the EIbe estuary,.1! seemed that 
the observed structured distribution of substances was to a large extent influenced by the 
inflow ofwaters from the river EIbe and the prevailing residentlaI currents in the German Bight 
[15,161. Apart from the significance ofhydrographic conditions an explanation for the spatial 
changes of the contaminant pattern may be found in speeiftc differences in the mobility of eaeh 
single compound in the aquatic environment [171. 
Regareling organochlorine compounds, one may assume that depending on certain physico-
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equllibrium will tend to be established between deteetable eoneentrations In fish and amounts 
distributed between the different compartments of the aquatie medium. On this basis one 
would expeet the more volatHe and more water soluble substances (typical examples are «-
HCH and p,p'-DDE) to reach the more distant watern. Other substances with lower volatility 
and water solubllity (I.e.f\-HCH and p,p'-DDD) will show a minor tendeney to be transported 
over longer distances. Results comming from Hterature confirm these assumptions., 
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Fig. 2: Deerease of publlshed concentration values of Cd In sea water wlthln the last 30 years 
depending on better sampling teehniques and new deteetion methods wilh high accuraey 
Fig. 3: Seleeted areas for the German Environmental Specimen Bank (ESB) of the Federal 
Government 
Fig. 4: Flow seheme of the sampie preparation steps for ehlorlnated hydroearbons determined 
In the German ESB 
Fig. S: Flow seheme of the c1ean-up proeedure for the deteetion of ehlorinated hydroearbons 
Fig. 6: Sampie pretreatment for the separation of polyeyelie aromatie hydrocarbons In air 
sampies 
Fig. 7: Seasonal variation ofpolyeyelie aromatie hydroearbons (e. g. BaP) In air sampies 
collected in a rural area 
Fig. 8: (X- and tI-HCH In blue mussel tlssue eolleeted at the German eoasts of the Baltle Sea 
and Isle of Ruegen 
Fig. 9: Spatial variation of HCB In blue mussei tissue from the Baltle Sea 
Flg.I0: Variation of ehlorlnated hydrocarbons In blue mussei !issue eolleeted from the 
German mud flats of the North Sea from 1985 to 1990 
Fig. 11: Temporal dlstinetion of mereury eoneentration In herring gull eggs ofTrlsehen (Eibe 
estuary) 
Fig. 12: Temporal dlstinetion of ehlorinated hydroearbons In herring gull eggs of Trisehen 
(Eibe estuary) 
Fig 13: Inerease ofshell thickness ofherring gull eggs 
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Fig. 1: Accumulatlon of peß in marine matrices 
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Flg. 3: Selected areas for the Gennan Environmental Specimen Bank (ESB) ofthe Federal 
Government 
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Comparative Analysis of Water and Sediments from Freslt 
Water Compartments in Egypt and Germany 
Abstract 
S. Shawky*, P. Oslapczuk, alld M. Rossbach 
[lIslllule 0/ Applied Physical Chemislry, Research Cellier 0/ Jiilich, 
D-52425 Jlllich, GermallY 
A comparative study of the distribution of trace elements in the Naser Lake, Lake Constance 
(Bodensee), and the River Elhe was carried out. The concentrations ofmore than 20 elements 
in water and sediment sampies were determined using Instmmental Neutron Activation 
Analysis (INAA), Inductively Coupled Plasma Mass Spectrometry (ICP-MS) and 
electrochemical methods. The data shows that most of the heavy metals in Naser Lake are 
comparable with the minimum values measmed in Lake Constance and the River Eibe. 
Elements such as Ca, Cr, Fe, Ni, Zn, Sr, Ba, and Hg iHustrate this clearly. Therefore, the area 
of Naser Lake could be used to establish background data of a pre-industrialized area to 
monitor any further contamination due to the growing industry. 
'On leave from the Egyptian Atomic Energy Authority (AEA), The National Center for 
Nuclear Safety and Radiation Control, CLERMIT Laboratory. 
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Intl'oduction 
There is considerable interest in trace element concentrations in the environment for a 
variety of reasons including their role in health, nutrition, and envirorunental pollution. 
Since the industrial revolution, the effort of removing malHnade pollutant~ from the 
natural environment has been unable to keep pace with the increasing amount of waste 
materials and a growing population timt further aggravates the situation. This has often 
resulted in the transformation of lakes, rivers and coastal waters into sewage depots where the 
natural biologieal balance is severly upset and in some cases totally disrupted (I). 
For the evaluation of the present status of our environment with respect to hazardous 
chemicals and toxic elements, base-line data from pre-industrialized areas would be desirable. 
The area ofNaser Lake was chosen for this study because of its importance as the main water 
reservoir in Egypt and for being an un-industrialized area unti! now. 
Therefore, a systematie monitoring of this huge water body seems to be mandatory 
collecting environmental sampies from the lake and establishing a small scale Envirorunental 
Specimen Bank in Egypt. 
The German Environmental Specimen Bank (ESB) concept which has been 
continuously developed for more than 10 years implies the installation of an archive for 
representative environmental sampies and their characterization. It is a highly developed, 
interdisciplinary and long-term project for the national assessment and monitoring of 
environmental impact from human activities. The diversity of tasks and duties of the ESB 
requires the collaboration with many institutions in the country and abroad. This study reflects 
one phase of this collaboration as an example, namely the comparison between certain trace 
element concentrations in Naser Lake, Lake Constance and the River EIbe. 
Gelleral [eall/reS o[ Naser Lake 
The chemical composition of natural waters results from different environmental 
factors operating simuItaneously but with differing influences and efficiency (2): the soH and 
rock composition, climatic conditions (rainfall, temperature), flora and anthropogenie 
influences. With regards to these factors, it was necessary to take into consideration the 
general features ofNaser Lake. Naser Lake extends along 500 km ofwhich 300 km are within 
the Egyptian territory with a median widtl. of about 10 km. According to ihe hydrologieal 
regime of the lake, about 95 % of the sediments carried by the annual flood rest in the 
southem sector of the lake within the Sudanese borders where the width of the lake ranges 
between I to 2.5 km (3). 
The River Nile after passing the second cataract at Wadi Halfa enters the Egyptian 
terdtory taking a north eastern course cut in the Nubian sandstones formation. The northern 
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part ofthe lake at EI-Alaki area has an average width ofabout 12 km and extends up to 50 km 
at the eastern side of EI-Alaki valley. Within the Egyptian borders, the water in the lake is 
considered to be stagnant since the average speed is about zero. 
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Fig . 1. Map of Naser Lake 
Methods and Materials 
- Sampie colleetion and preparation : 
Sampies were collected from 8 sites along the Naser Lake starting from the High Dam and 
ending at the Egyptian borders as shown in Fig. I. 
Water sampIes were eolleeted from three different depthes using a Russian water sampier 
(Malshive). For eaeh sampie a minimum of 10 L water was colleeted, aeidified to pH less than 
2 and filtered with 0.45 ~m millipore filter directly after the arrival to the lab (4). The volume 
ofthe filtrate was reduced to I L by gentle evaporation. 
Sediment sampfes: A variety of devices are avaHable for the collection ofmarine sediments by 
coring, grabbing or dragging. In this study the grabbing method was used to study the 
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superfieiallayer of sediment (1-5 em). All sampies were air dried and sieved with 2 mm mesh 
sieves. For ICP-MS measurements, thc sediment sampies were digested in pure Ilitric acid at 
180 Co (under pressure), while for INAA the sampIes were used without any treatment. 
Instrumentation 
Instrumental Neutron Aetivalion Analysis (INAA): 
INAA was used for the analysis of sediment sampIes. More than 20 elements in sediment 
sampies including Ba, Ta, Eu, Zn, Zr, Ni, Hg, Tb, Th, U, es, Se, Co could be determined. 
The irradiation of the sediment sampIes was performed at the FRG 2 reaetor at Geesthaeht for 
10 h at 5 . 1013 n lern 2. After reasonable time of deeay, sampIes were eounted from 5000 s 
to 50000 s on a well-shielded HPGe deteetor ( 20% effieieney ). 
Induetively Coupled Plasma Mass Speetrometry (ICP-MS) and Stripping Potenliometry: 
For the analysis ofwater sampies ICP-MS was used as a multi-element teehnique 
to determine more than twenty element such as Ca, Sc, Ti, Cr, Co, As, Se, Br, Sr, 
Zr, Ag, I, Sb, Cs, Sn ,Pb and Eu. 
Potentiometrie Stripping Analysis (PSA) with a mereury film eleetrode was used to deterrnine 
the eoneentration ofPb, Cd and Cu in these water sampIes. 
ResuIt, 
The distribution of Cd, Pb and Cu in water sampIe along Naser Lake, obtained by using 
eleetroehemieal methods, is summerized in Table I. The Cd eoncentration ranged between 
0.01 - 0.14 ~g I L with an average of 0.085 ~g I L while the eoncentration of Pb and Cu 
ranged between 4.5 - 33.6 ~g I L with an average of 18.3 Ilg I Land 1.9 - 14 ~g I L with an 
average of7.2 ~g I L, respeetively . 
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Locatlon Cd (Ppb) Pb (ppb) Cu (Ppb) 
High Dam 0,011 23,5 8,8 
Garph 0,13 10,9 7 Housln 
AIIa 0,14 30,6 14 
Abrlm 0,13 10,9 9 
Toshka 0,08 13,6 . 1,9 
Abu-Slmble 0,13 18,6 4,7 
Adlndan 0,05 4,5 5,6 
Sarh 0,03 33,6 7,1 
Table 1. Distribution of Cd, Pb, and Cu in water sampies from Naser Lake. 
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Fig.2. Elemental distribution in sediillcnt sampIes along Naser Lake. 
Fig. (2) shows the concentration cf heavy metals in shore and bottom sediments collected 
from the same sites as the water sampIes determined by INAA. 
The results cf mallY of the anthropogenie as weIl as thc lithopogenic elements are also given. 
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Metals belonging to the first group Cr, Zn, Ni .nd Se show average concentrations of 68.4, 
104, 105.2 and 9.68 Itg /g of dry weight, respectively. 
From the second group metals as Sr, Rb, and Zr show an average concentration of206.5, 66.6, 
and 258.8 Itg / g, respectively . 
Elements Granitlc Sandsto Abu-Slmb e Arkln 
rock 
"" 
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Table 2. Concentration or minor .nd tracc elements in different 
geologie.l formations. 
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The conccntration ofprcmordial radiOl1Uclides U and Th ranged betwecn 2 - 5.5 ~lg I g with an 
average of 3.1 rlg I g and 2.1 . 15 ~g I g with an average of 10 rlg Ig, respective1y . 
Fig.(3) illustrates the distribution of Cl', Zn, Ni and Se at different sites a10ng Naser Lake and 
shows a trend with the highest concentrations at thc two sites Abu-Simble and Arkin. 
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Fig.(3) The distribution ofCr, Zn, Ni and Se at different sites alang Naser Lake. 
Pig. (4) shows the distribution of Cr, Ni, and Hg within the Naser Lake, the Lake Constance 
and the River Eibe. 
Table (2) SUllllUarizes the concclltration of minor and trace elements in different geological 
formations as granitic rocks and sandy sediments in ~lg I g (5). 
Discussion 
It is somehow problematic to establish global mean values for the individual trace elements in 
inland waters, especially in rivers. This could be, in the first place, duc to the variety of rock 
fonnations and the fluctuation in water transport. However, the concentration of three of the 
most important pollutants in water Cd, Pb, and Cu were studied. The average content of Cd in 
these water sampies agrees with the background content of Cd in fresh water, 0.07 ~g I L (6). 
Boyle and Edmond (7) faund Cu variations greater than a factor afthree (0.56· 0.185 ~g I L) 
in surface water across thc antarctic CircumpoIar currents south ofNcw ZcaIand. 
Trefry and Presley (8) faund that the background content ofpb in fresh water is 0.2 ~g I L. 
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Chl'omium in sediment sampIes 
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FigA. The distribution of Cr, Ni, and Zn in Naser Lake, Lake Constance, and the River Elbe. 
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A comparison of these background values shows that the values obtained from Naser 
Lake are enriched by factors between 10 (Cu) and 20 (Pb). This should not be considered as 
contamination, since most of the trace elements are showing low concentrations when 
compared to that in the Lake Constance and the River EIbe. These elevated values could be 
referred to the sarnple treatment, where sarnples were acidified before filtrationand leaching 
oftrace elements from the suspended matter is most probable. 
Trace metals in recent sedimentary deposits can generally be divided into two categories 
in accordance with their predominant source of origin, either as rtlithogenic rt Of 
"anthropogenie", or simply referred as "geochemicallt and ttman-madett, respectively (9). 
Metals such as Zr, Rb and Sr which are derived from rock material by natural weathering 
processes, constitute the first group. The second group is made up of metals which have 
become enriched chiefly as a result ofhuman activities and includes arnong others Cr, Co, Zn, 
Cd, Hg, and Pb. 
Between these two groups there are eombinations; for exarnple, the enrichment of 
mobile elements such as Fe, which may well have had civilizational origins. By their own 
accumulation, these metals can cause other elements to accumulate (9). 
Considering the values given in Table 2 and comparing the eoncentration of some trace 
metals in different geological formations, it is obvious that sediments from Abu-Simble and 
Arkin have relatively high eontent of trace metals. This elevated metal eontent in Abu-Simble 
eould be a consequence ofthe increased population and industry in this city. 
The influence of irrigation return drainage, as the water is used for extensive agricultural 
development, and the discharges from small industries may be also an explanation. Similar to 
Abu-Simble, Arkin is the first station next to Wady Halfa, which is a trade center and 
relatively populated. 
Finally, it might be concluded that the area ofNaser lake could be used as a pre-industrialized 
area and proposed as a suitable site for continuous and systematic monitoring. 
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LOW INPUT CONCEPT FOR DESERT AGRICULTURE. 
H.M.Helai 
Institute ofPlant Nutrition and Soll Seience 
Federal Research Centre for Agriculture (FAL) 
Braunschweig, Germany 
1. Introduction: Population and food demand. 
J. Issa 
Director, Desert Development Prograrn 
AtOlniC Bnergy Authority 
Cairo, Bgypt 
United Nations projections show that the world population has doubled during the last four dec-
ades to reach currently more than 5000 millions. Further expansion to more than 6000 millions 
by the year 2000 and 10000 millions later in the next century is expeotediUniredNations 1989). 
More than 90% of this increase is occurring in developing countries. The increase in population 
together with the anticipated soeial improvements will cause the demand for food to expand at an 
annual rate of more than 3%. 
In contrast to the expansion of population and food demand the cuItivated area per capita is de-
creasing with a mean decline rate of -33% in twenty years from 1964 to 1984 (table 1). The low-
est decline rates occurred in the Americas and Burope whi!e the highest are observed in the Mid-
dIe Bast and Africa, where the decrease of agricultural land per capita reaches drarnatic dimen-
sions of more than 50%. This decrease reflects in first place the population development in addi· 
tion to the loss of agriculturalland related directly or indirectly to the population increase. 
The loss of cropland is a matter of serious concern. Unfortunately, there is no reliable data to 
evaluate this drama of man destroying the basis of his own existence. According to estimates of 
Wollman and Fornier (1987), however, about 4% of all potentially productive agriculturalland 
and about 25% of all highly productive land may be lost by the year 2000. 
The loss of agriculturalland may be divided into two distinct categories: 
1. Loss of land due to the shifr in priorities of land utilization (ofren related to population pres 
sures) permitting the use of productive land for bui!ding roads, industrial projects or urban 
facHities, and 
2. destruction of agriculturalland through mismanagement. 
Weil known forms of agricultural mismanagement which may destroy the soi! is the misuse of 
water and fertilizers. This is espeoially valid for desert agriculture. 
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Tab!e 1: DecHne of cu!tivated area per capit. during 20 years. 
Region Cultivated area, ha per capita Relative decHne, % 
1964 1984 
World 0.44 0.33 -33 
America, South 0.49 0.45 - 8 
America, North 1.05 0.90 -14 
Western Europe 0.31 0.25 -19 
FarEast 0.30 0.20 -33 
Middle East 0.53 0.35 -34 
Africa 0.74 0.35 -53 
World Commission 1987. 
2. Desert agriculture: Between eco!ogie.! and socloeconomle pressures. 
The development of arid lands has been driven mainly by the need to provide food for the dr.-
matically incre.sing population. Desert agriculture means therefore food production not only un-
der the specific stress of the desert environment but also under the socioeconomic constraints of 
the growing population. Under these conditions intensive land utilization strategies originally de-
veloped to function under much more favourable conditions are often adopted. Many high input 
technologies are indeed poHtically very aUractive. These include modem high yielding crop v.-
rieties with high demand for fertilizers, water and plant protection. The transfer of these tech-
nologies to the desert tries to fit the system to meet these requirement and often ignores or over-
sees the limited capacity of the system predestinated by climate and soil characteristics. Due to 
the lack of knowledge about the functioning of desert systems ecological consequences and sus-
tainability of the system are often not taken into account. The result is an irreversible d.mage to 
the project to add a further case of "Ioss of .griculturalland". 
3. Low Input concept 
Many research activities in the tropics and subtropics are now directed to the development of low 
input .grieultural techniques (Sanches and Salinas 1981, Kidd and Pimentel 1992). The low in-
put concept does not aim at eliminating fertilizers, water and other essential inputs but reducing 
the requirements for these inputs to achieve reasonable, not necessarily maximal yields, through 
aseries of practices based on a detailed know1edge of the system. Most important examples of 
these practices are: 
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1. Use of crop species and varieties that are more tolerant to drought, salinity and low fertility 
constraints. 
2. Give priority to crops suited to water saving, efficient irrigation systems (drip irrigation in 
comparison to sprinkling). 
3. Maximize nutrient use efficiency by: 
a) improving the retention of nutrients and enhancing the humus content through the appli-
cation of green manures, 
b) adjusting the application ofwater and nutrients to the requirements ofthe crop during its 
development, 
c) identifying and quantifying nutrient losses through leaching and volatilization. 
4. Maximize the use ofbiological nitrogen fixation and other symbiotic (mykorrhizal) systems. 
5. To evaluate the use of mixed cropping systems with deep rooting multipurpose trees to im-
prove water and nutrient efficiency (for exarnple Leucaena leucocephala). 
6. Monitor water quality and the development of salt status in the soil in order to try to adjust a 
tolerable salt cycle in the system, and to evaluate the need and possibility for salt leaching. 
7 Never to apply any additives to desert soils before evaluating the consequences for water and 
salt relations of the system. Exarnples of such additives are clay and industrial "soil condition-
ersll , 
Some few aspoets related to these measures are briefly discussed. 
4. Solls under arid conditions. 
Under the action of physical, chemical and biological weathering, parent geological materials are 
transformed into soils with time. Soils are therefor a product of not only the parent rock but also 
of their environment (Fuller 1974). 
Water plays a significant role in weathering and soil formation: as a medium for all related 
chemical and biological transformations and all translocation processes. Desert soils are classed 
as "Aridisols" , i.e. soils of the dry areas. Significant consequences of soil formation under arid 
conditions are low or almost absent humus content as weil as salt accumulation. Soluble salts 
which are released in the course of weathering are not leached out. They may be translocated for 
some depth depending on rainfall to be precipitated when the soil dries out. Exarnples of typical 
precipitates are carbonates(lime) and sulphates (gypsum) of Ca, Mg and Na. Depending on the 
base content the pH tends to be alkaline, except in gypsum rich layers. Gravel and sand may pre-
dominate, however, in the top layer with low ion exchange capacity and low retention of water, 
nutrient and salt. 
Egypt is a desert with several oases: one major Nile Basin Oasis and several smaller oases in the 
west. Geographically the desert of Egypt is often divided into three parts: the western desert, 670 
Z4Z 
• 103 km2, extending from the Nile Valley westwards, the eastem desert, 225 • 103 km2, be-
tween the Nile Valley and the Red Sea, and the Sinai Peninsula, 61 • 103 km2 (Kassas 1991). 
5. Water and salt relations. 
According to precipitation, however, Egypt may be divided into 3 Zones with precipitation de-
creasing southwards: 
1. the coastal area a10ng the Mediterranean shore with annual rainfall from 100 to 150 mm, 
2. amiddIe belt between the latitudes 31 'N and 30 'N with annual rainfall ranging from 25 to 
100 mm,and 
3. the extremely arid area south oflatitude 30 'N. 
For example, Cairo is located at latitude 30 'N with a mean winter rainfall of about 27 mm. Fig-
ure 1 shows the frequency distribution of annual rainfall near Cairo indicating considerable 
variation. In addition the annual rate may be precipitated within a short time to leave the cest of 
the year dry with a considerable evapotranspiration potential. This indicates that plant production 
will be possible only through irrigation. Under these conditions, the plant characteristics related 
to transpiration and the irrigation technique will be of special significance for the water use effi-
ciency of the system. 
A consequence of a coarse textured top soil is the rapid water movement to deeper layers, A fa-
vourable effect of this is areduction of evaporation and related salt accumulation in the top layer. 
Depending on the history of the site and conditions of wind and water erosion as well as rolated 
romoval or deposition of fine material some layers may include silt and clay components which 
Toble 2: Soil water content (% wt.) in the desert east to Cairo as dependent on rainfall and 
soil depth. 
Rainfall 
Date 7. Feb. 10. Feb. 13. May 23. Nov. 19. Dec. 26. Jan. 17. Mar. 
mm 2.9 0.4 0.2 6.1 6.9 9.6 9.2 
Soil water 
Date 17. Feb. 7. Apr. 23. Jun. 19. Sept. 22. Dec. 17. Mar. 8. Jun. 
Depth,cm 
5 2.7 0.6 0.3 0.4 2.7 2.8 0.3 
10 2.0 1.1 0.3 0.7 4.3 3.3 0.4 
25 1.0 1.6 1.0 0.8 1.2 2.5 1.3 
50 3.2 3.3 3.2 2.6 2.7 6.0 5.2 
75 2.9 2.7 2.8 3.5 3.4 2.7 4.0 
Walter and Breckle 1984. 
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Frequency, yeara 
20 
Figul'e 1: 
Rainfall, mm/year 
Frequency distribution ofaßllUal rainfal! near Cairo during the period 1906-1950. 
(Walter and Breckle 1984). 
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Figure 2: Soil profile with contrasting root systems of Pituranthos tortuosus alld Hordeum 
vulgare of a Wadi near Cairo-Suez high way. 
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improve thc water holding capacity of the layer. Such layers may retain water even during rain 
less periods when the top layers dries out (table 2). It is therefore evident that the deep rooting 
may be a signifieant aspeet of water use efficieney (figure 2). Furthermore all measures and soil 
additives which improve water retention in the top layer of arid soils may increase evaporation 
lass, reduce water use efficicllCY and enhance salt accumulation. 
Salt input with irrigation water wlder arid conditions is a matter of serious concern, As indicatcd 
in figure 3 several tons of salt per hectace may be introduced into soil annually with the irrigation 
water. This fact must be fuHy accountcd for in auy irrigated project uoder arid conditions. Thc 
sustainability of the system will be determined by the question about the fate of this salt. A salt 
balance is therefor a must far evaluating the adequacy of the irrigation technique. for the choke 
of crops and cropping systems and for estimating the leaching requirement. Fortunately. there is 
eonsiderable potential for improving both water use efficieney and salt toleranee of erops (Helai 
1983). 
6. Nutrient relations of solls and Cl·OpS. 
In natural ecosystems plant nutrients are transferred between soH and plant in more or less closed 
eycles with both nu trient fluxes (from soil to plant and from plant to soil) adjusted to the eycling 
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capacity of the system. Agrieultural praetiees disturb this eyde in several ways the most obvious 
of whieh are the nutrient inputs as fertilizers nutrient removal with the harvest , and the lack of 
adjustment of both to eaeh other. The ratio of nutrient removal with the harvest to nutrient input 
as fertiHzer, i.e. the nutrient recovery is a measure for the nutrient effieieney of the plant-soi! 
system under prevailing conditions. The efficieney of fertilizer utilization depends on the uptake 
and metabolism of nutrients (figure 4). Nutrient efficieney of erops is generally low under all 
elimatie eonditions with some quantitative differences (table 4, 5). N·recovery levels of 50% are 
normal under temperature eonditions. Under eeologieal stresses of the arid region the utilization 
of nutrients may be even mueh lower (Craswell and Godwin 1984). 
A signifieant eomponent of low input principles is to maximize fertilizer utilization. For the de-
velopment of eoneepts and measures to aehieve this, an understanding of related soi! and plant 
characteristics and processes is essential. 
During the last deeades, eonsiderable progress has been aehieved towards darifying soi! and 
plant faetors related to the uptake of nutrients by growing plants (Barber 1984, Pitman 1972, 
Helal1992). Most important parameters listed in table 3 may be divided into four eategories ae-
eording to their mode of action: 
1. Nutrient avai!ability in soi!s (1-4). 
2. Aequisition of nutrients by growing roots (5-8). 
3. Nutrient retention and nutrient loss (9). 
4. Effeet of plant growth (10). 
The parameters listed in table 3 indieate that water availability may affeet nutrient uptake and 
utilization in various ways, namely by modifying all eategories of related processes: availability, 
acquisition, retention and metabolie utilization of the nutrients. 
Considering the genetie dependenee of plant parameters related to nutrient efficieney (Randali et 
al. 1993), table 3 demonstrate a eonsiderable potential for improving nutrient effieieney of erops. 
The low effieieney of mineral nitrogen fertilizers in arid agrieulture indieate, however, the need 
for nitrogen fixing systems. In multiple eropping systems nitrogen fertilizer inputs ean be re-
dueed or even entirely eliminated by ineluding a nitrogen fixing speeies (Hargrove 1988). Mul-
tiple eropping systems use two or more different erops on the same area during a year in sequen-
tial or intereropping. Several nitrogen fixing species are available for low input multiple eropping 
systems ranging from conventionallegume crops to perennial shrubs and trees, such as Leueaena 
leucoeephala (prinsley and Swift 1986). The species of choiee will be determined not only by its 
nitrogen fixing efficieney but also by its water demand, salt toleranee and its contribution to the 
nutrient efficiency of the whole system. 
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Table 3: Soil and plant parameters related to nutrient uptake. 
1 Nutrient concentration of soil solution. 
2 Soil buffering capacity (retarding soil solution depletion). 
3 Effective nutrient diffusion coefficient. 
4 Transpiration rate (nu trient supply by eonvective flow). 
5 Total root length and root growth rate. 
6 Root distribution in soil profile. 
7 Physiologically active part of the root. 
8 Physiologieal root eharacteristics: maximal influx rate, nutrient affinity 
of the transport system. 
9 Efflux rate: back leakage of nutrients. 
10 Nutrient demand of the plant: proportional to growth rate. 
grain yieldF - grain yieldc 
(1) Agronomie efficiency = kglkg 
fertilizer N applied 
N uptakeF - N uptakec 
(2) Apparent nitrogen recovery = kglkg 
fertilizer N applied 
grain yieldF - grain yieldc 
(3) Physiologieal effieieney = kglkg 
N uptakeF - N uptakec 
F = fertilized crop, C = unfertilized eontro!. 
Figure4: Nitrogen fertilizer efficiency. 
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Table4: Nitrogen fertilizer effieieney for wheat and barley in regions with a mediterra-
nean climate. 
Maximum Agronomie Apparent Physiologieal 
grain yield efficieney recovery effieieney 
Location Crop type (tonJha) (kglkg) (%) (kglkg) 
Australia Spring wheat 3.0 6 - 16 28 - 50 22 - 32 
Cyprus Durumwheat 1.4 2-5 27 - 40 6 - 13 
Spring wheat 2.1 0-11 14 -43 1 - 25 
Barley 1.8 1 - 4 15 - 32 7 - 13 
Turkey Spring wheat 5.1 11 - 28 27 - 67 30- 57 
Morocco Spring wheat 2.3 3 26 11 
Italy Spring wheat 4.6 5 -24 21 -71 14 -79 
Greece Spring wheat 3.3 0-5 14 - 40 3 - 24 
Lebanon Spring wheat 7.9 12 - 24 20 - 67 44 -72 
Egypt Spring wheat 5.9 1 - 22 28 - 62 2 - 65 
Iran Spring wheat 5.2 4 - 19 14 - 60 16 - 32 
Craswell and Godwin 1984 
Table5: Nitrogen fertilizer effieieney for Sorghum and wheat in the semiarid tropies. 
Maximum Agronomie Apparent Physiologieal 
grain yield efficieney recovery effieieney 
Location Crop type (tonlha) (kWkg) (%) (kWkg) 
Katherine Grain sorghum 4.3 7 - 22 28 - 61 22 -46 
(Australia) 
Katherine Grain sorghum 5.4 2 - 13 1 - 35 15 - 190 
(AustraIia) 
Delhi (India) Grain sorghum 5.4 14 - 24 48 -84 28 - 39 
Gezira (Sudan) Irrigated spring 1.8 3-8 21- 36 13 - 23 
wheat 
Lyallpur (pakistan) Spring wheat 4.5 12 - 23 44 -68 23 - 37 
Tandojarn Spring wheat 2.2 2-9 14 - 37 15 - 26 
(Pakistan) 
India Spring wheat 5.4 4 - 29 18 -77 19 -77 
Pakistan Spring wheat 5.7 0-32 6 - 89 0-42 
Craswell and Godwin 1984 
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7. TIte Inshas Project: Water and fertllizers in desert agriculture. 
Ta carry out and evaluate various aspects of low input strategy in desert agriculture, the agricul-
tural working group of Inshas Research Centre (Atomic Energy Authority of Egypt) was divided 
into four subgroups with the following objectives: 
1. Cropping Systems: 
a) Choiee and selection of crop species and cultivars including nitrogen fixing systems with 
special consideration to their adaptation to drought and salt stress and to low nutrient sup-
ply. 
b) Evaluation of plant growth, root development and crop yield under the conditions of the 
site. 
c) Estimation of water and fertilizer requirements in co-operation with other groups. 
2. Water and Salt: 
a) Collection and registration of meteorological data and their use for evaluation of water and 
salt relations of the system. 
b) Quantifying water and salt relations with various irrigation and cropping systems. 
c) Working out irrigation limits considering the salt cycle and leaching requirements of the 
system. 
3. Soils and Fertilizers: 
a) Determination of soil physieal, chemical and biologieal parameters related to water, salt 
and nutrient relations and carrying out all related water and soil analyses. 
b) Establishing and evaluating of symbiotic systems. 
c) Evaluating of nutrient efficiency with various irrigation and cropping systems. 
4, Animal Production: 
a) Choice of animals adapted to arid conditions. 
b) Evaluation of the fodder quality produced under conditions of the site. 
c) Determination of the contribution of the animals to the salt and nutrient cycles of the sys-
tem. 
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ABSTRACT 
Due to its poor physica1 and chemica1 properties, cultivation 
of the newe1y rec1aimed sandy soi1 needs not on1y app1ication of 
nutrients but also keeping them from losses • In lysimeter experi-· 
ment, the effect of polyacrylamide (PAM) as soi1 conditioner and 
dicyandiamide (DCD) as nitrification inhibitor on nitrogen losses 
and N-uptaken by wheat was studied. N-15 1abe11ed urea(2% atom ex.) 
was applied at the rate of 100 kg N/acre without or with PAM and/or 
DCD. Plants were harvested at fu1l maturity,dry matter was recorded 
and N-uptaken, Ndff, and N-10sses were calculated. In separate gre-
enhouse experiment , pots fi11ed with 10 kg soil were planted with 
corn and treated with 1abe11ed urea without or with DCD at a rate 
of 120 kg N/acre,p1ants were harvested after 60 days.Results indi-
cate that both PAM and DCD have significant effect on increasing 
the straw and grain yield of the wheat. Nitrogen recovery by whole 
wheat plant increased from 27.8 % when urea was applied alone 
to 61.1 % for urea + PAM + DCD. At the same time N-losses decrease 
from 63.4 % to 23.4 % . Both dry matter yield'and N-uptake by corn 
increased significantly due to DCD addition, and losses of nitro'-
gen decreased from 52.4 % to 24.9 %. Use of,.PAM and DCD could 
have positive impact on crop production in the sandy soil. 
INTRODUCTION 
Cultivation of new sandy areas in Egypt became a necessity to 
increase agricultural production in order to face the fast growing 
population • These soils are generally poor in respect to ~hysical 
properties, mineral and organic colloids and nutrient supply. Alt-
hough fertilization of sandy soils is a necessary practice, nutri-
ents are subject to loss by irrigation water. 
One possibility to increase yie1ds in these soils is by using 
soil conditioners. De Boodt(1979) reported that , the main objects 
of using soil conditioners are : promoting germination , improving 
drainge, combating water eros in, and reducing evaporation from the 
soi1 surface und er arid conditions., 
Polymers and re la ted prcducts variously proposed for soil co-, 
nditioning can be classified to non-ionized polyanions,polycations 
strong dipole polymers and bitumen emulsions ( De Boodt , 1972 ). 
Severa1 researchers have showen the effectiveness of polyacrylamide 
(PAM) in improving the physical properties of the sandy soils(Van-
develde and De Boodt, (1972),Hartmann et-al. (1976) ,and Salem(1987). 
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Due to its light texture,sandy soils losses the applied nit-
rogen fertilizers as nitrate leached with the irrigation water. 
Ideally,with the'conservation of NH4, or urea-N to N03 inhibited, 
losses associated with leaching can be controlled and economic and 
environmental benefits will occur. Dicyandiamide ( DCD ) was found 
not to be only effective in reducing nitrogen los ses (Amberger, 1989, 
Abdel Sabour and Abdel Monem, 1991) but also, its application resulted 
in increase in,crop yield. Frye et.al.(1989) reported that, on the 
sandy soil of Florida, corn grain yield responded significantly to 
application of DCD with urea • DCO increased grain yield by 29% and 
40 % ,as compared to Urea without DCD. 
In this study, a lysimeter experiment was conducted to eva lu-
ate the effect of nitrogen fertilization applied as N-15 labelied 
urea on wheat yield and N-uptake,as weIl as N-losses, from applied 
urea as affected by application of polyacrylamide solution (PAM) 
as soil conditioner, and Dicyandiamide ( DCD ) as nitrification 
inhibitor. Another greenhouse experiment was carried out to evalu-
ate the effect of DCD,when added with urea,on the dry matter yield 
of the shoots and roots of corn , as weIl as N-uptake and nitrogen 
losses from the applied labelied urea. 
MATERIAL AND METHODBI 
The effec,t of soil conditioner (PAM) , and nitrification inhib-
ibitor (DCD) on yield and N-uptake by wheat grown in sandy soil 
was studied in lysimeter experiment. Lysimeters ( 60cm ID ,100 cm 
hight) were filled with sandy soils collected from Insqas area 
with 93 % sand,4.5% silt and 2.5% clay , orgacic matter content is 
0.1 % and PH (1:2.5 Kcl) is 7.6. Lysimter were placed in randomized 
block design with four repl!cations. Constant treatments (9gram P 
as superphosphate,7.5 gram K as potassium sulphate and 3.75/gram 
Mg as magnsium sulphate) were uniformaly mixed. wheat seeds (tri-
ticum aestivmm,cv. sakha 92)were planted at rate of 19 seeds/ly-
simeter. Nitrogen fertilizers were applied at rate of 100 / Kg 
N/acre urea enriched with 2 atoms % N-15 was applied alone in the 
control treatment, labelied urea + 2 % PAM, labelied, urea + 0.2 % 
PAM (mixed with the soil surface) ,and labelied urea + 2% DCO + 
0.2% PAM were the four treatments used in this study • Nitrogen 
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fertilizers were applied as third at tellering,and two thirds at 
shooting stage.Plants were harvested after 17 weeks,at full matu-
rity.The aboveground portion were then separated into grains and 
straw,and the dry weight was recorded. The oven dried (70°C) plant 
materials were ground and prepared for N-15 analysis.Sample prepa-
ration and isotope analysis were determined according to Faust 
1980 ). 
Greenhouse experiment with corn( Zea mays L.) was carried out 
in plastic pots containing 10 Kg of the same sandy soil used in the 
lysimeter experiment. One level of nitrogen was used(120 Kg N/acre) 
was applied as N-15 labelled urea,or as labelled urea + 2 % DCD. 
Three replications were used in this experiment. All pots recevied 
a basel dressing of 20 KgP2 05/acre as superphosphate and 25 Kg 
K20/acreas potassium sUlphate,uniformly mixed with the soil. The 
nitrogen fertilizer was added as solution in two doses after 7 and 
17 days of germination. Five seeds of corn were planted I after 
germination , the seedlings ware thinned to only three per pot . 
Plants were harvested after 60 days, dried at 70° C, ground and 
prepared for N-15 analysis. 
RE8ULTB AND DIBCU8BION 
The impact of the soil conditioner (PAM) ,and the nitrification 
inhibitor ( DCD ) on straw and grain yield is shown in table (1). 
Data revealed that application of PAM and DCD in addition to the 
urea firtilizer ,increased the straw and grain yield , 30.6 % and 
39.6 % respectivily. The incease in yield according to the trea-
tment decreased in the following order ,Urea + PAM + DCD ! Urea + 
DCD / Urea + PAM / Urea. 
Thesignificant increase in the dry matter yield when soil was 
treated with Phl1 and DCD may due to the combined effect of the two 
materials. The effect of PAM may partially be due to the hyd-
rophillicity of the material ( Hardmann et.al. 1976 ),giving better 
destribution of the water and nutrient solution. Another reason may 
be the presance of N in the PAM molucle (-CONHz) (Kachinsky and Moso 
Lova,1976). On the other hand,the effect of DCD on the dry matter 
yield in the presance cf PAH may due to its role in reducing N-
losses (Amberger, 1989) , in addition to the fact that DCD completly 
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d.ecomposes in the soil to COZ and NH4 over several weeks and therby 
acts as a high analysis (66.7 % ) slow release fertilizer . 
It is worthmentioning that, application of PAM to the sandy soil 
fertilized with urea , increased the dry matter yield of the whole 
plant by 5.5 % . simillar results were obtained by Salem( 1987 ). 
Growth response of crops depends on the nature of the soil condi-
tioner and the soil type (Salem, 1987). (Gad, 1984) reported that 
PAM was more favourable with alluvial soils than with sandy soils. 
Afifi et.a!. (1990) reported that conditioning the sandy soil 
with PAM slightly increased the yield of wheat. 
Regarding the N-uptake by wheat as affected by urea alone or 
with DCD and PAM,data presented in table (1) showed significant 
increase in shoot N-uptake as weIl as grain N-uptake due to ferti-
lization with Urea + PAM + DCD as compared to application of Urea. 
The percentage increase in N-uptake were 38.8 and 35.9% for wheat 
shoot and grain respectively. Increase in nitrogen uptake in grain 
would have positive effect on the nutrait value of the wheat, used 
as bread; Application of DCD with urea did not effect the N-uptake 
by wheat . Although N-uptake in straw or grain tended to increase 
as Deo was applied, this increase is not significant. Katyal et.al. 
(1987) reported that addition of DCD to urea did not seem to effect 
the apparent recovery by wheat. Amberger and Bauer (1990) ,explained 
that soil type had a strong effect on performance of the inhibitor, 
in addition,they reported that DCD did not show any effect 
after 5 weeks. 
Nitrogen fertilizer uptake efficiency has been defined by real 
utilization coefficient (RUC) (Remy and Viaux,1982). RUC could be 
obtained as follow: 
Un * e 
RUC = 
Where Un· is the N-uptake , and e is the isotopic excess in the 
plant at harvest, F is the amount of fertilizer N applied and eo 
its isotopic excess. 
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Data from table (1) revealed that RUC ranged from 32% to 51% acco-
rding to the treatment. Application of the soil conditioner or / 
and nitrification inhibitor increased the nitrogen fertilizer up-
take efficiency . Machet et.al. (1987) reported that RUC generally 
held to be in the range 20-80 % at harvest,they reported that the 
variablety arising from the interaction between factors such as 
form the fertilizer, type of soil and climatic conditions. Lower 
RUC for urea treatment could be attributed to N-losses and poor 
chemical and physical properties of the sand soil . 
The contribution of fertilizer N to the total N content of shoot 
and grain as well as in soil is presented in table (2) .The proport-
ion of nitrogen derived from fertilizer ( Ndff ) in grain averaged 
692.5 mg N/lysimeter,while Ndff in shoot average 162.5 mg N/Lys. 
The proporation of nitrogen derived from the applied urea in grain 
or shoot was more than doubled when wheat was fertilized with urea 
+PAM +DCD as compared with fertilization with urea alone. Also 
Ndff in both plant parts was increased by application of urea + PAM 
and urea + DCD but in less degree than urea + PAM + DCD. Effect 
of PAM on Ndff may due to its effect on the dry matter content. 
Metwally et.al (1992) reported increase ranged from 6.8 % to 40.6 
% in dry matter yield of wheat planted in sandy soil and treated 
with PAM As was reported by Malzer et.al. (1989 ) , the crop 
benefits associated with the inhibition of nitrification are most 
frequently related to the indirect benfit of reduceing fertilizer 
N-losses through leaching or denitrification. Soliman and Abdel 
Monem (1992) reported significant increase in Ndff in whole plant 
of wheat grown in sandy soil as treated with urea + DCD,when 
compared with fertilization with urea. 
Data of table (3) show that , dry matter of the corn was sig-
nificantly increased by the application of urea + DeD as compared 
with urea alone I which was also reflected on N-uptake . Although 
Malzer et.al(1989) reported increase of 23% of corn yield as affect 
by DCD application in sandy soil, results of table (3), indicated 
that 34% of corn dry matter was increased due to fertilization with 
urea + DCD, as compared with urea. Malzer et. al. (1989) explained 
that magnitude of yield increase due to nitrification inhibitor 
depends on soil type, time, of N application and environmental 
conditions. As real utilization coefficient ( RUC ) was calculated 
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its values presented in table (3) show increase from 28 to 61 % due 
to applic-ation of DCD,which reflected better uptake efficiency by 
plant when fertilized with urea + DCD. Also Ndff was increased 
significantly in plant when DCD was added,as indicated in table(3) • 
Fig. (1) presentes the percentage of N-recovered by plant and 
soil, as well as N-losses for wheat and corn treated with N-15 lab-
elled urea and labelled urea + DCD. Data show that more than half 
(52 %) of the applied -N as urea to corn was lost, while, this per-
centage increase to 64 % in the case of wheat. This high percentage 
of los ses may due to mainly to the soil texture (sandy soil) , Abdel 
Monem (1986) and Abdel Monem and Ryan (1991) reported los ses of 
less than 20 % of the applied urea to wheat in clay soil, while 
Soliman et.al (1992) found that 49 % of the applied labelled urea 
to the sandy soil was lost through leaching, as weIl as volatiliz-
ation. Abdel Monem et.al. (1990) explained that low losses in clay 
soils as compared to the sandy soils may due to the high cation 
exchange capacity (CEC) of the clay soils, which prevent NH, to be 
lost Similar results were obtained by Katyal and Gadalla (1989). 
Addition of DeD to urea decreased the N-losses for the both 
craps, fram 64 % to 24 % ,and fram 52% to 25% for wheat and carn 
respecively. The crop benefits associated with the inhibition of 
nitrification are most frequently re la ted to indirect benefit of 
reducing fertilizer N-loss through leaching or volatilization. 
Table ( 1) wheat yield,nitrogen uptake and real uitilization 
coefficient (RUC) as affected by fertilizer application. 
Dry matter g/Lys N-uptake mg/Lys. 
Treatment RUC 
shoot Grain Shoot Grain 
Urea 137.6 60.0 619.1 1062.0 32 
Urea + PAM 148.4 71. 3 771.1 1204.5 39 
Urea + DCD 154.2 73.0 755.6 1292.6 45 
Urea + PAM + DCD 186.2 88.2 856.7 1442.9 51 
LSD 0.05 19.7 11. 6 186.7 233.6 
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Table (2) Nitrogen drived from fertilizer (Ndff) in wheat plant and 
soil as affected by Urea and Urea + DCD 
Ndff (mg/Lysimetet) 
Treatment 
Shoot Grain soil Total 
Urea 103.7 433.4 169.1 706.2 
Urea + PAM 146.7 626.7 204.9 978.3 
Urea + DCD 184.9 743.0 331. 6 1259.5 
Urea + PAM + DCD 214.5 965.5 296.3 1476.3 
Table (3) Corn dry matter, N-uptake, nitrogen dervied from 
fertilizer (Ndff) in corn plant and soil and RUC 
as affe.cted by urea and urea + DCD. 
Dry matter N-uptake Ndff (mg/pot) 
Treatment RUC 
9/pot mg/pot plant soil total 
Urea 36.6 1116.0 27.5 330.3 241.0 571.3 
Urea + DCD 48.9 1476.8 61.6 738.0 409.3 1147.3 
LSD 0.05 -7.5 234.9 
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BSNSFITS OF ORGANIC HATTBR (HUMUS) IN ARID IRRIGATBD SOlLS 
K. Haider 
D-82041 Deisenhofen, Kastanienallee 4, Germany. 
Formerly:Institute of Soil Science and Plant Nutrition, Federal 
Research Center of AgricUlture (FAL), Braunschweig, Germany, 
General cbaracteristics of dryland soi1s and agriculture 
Arid and semiarid regions comprise almost 40 % of the worlds land 
area and are inhabited by about 700 million people with growing 
tendencies. Many of these dryland areas are typified by a highly 
fragile natural resource base. Soils are often coarse textured, 
sandy and low in inherent fertility. They generally contain little 
organic matter and therefore, have a low water-holding capacity. 
With respect to the growing population and their demand for food 
and fiber, it is an important goal to develop on newly reclaimed 
irrigated land in the arid region a sustainable farming system. 
This means to develop systems that are productive and profitable, 
to enhance economic soil and irrigation water conservation practi-
ces, to protect nutrients from losses, and do so over the long-
term. It furthermore, emphasizes such cultural practices as crop 
rotations, recycling of anima! manures, control of soil erosion 
and to maintain or enhance soil productivity. 
SUSTAINABLB AGRICULTURB 
That is an Agriculture With 
Low-Input Methods and Ski lIed Management and Uses Among 
Others 
Reduced Synthetic 
Chemie al Inputs 
Soil and Water 
Conservation 
Practices 
·Crop rotations Crop-Livestock 
Diversifieations 
Use of Animal and 
Green Manures, and 
Organic Wastes 
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Beside the restricted availability of good and sufficient irriga-
tion water, the most serious drawback in the developement of new 
farming systems in arid and semiarid areas is a lack of soil orga-
nic matter, and the difficulties in establishing and maintaining 
it on sufficient and stable levels. Even relative small levels, 
however, have great benefits compared to purely mineral soils 
(table 1). 
Table 1: Beneficial properties of humus in fostering fertility of 
sandy arid soils 
Properties 
Water retention 
Store of nutrients 
Chelation 
Soil structure 
BUffer action 
Remarks 
Organic matter holds 
up to 20 times its 
weight in water 
Mineralization 
yields C02, N, P, S, 
and other mineral 
nutrients 
Forms complexes 
with Cu2 +, Mn 2 + I 
Zn2t and others 
Cements particles 
into structural 
units called 
aggregates 
Buffers both acid 
and alkaline ran-
ges 
Effects on Soil 
Improves water-
holding capacity 
substantially in 
sandy soils. 
Prevents drying 
and shrinking 
Slow release fer-
tilizer and saves 
frequent and cost-
ly supply 
Bnhances availa-
bility of micro-
nutrients to 
plants 
Improves struc .... 
ture, gas ex-
change, inhibits 
erosion 
Maintains a 
more uniform 
reaction in soil 
Humus can absorb great amounts of water and therefore, improves 
sUbstantially the water hOlding capacity of mineral, and in parti-
cular of sandy soils. rt increases the range of available water, 
since in sandy or gravelly soils the difference between field ca-
pacity and permanent wilting point is rather 8mal!. 'l'his has con-
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siderable implications for the amount, frequency and methods of 
irrigation. In adition to this and other physical properties, hu-
mus i8 a slow release fertilizer tor macro- and micronutrients. In 
the sandy soils the nitrogen use efficiency is very low and ranges 
only from 5 to 10 %. The loss of water through deep percolation in 
the sandy soils leads to nitrogen losses, and nitrate pOllution of 
water bodies i8 one of the consequences. Phosphorus i8 sometimes 
added in great amounts because of the presence of calcium carbo-
nate and no consideration is taken of the residual effects of 
phosphatic fertilizer, which particular in presence of some humic 
reserves may be applied in smaller amounts for two or three pro-
gressive growing seasons. 
The relatively high levels of calcium carbonate also restrict the 
availability of nutrients such as potassiUffi, magnesium, iron and 
zinc. Complexation of these mineral nutrients by humus molecules 
provides a much better supply to plants. 
It also improves soil structure by forming organo-mineral comple-
xes and aggregates which leads to a bett er porosity, gas exchange 
and inhibits erosion. Humus also inhibits acidification or alkali-
nization of soils and therefore, maintains a more uniform reaction 
in soil. 
The specificities oE Egypt dictate to optimize the economic usa oE 
water and otl18r natural C8BourC8B 
with respect to the rapidly grOldng population, a limited base of 
old irrigated land and water supply, the governmental five years 
investment plan for land reclamation and the development of agri-
culture in Egypt stated in 1984, as a basic goal to "fully exploit 
the available water Bupply, to provide more space for living and 
to maximize the food production potential of the country" 
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According to table 2, the present agricultural land in Egypt occu-
pies about 2.5 million hectars or 5.8 million feddans. This 
amounts only to 3 % of the country's total surface area and is 
mostly confined to the immediate margins of the Nile River and the 
Nile Delta on the Mediterranean coast. Agriculture in Egypt still 
accounts for 40 % of total employment and is, therefore, the lar-
gest sector of the Egyptian economy. Arable land per capita, howe-
ver, i8 declining and corresponded in 1984 to 0.05 ha. Average 
farm size is declining likewise and 95 % of the holdings were in 
1983 in the size of less than 5 feddans or 2.1 ha (Kishk and 
Bailey, 1988). 
Table 2: Available irrigated land at Egypt, population, and 
average size of farm holdings 
Present size of irrigated land: 2.5 to 2.9 * 10' hectar 
Average farm sizes: In 1969 38 % 
In 1975 66 % 
In 1983 95 % 
• 6 to 6.9 * 10' Feddans; 
~ 3 % of total area 
less than 5 Feddans 
11 11 11 
" " " 
Population: 1989 ~ 50 million year 2000 ~ 70 - 80 million 
Arable land per capita: ~ 0.05 - 0.06 hectar 
Additional irrigated land 
since 1813 until now: 
1952 to 1988: 
900.000 hectar ~ 2.2 * 10' Feddans 
600.000 hectar ~ 1.5 * 10' Feddans 
Despite of intensive cropping of two to three times a year' and 
yields far above world averages of'crops in irrigated land, the 
limited land base pi aces severe limits on the growth of agricul-
tural output. This increased during the 1970 for about 2 %, the 
population increase and the higher living standard has pushed, ho-
wever"domestic food demand beyond the current supply capacity of 
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Egyptian agrieulture, leading to a sharp inerease in food imports. 
Egypt already imports ab out 50 % of its food, and an further in-
erease would burden its al ready strained eeonomy (starr, 1993). 
For these reasons reelamtion of new land reeeives uttermost eonsi-
deration and large-seale land reelamation has been earried on in 
Egypt for over one eentury. It began with efforts under the reign 
of Mohamed Ali in the northern delta, whieh brought between 1813 
to 1852 some 600,000 feddans into produetion. Most of the land, 
however was reelaimed after revolution from 1952 on and eorrespon-
ded until 1988 additional 600.000 heetar or 1.5 million feddan. 
The overall hyper-arid elimate of almost Egypt, and the moisture 
defieit between evapotranspiration and preeipitation by rain ean 
only be eovered by extensive irrigation of agrieultural land. 
Although there is plenty of land resouree for future agrieultural 
expansion and there is a surplus of skilied farm labour available, 
the real problem is the limitation of available irrigation water 
(table 3). 
Table 3: Annual water budget (El-Kholi and EI Gindy, 1991; Starr, 
1993) 
Annual resourees 10' ml Annual Consumption lP ml 
Nile downstream 55.5 Irrigation of old 48 
diseharge eultivated area 
Ground water 0.5 Industrial and 1 
domestic usa 
Irrig. of re- 4 
claimed area 
Diseharge to sea 3 
Sum 56 56 
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According to data, kindly provided by Dr. El-Kholi (1991) and by 
Joyce Starr (1993), the total annually available water resources 
of 56 • 10' m' (55.5 Nile river downstream discharge and 0.5 
groundwater) are completely consumed in irrigation (old and newly 
reclaimed areas), domestic use and power. Presently used ground 
water is fed from big water reserves below the Sahara (Klitzsch, 
1991). According to 1'e dating these reserves have been formed du-
ring wet seasons 11,000 to 3,500 BP. They are, however, not conti-
nuously renewed and have therefore, only a very limted availabi-
lity to supply a continuous irrigation. 
Of course water use-efficiency in most of the old agricultural 
area could be improved, sinee in the presently used surface irri-
gation practices, it only ranges to about 20 %. The deep water 
percolation furthermore, causes tremendous losses (Kishk and 
Bailey, 1988). For these reasons, more effective irrigation tech-
niques in the newly reclaimed areas are prescribed. But in order 
to decrease water and fertilizer demands, and to generally improve 
soil fertility, a prospective care in establishing and maintaining 
a sufficient soi1 organic matter level i8 a necessity. 
Virgin uncultivated and unreclaimed arid soils are exceptionally 
low in microbial numbers and activities. By adding organic resi-
dues and composts food and energy is provided to microorganisms in 
soil which are the driving force and the catalysts for most of the 
ongoing fortunate processes shown in Table 1. Even plant growth 
largely promotes microbial activity by incorporation of root and 
plant residues to soil, and by root deposits. In a wheat field of 
our humid area, about half of the photosynthesates, or more than 
2000 kg of carbon per hectar, are transported downward and used 
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for root growth, root respiration and rhizodeposits (Swinnen, 
1994) . 
Secondary Salinization 
Active microbial live and moderate humus levels are also of great 
help in inhibiting or facilitating secondary salinization of irri-
gated soils. Due to the lack of precipitation and to the conti-
nuous supply of irrigation water with at least a low amount of 
soluble salts, these are accumulated with time in irrigated soils 
(Szabolcs, 1989; Helal and Issa, 1994 this volume). This weIl 
known effect is one of the biggest problems in irrigated areas and 
20 - 30 % of these areas in the world are damaged by this effect 
and go out of production (Brown et. al. 1990). Even with good qua-
lity water and a sufficient drainage system, irrigation leads soo-
ner or later to problems caused by secondary salinization. Fur-
thermore, the hazard of raising the groundwater table has been un-
derestimated because even when the water table has been 10 to 20 m 
below the surface be fore constructing the irrigation system, it 
can easily be elevated into the 1 to 2 m region below surface when 
drainage is poor. In 1900 when perennial irrigation started in 
Egypt, because of the changes in the salt and water regime, the 
Hile Delta became salinized and an artificial drainage system 
became necessary to eliminate excess salto 
Application of sulfur or gypsum to rec1aim soils damaged by secon-
dary salinization is certainly rather effective. These acidifying 
agents solubilize CaCO, and release Ca" ions, but even when avai-
lable, they are costly and need labor - and mainly plenty of water 
for leaching and drainage of excess salts. 
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Presently biological methods through the addition of organic resi-
dues used in Pakistan and India, aim to speed up the biological 
activity in secondary salt affected soils. 
Addition of decomposable green manure, residues of straw, riee 
husks or animal manure cause the release of CO, and lead to solu-
bilization of Ca'· by the reaction CaCO, + CO, + H20 -> Ca(HCO')2. 
Exchange of Na· with Ca2• on the exchange sites of the soil make 
this and other fixed detrimental ions soluble in water and they 
can be leached down. Exchange with Ca'· also restored the soil 
structure and thus its permeability to water. 
In many cases where fields are damaged by secondary salinization 
and went out of a profitable production of wheat or other crops, 
salt tolerant intermediate plants were grown and after some time 
they were used as green manure or partly for green fodder. 
Table 4: Different species and varieties of ,salt tolerant plants, 
used in Pakistan as crops or for reclamation of land under secon-
dary salinization (Malik et al. 1984). 
Species 
Atriplex amnicola 
Acacia cambagei 
Leptochloa fusca (Kallar grass) 
Brassica napus (Rape) 
Beta vUlgaris (Fodder Beet) 
Hordeum vulgare (Barley varieties) 
Sorghum vulgare (Millet varieties) 
Sesbania spp. (N,-fixing Legumes) 
Root zone salinity associated 
with 50% green matter yield 
reduction (EC dS m- 1 ) 
33 
28 
22 
20 
19 
18-19 
15-17 
10-13 
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Several of these plants ean even be irrigated with braekish water, 
and in addition are nitrogen fixing plants whieh then supply 
nitrogen to following erops. 
Establishing these plants on area under seeondary salinization, 
plant roots will inerease the permeability of the subsoil. Exere-
tion of CO, will reduee sOdieity. The ehoiee of plants is, 
however, restrieted beeause they must be able to withstand sali-
nity and even prolonged waterlogging in ease of insuffieient drai-
nage. Natures treasury has supplied us with many speeies and va-
rieties of plants whieh ean be used for nutrition or fodder, or 
are applied as green manures for the improvement of soils heavily 
suffering from seeondary salinization (table 4). Several of these 
plants like Sesbania spp. or Kallar grass, fix nitrogen and are 
therefore, supplying N-fertilizers to following erops. Partieular 
the latter plant grows on highly saline sodie soil, ean be irriga-
ted with braekish water, and supplies domestie animals with fodder 
in areas whieh are not profitable for farming other erops. 
Conclusions 
Reelaiming of new land for agrieulture is of high priority for the 
Egyptian eeonomy. On the other hand the eeologieal eonditions in 
this eountry are foreing to apply natural resourees and mainly wa-
ter as eeonomieally as possible. One of the measures to reaeh, this 
goal is to establish and maintain a eertain level of soil organie 
matter, whieh helps to inerease the water holding eapaeity of 
soils and a mueh better and more eeonomieally use of eostly ferti-
lizers. 
Nile silt and farmyard manures are the main traditional materials 
used in the reelaimed sandy soils to build up soil strueture and 
for improving water and nutrient use effieieneias. They are get-
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ting, however, too short in supply for being used on a bigger 
seale. Several projeets have started already to test and evaluate 
the effieieney and eeonomy of loeal materials of eomposts from 
city wastes. Although these materials are available in large 
amounts, and their use helps to solve problems of was te diposal, 
their applieation as a souree for eomposts should be earefully 
eheeked for eontaminants by toxie heavy metals and organie eom-
pounds. It also has been suggested to reeyele water already used 
by the inhabitants of the big eities as a sour ce for irrigation 
water. Again as said above for composts from city wasteSt its sui-
tability has to be eontrolled before applieation. 
Prospeets are now being more widely investigated in the appliea-
tion of salt-tolerant plants in the reelamation of land sUffering 
by seeondary salinization. Utilization of plants as shown in table 
4 or selection of salt-tolerant species of wheat, cotton, sugar 
beets, rye grass, or oil and fodder erops should largely broaden 
the present base of traditional agrieulture and allow even the use 
of saline and braekish waters. 
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Lutz Chrlstlans 
Environment - aChallenge for Archltecture 
Paper for the German-Egyptlan Seminar 
on Envlronmental Research, Calro 21st - 23rd March 1994 
The last few decades saw a dramatic deterioration of en-
vironmental condltions. Nature has lost to a considerable 
degree her ability to regenerate from the effects of man-
made contamlnatlons, and we are harvestlng in a very 
short time resources, whlch the earth took millions of 
years to build up. 
In uslng these resources for our well-being, we damage 
the natural environment and thus cut the very branch, we 
are sitting on. 
The awareness of this danger emerged just recently, about 
twenty years ago. It was Meadows' Report 1973 'The Limits 
of Growth' to the Club of Rome, whlch attracted world-wide 
attention to this problem. Like water from a burst dam, a 
flood of publications followed and has not stopped slnce. 
There is no week, that the media would not report on a 
new problem, of an environmental desaster, of a scandal 
or of political steps intended to be taken. We are be-
ginning to live wlth the problem. 
Not long ago, In 1979, the Technical University of Berlln 
celebrated its 100th annlversary. For that occation, an 
impressive exhibition was mounted, which reminded us of 
the uncondltlonal falth In technological progress pre-
valling In all strata of society one hund red years ago. 
Today, we cannot Imaglne our life wlthout the resul~s of 
this progress - we just take It for granted. But, in-
creasingly, we understand, that we will have to pay for 
it: Nature has begun to present the bill. 
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Konrad Lorenz, a Nobel-Pt'ize winner and founder of the 
Comparative ßehavoral Science once sald: "Man is in pro-
gress, to eliminate hlmself. He is unable to recognlze 
facts, when his genetic code ignores them. No Inborn warn-
ing teils him, to protect his natural environment". With 
this Lorenz meant us, the 'Homo Faber' or the so-called 
civilized world. 
He know, however, that people, whom we arrogantly called 
primitive, knew very weil the limits of their fragile na-
tural environment, when their very llfe depended on it. 
Meanwhile, we have learnt a llttle more and understand, 
why e. g. nomades can playa decisive role in maintainlng 
semi-deserts for human habitat. 
He read with respect of the wisdom of the Red Indians of 
North America in the 19th century. One Chief Seattle 
(1786 - 1866) said: "What befalls the Earth, will also 
befall us, the sons of the Earth. Man did not create the 
fabrlc of life - he is only a fibre in it. IIhatever we 
do to this fabric, we do to ourselves". 
It is sad to note, that people of this kind were usually 
on the losing side. Chico Mendes, a humbie caoutchouc-
collector in the Amazonas region, who became a prominent 
fighter against the destruction of the rain-forests, was 
simply shot dead by landowners, who wanted to ex pa nd 
their cattle-ranches. That happened in 1988. 
It can be taken as good news, however, that Al Gore, 
shortly before his appointment as Vice-President of the' 
USA, publ ished 'Earth in Baiance Ecology and Human 
Spirit', which immediately became a bestseller worldwide. 
He writes "the modern industrial civilization collides 
violently with the eco-system of our planet. It is essen-
tial, to make preservation of our environment the focai 
pOint of our actions". In a comprehensive 'Marshall-Plan 
for the Earth' he then designs a strategy for the appl!-
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cation of birth-control, for the global preference of 
ecologically sul table technologles and for a general en-
vlronmental educatlon. "We can only succeed, when the ma-
jorlty recognizes the dangers and will act accordlngly". 
This last statement Is cruclal, because we all will have 
to fight agalnst ourselves and that Is, as we know, the 
most dlfficult fight. 
The problems, we are faclng, are numerous and reach into 
all flelds of our life. In many respects conslderable pro-
gress has been made In the reductlon of alr-, water- and 
soi I pOllution and envi ronmental technology has become a 
major growth sector wlth an annual turnover of 40 billion 
Marks. Some of these sectors have become a lucratlve busi-
ness already. Waste-dlsposal e. g. ranks very high and 
has proved very attractlve, also for doubtful actlvities. 
Stricter controls and increasingly serlous penaltles for 
offenders are belng introduced now. 
The positive results In envlronmental research are accom-
panled by two problems: 
The preventlon or repair of environmental damages Is cost-
Iy. It is, therefore, legltlmate, to expect the Industrl-
allzed Countries, who are also the maln producers of pol-
lution, to shoulder the hlgher part of the financlal 
burden. ßut money alone will be no answer. What is re-
qulred, Is close and long-term cooperatlon In research 
and technological application between Industrlallzed and 
Developlng Countries for mutual benefit. We must also 
learn, that ecologlcal assessments of development projects 
are becomlng inevltable. The ecologlcal cost-benefit-
analysis Is no longer to be seen as a well-meant ethic 
request to protect nature, but as long-term economlcal 
conslderatlon. 
The Fraunhofer Institute publlshed in 1992 areport, that 
the former West Germany accumulates an annual damage of 
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610 billion Marks to environment and health of people. 
In honest accountancy. this figure must be deducted from 
the GNP of 2760 billion Marks. i. e. more than 20%. 
The other problem: There i s no methodology. to bring to-
gether individual research-results into a comprehensive. 
interdependent system. such as nature iso Modern science 
is based on the principle. to break up complex systems 
into small. examinable units. The nature of this process 
requires and produces more and more specialization. There 
is an urgent need. however. to bring these units back 
into the complex puzzle. if an overall recovery of our 
environment is to be achieved. 
What is now the role of architects and pianners? Certain-
Iy. not only to comply with ever stricter regulations. 
Good planning means a contribution to progress without 
causing harm to man and environment. This may stretch 
from far reaching decisions in regional planning to the 
choice of a material for interior decoration. 
If a family decides to have an ecological home of the 
highest standard and selects for that purpose a site far 
out of town. it may result in daily travels with possibly 
two cars to and from town. The positive achievements of 
the eco-house are then neutralized via the exhaust-pipes. 
The uncontrolled expansion of our cities. the urban 
sprawl. has created enormeous ecological problems. The 
tendency. to separate work and ieisure. was supported by 
modern planning ideas (Le Corbusier and the· Charter of 
Athens) and was only po,Ssible with modern means of trans-
port. especially the private motor-car. As long as fuel 
is cheaply avaiiable and the political support for the 
construction of smal i fami ly-houses continues. there wi 11 
be no solution to the environmental crisis. 
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Vehicuiar traffic as result of settlement-planning is 
difficult to predict, but measurable after completion. 
The well-known Austrian architect Roland Rainer observed, 
that inhabitants of the Puchenau-colony near Linz, which 
he had designed, preferred to stay at home over weekends, 
while those of comparatlve settlements often travelled. 
Thus, they reduced the environmental contamination, es-
pecially that of carbon dioxide, but also rendered a ser-
vice to the society: They avoided the stress of congested 
roads for themselves and especially their children and 
with this contributed to health In general. An architect 
had created an environment with pOSitive answers to our 
problems. 
When coming to architecture and building, we often face 
questions, what material to choose. Anything goes. If 
Carrara marble is wanted for a prestigeous building, it 
wi 11 be shipped from Italy to Singapore 1 ike fresh 
flowers, whlch are flown daily from South America to Ger-
many. From arecent thesis we know, that a cup of yog-
hourt may have travelled a total of 5000 km in Germany, 
before ending on a table in Berlin. There are enough 
trucks, enough roads and enough cheap fue 1 s to choose the 
cheapest or otherwise qualified product - all at the ex-
pense of our environment. 
Thls also applies to building materials. Formerly, only 
materials were used, which were known and available near-
by. This means, very little energy was required for 
bui Iding, except 'man-power'. Today we use heavy machin-
ery for excavation and processing, energy for transport 
and construction. 
We call thls the energy content of materials, which will 
have to be added to the total energy, whlch a building 
consumes in its life-time. In vlew of environmental suit-
ability we should assess the properties of a material 
also in terms of thermal qualities, toxlc emissions, 
re-use-qualities or recycling and, finally, also from the 
point of comfort, as feit by the user. 
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Meanwhile, the disposal of waste building materials has 
become a considerable financial problem, especially, when 
harmful matters I ike asbestos or chemical products have 
to be disposed of. This aspect will, in future, determine 
much more the choice of materials, than this has been the 
case so far. The automobile-industry has taken first 
steps already. 
Good architectural design is not a linear process, but 
rather one of advancing and stepping back again for re-
fleetion and control. In this, the consideration of cl i-
mate plays an important role. 
This is not new. The Greeks already planned their cities 
remarkably weil in this respect. That dates back to the 
5th century B. C. In recent years of cheap energy, how-
ever, we took liberty to ignore this, because we could 
use energy to balance the mi stakes ofpoor planning. 
And often is it not limited to the architect's decision, 
when the client insists on a facade or roof constructton, 
which he considers modern and prestigeous - no matter, 
how much energy will be used for overdimensioned air-con-
ditloning, to make the place habitable. 
Since the days of the pioneers, wo oden houses have a tra-
dition in North America. But large areas of the continent 
have a continental climate, 1. e. hot summers and cold 
winters. In such climate, materials wlth good heat storage 
capacity are preferable. Light construction with timber is 
cheaper, but requires much more energy for providing 
indoor-comfort, which in the lire-span of a building is 
neither economical nor ecological. 
Maxwe II Fry, one of 
after Wor I d Wa r 11 
climate is a kind 
factor In life". 
the ploneers of tropical architecture 
said: "The neglect of bui Iding with 
of suicide. Climate is a decisive 
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Man tried, from his very beginnings, to improve upon 
climate conditions of his abode. The example of climate-
consclous Greek town plannlng has been mentloned. Excep-
tlonal systems for the Improvement of Indoor-climates 
were developed by the Persians. They used wind towers, 
underground air ducts and water for lowerlng the alr-tem-
perature. 
Tradltlonal architecture and settlement patterns In arid 
islamlc regions were, for several reasons, better adapted 
to overall condltlons, than modern, i. e. western archl-
tecture and planning. 
It seems somewhat contradlctory, that the neglect of long 
experlence In bulldlng started just at that time, when a 
sclentlflc base was lald for correct plannlng wlth 
climate. 
The Bauhaus and the Charter of Athens, whlch requested 
the separation of work and leisure, had thelr time In the 
20ies and 301es. After World War 11 thelr phllosophy 
conquered the world wlth the so-called 'International 
Style'. Thls was consldered modern, because It orlglnated 
from the successful Industrial ized countries of the West 
and ellmlnated, step by step, regional archltectural 
patterns, whlch had grown In agreement wlth soclo-cultur-
al value-systems and in harmony wlth prevalling climatlc 
conditions. 
At the same time, the bulldlng boom in newly Independent 
or wealthy oll-exportlng countries genera ted extensive 
research on bulldlng wlth cllmate. 
Foundations for thls were lald already In 1923, when 
Houghton and Yaglou determined the human comfort zone and 
establlshed the Interdependence of dry and wet temperature 
wlth alr-veloclty as 'Effectlve Temperature'. 
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for warm countries, the aim was, to 
indoor-climate. In temperate cllmate, 
I mprove upon the 
I. e. in the In-
dustriallzed Countries, the alm was, to reduce the heat-
losses through the bUlldlng envelope and to find alterna-
tives to fossile and nuclear energies. Thls was generated 
by sudden problems of oll supplles in the 70ies. 
In addition to the need of applying the rules of good 
plannlng wlth climate in warm countries, the need to have 
access to alternative energles Is becomlng more and more 
Important today for Developlng Countries. 
In warm and temperate cllmates we can choose between 
active systems, i. e. employing alr-conditlonlng or com-
plete control-systems called 'Intelligent Buildlng', by 
whlch modern electronic devices control all changes in 
temperature, humidity and light for necessary reaction. 
It is possible, to comblne actlve and passive systems 
into a hybrid one, which comblnes both or selects, as the 
case may be, Thls can save additional energy, but is more 
costly to install. 
Alr-conditioning Is expensive and consumes much electrl-
city. If correctly planned and weil malntained, It saves 
the archltect headaches In planning - at the expense of 
the user and the env I ronment. There are many cases, of 
course, where alr-conditioning is Indlspensible, e. g. 
modern offices with electronic equlpment, operating 
theatres, libraries. 
In contrast to actlve systems, whlch provide an artifi-
cl al climate, passive systems try to make the bullding a 
balanclng organism, i. 'e, using the cycles of cllmate or 
natural phenomena for the Improvement of Indoor-climates. 
In dry-hot regions we use the heat-storlng capaClty of 
speclflc bulldlng materials to keep out excessive heat In 
daytlme and to use it for warming the interlor during 
cold nights. 
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In warm-humid regions, where day- and nlght-temperatures 
show little dlfference, we use light materials and maxi-
mum ventilation. 
The applicatlon of these basic rules Is nelther dlfficult 
nor new. They have· given, untll recently, whole regions 
their special architectural Identlty. 
for all buildlng in warm climate the protectlon from 
solar radiation Is most Important. We should not accept 
evasive statements Ilke 'the overhanglng roof will glve 
shade' any longer. Solar control can be calculated pre-
clsely for any latltude, any day and any hour. 
As mentioned before, generations of the past developed 
, 
admirable solutlons wlth their available resources In 
their reactlon to ellmate. In thls, they never developed 
anational architecture, but rather a regional one 
always dependlng on the local condltlons. 
In the younger generation, we observe today a change of 
mind, a reconslderation of former values in regional 
architecture. Careful study of achievements of the past 
in comblnation with requirements and possibilitles of 
today will pave the way for a positive development, which 
does not mean to misunderstand local identi ty as the copy 
of decorative forms of the past. 
Research in buildlng with climate and alternative ener-
gies will play an important part In thls development -
for the benefit of man and his environment. 
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Energy Saving Building Materials, Design Principles 
and Construction Techniques for Tropical Climates 
Prof. Dr.-Ing. Gernot Minke, Director 
Buildlng Research Laboratory, Unlverslty of Kassel, Germany 
and 
Dlpl.-Ing. Klran MukerJl, Consultant Architect, 
Plannlng and Building In the Troples, Starnberg, Germany 
1. Introduction 
Ecologieal building eoneepts-and partieularly 
the reduction of energy eonsumption in 
buildings - are vital requirements in building 
construction today, as we have to economize 
on the natural reSQurces of our planet. When 
eonsidering Iow energy eoneepts, we usually 
think of reducing energy expendiwre during 
the oceupation of a house. But it is equally 
important to take into aeeount the energy 
eonsumed Iong before, namely in the 
produetion of building materials and in the 
Buildlng material kWh/m' kWh/kg 
bumt elay brieks (solid) 1140 
burnt day brieks (perforatcd) 590 
porous lightwcight bricks 400 
sand lime brieks 350 
cement 
concrete 
precast concrcte 
earth 
timber 
chipboard 
mineral waol 
glass wool 
flat glass 
stee! (plates) 
aluminium (sheets) 
PVC 
polystyrene foam 
500 
800 
5 
600 
1100 
100 
150 
15000 
6100 
195000 
12800 
470 
1 
5 
5 
6 
7.7 
72.5 
9.5 
19 
Table 1: Energy regll/red!or blll/d/ng materials 
prodllction in Germany (Ref, 1) 
eonstruetion process. Linked to this energy 
consumption are two significant ecological 
aspeets: environmental pollution and loss of 
oxygen. 
These considerations show the importanceof 
promoting eeologieal arehileeture, the key 
aims of which are 
to save natural resüurees, 
to reduce pollution, 
to reduce energy consumption, and 
to ereate eomfortable and healthy living 
canditions. 
This paper, therefore, deals wilh the energy 
consumption of various building materials 
and the environmental consequences, as weil 
as some innovative, ecological design 
principles and eonstruetion teehniques sui table 
for tropical clirnates. 
2. Energy cOllsumption in bllilding 
materials productioll 
The produetion of industrially manufaetured 
building materials and semi-flnished produets 
llses up an extreme amount of energy. As 
shown in Table I, I kWh of energy isrequired 
to produee I kg of eemenl. For steel we need 
ahout7 kWh, andforaluminium more than 70 
kWh per kg. In termsofvolume, I eubie metre 
ofeonerete uses up400 to 800 kWh, and solid 
brieks as mueh as 1140 kWh, whereas earth 
needs only about 5 kWh per cubie mette. 
This means that solid bricks need !Wice as 
much energy as concrete, which in turn 
requires abOllt 100 times as much as earth. 
This is because the cement in the COllcrete not 
only consumes a lot of energy in burning the 
raw clay and lime, but also has to be pulverized, 
packed and transported. On the other haud, 
for the production of air dried earth bricks 
(adobe) or for rammed earth construction, we 
need uo energy for the material itself, and 
very liHle for transportation and handling on 
the site. 
3. Energy consumplion and pollution 
Even more problematic than the high 
consumption of energy for the production of 
building materials are both the smprisingly 
great loss of oxygeu and the inerease of 
pollution - two aspects that have severe 
consequenses for ourexistence Oll this planet. 
While - ecologieaUy speaking - our energy 
resourses require thoughtful handling, in 
economic tenns it ean be said that the energy 
costs will have to be paid by the ultimate 
CO\lsumer. The costs for the loss of oxygen 
and the envioronmental pollution. however, 
have until now not been paid by those 
responsible, but will have to be paid by future 
generations. 
At present, only very littIe data is available on 
these aspects. But we know, for instance, that 
in Germany the production of I kWh of 
electricity releases 5.5 gof SO, and 2.5 gof 
NOx and other polluting particles into the 
atmosphere. The two substallces mentioned 
are rnainly responsible for "acid rain" and 
thus for the dying of our forests. 
As examples of oxygen consumption: the 
production of one tonne of steel requires 50 
cubic mettes ofOb white aluminium requires 
10000 cubie metres of 0, per tonne, ie 200 
times as much. The consumption cf oxygen 
resuhs in the production of CO,. During the 
last 100 years, the content of CO, in the 
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atmosphererosefromO.022 toO.0333percent, 
whieh has led to a considerable rise of the 
average temperature of aur planet. 
4. Building willI earllI 
The environmental pollution and energy 
wastage that occurs in conventional building 
material production and the constmction 
process canlargely be avoided if, for example, 
earth in the form of blocks or rammed in situ 
is used instead of burnt bricks or concrete. 
Earth, a mixture of sand, silt and clay, is a 
natural building material used all over the 
world since andent times. Adobe bricks (sun 
dried bricks from clayey soil) and rammed 
earth have been known for at least 8000 years. 
For instance, the core of the "pyramid of the 
sun" in Teotihuacan, Mexico, consists of two 
million tonnes of rammed earth. The «Great 
Wall ofChina" was originally built oframmed 
earth, and only later covered with stone or 
brick. 
Earth has two decisive disadvantages in 
comparison to industrial building materials: 
it shrinks when it dries, and 
it must be protected against moisture. 
Botll dis advantages can be avoided by 
constructive means. 
At the same time, however, itmust be said that 
earth has some fundamental advantages over 
conventiOllal building materials: 
1. The building process requires very little 
energy and eauses no pollution. 
2. Earth ereates a comfortable clirnate within 
the house. It balances temperature 
fluctuations (in summer an earth house is 
pleasantly cool, in winter comfortably 
wann) and - even more important for 
human heahh - it balances the moisture 
content. Earth absorbs 30 to 50 times 
more humidity than burnt bricks 
(depending on the degree of firing) and 
also emits it relatively fast. 
3. Earth is lIsually available on or close to 
the building site, and the material 
excavated for the foundation or cellar can 
be used as building material. 
4. Earth is always reusable, as it is applied 
unburnt. 
5. Earth requires hardly any capital input 
(machines, buildings, etc) and is suitable 
for "self help" constructions with un-
skilled labollr. 
6. Earth redllees building costs. 
Earth - in Ellropealmost forgotten asa bllilding 
material after World War II - is being re-
discovered today, especially by owner-
bllilders. Traditional techniqlles of building 
with earth are very Iabourintensive. However, 
intensive research on these technologies are 
being conducted since 12 years at the BlIilding 
Research Laboratory of the University of 
Kassel in Germany, whereseveralmechanized 
earth construction methods have been refined 
or newly developed, and are waiting to be 
applied on a larger scale. 
Fig. 1.' Prodflctioll 0/ compressed soU blocks in 
India. IIsing a locally mamifactured block press 
(Bairam), which call be opera/ed by IIl1skilled 
w?rkers. 
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Fig. 2: Same typical passive design e/emellts in a 
traditional rural hause in a cold and cloudy 
regioll ofItulia (Re! 2) 
5. Design principles 
One of the main functions of a bllilding is to 
provide a comfortable indoor climate for its 
occupants. This means influencing the 
temperature, humidity, rur motion, lighting 
andacoustics. InconventiOllal buildings. these 
are often controlled by mechanical means, 
which are expensive to buy, install and operate, 
consume a great deal of energy, ean be noisy 
and often cause unhealthy conditions for the 
users. 
Passive bllilding design aims to avoid all 
these problems by natural means of climatic 
control, whereby, for instance, the following 
aspects are taken into consideration: 
orientation of the building 
shape of the building 
adaptation to topography 
shading 
heat insulation 
heat storage 
evaporation cooling 
ventilation 
hllmidity control by moisture regain 
In caseswherea passive system uses technical 
equipment that requires only a small amount 
of energy compared to the energy saved, the 
system is still called "passive". If there is a 
significant energy requirement, the system is 
called "hybrid" (mixed system). 
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Passive Design Climatic Zone 
Prlnclple Concept Hot-Dry Warm-Humid Moderate Composite 
Rcduction of Orientation small walls bedroom 
solar heat gain facing cast facing north 
aod west 
Small surface·to- compact plan, compact plan, compact plan, 
volumeratio low wall height low wall height low wall hcight 
Shading by neigh· row housing, c1ustering of c1ustering of 
bouring slructures high compound hauses houses, 
walls court yard 
Shading by large trees deciduous trces 
vegct.ation 
Shading by overhanging overhanging flXcd shading vegetation on 
overhangs roof roof elements for fa~ade 
windows 
Small opcnings 00 windows small wrndows 
Rcduction of Heat from küchen outdaor kitchen outdoor kitchen outdoor kitchen outdaor kitchen 
internal he.at gain ooly in summer 
Reduction of heat Thermal insulation insulating roof, insulating roof insulating roof insulating roof 
tmnsmission into thick walls 
the interior 
Reduction of air wind breaker I moveable 
infiltration fence (against curtains on 
hot winds) windows 
Incrcase of Ventilation court yard effect, court yard effect, smoke oulet I court yard effect 
heat loss wind catcher, openings elose ventilation duct separate shaded 
solar chimney to roof, porous in kitchen pavilion for 
walls and roof, sleeping, high 
windows facing level opcnings 
wind direction, 
ventilation unde 
raised floor, 
Evaporation vegetation, vegetation, 
sprinkling water sprinkling water 
Table 2: Examples ofpassive buildillg design cOllcepts alld elementsfor four different tropical climatic 
zOlles 
In order to develop gllidelines for passive 
building design, it is necessary to differentiate 
between the various climatic zones, which 
can be very diverse andrequire quite different 
design concepts and elements. The above 
table gives a few typical exampIes of these, 
taken from an Indo-Gennan research study, 
conducted jointly by the Centre of Energy 
Studies ofthe Indian InstituteofTechnology, 
New Delhi, and the Building Research 
Laboratory of the University of Kassel. 
6. Advantages of vaull and dome 
structures 
A vauit or dome covered space shows severai 
advantages in comparison to a common 
reclanguiar room covered by a flat roof: 
• For a constant volume, the height of a 
dome orvault covered room is higher, giving 
more thennal comfort by more effective cross 
venlilation (high windows in the end walIs of 
vaults) and better ventilation by the increased 
stack effect (reiease of warmer air through 
skylight openingsindomes, repiaced bycooier 
alr via iower iniels). 
Skylights on vaults and domes not oniy 
provide 4 to 5 times more light per unit area 
than low windows on vertical walls, but also 
provide a more even distribution of lighl. 
• As less window area is needed, heating 
and cooling ioads are reduced. 
• The shape of vauits and domes can be 
oplimized so that no bending moments and no 
tensile ring forces will oecur. This ieads to 
cast savings, as 00 reinforced concrete or 
steei structure for slabilization is needed. 
With special construction techniques, no 
shullering and no skilled iabour is required, 
thus saving construction time and costs. 
7. Refined Nubian vaull construction 
technique 
The Nubian vauit conslruction technique is a 
several thousand year oid building melhod, 
by which buildings can be roofed wilhout 
supporting formworkduring the conslruclion 
process, simpiy by piacing flat bricks in 
inclined arches, such that each brick rests on 
the iayer beiow, passing the compressive 
forces in a curved Hne within the thickness 
of the struclure. 
Based on tests of the Building Research 
Laboratory, the amount ofmorlar as welI as 
theconstruction timecan bereduced byusing 
bricksof20cmlenglh wilh the widlh lapering 
from i8 to 20 cm, which reduces the voiume 
of Ihe mortar joints. 
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Fig. 3: Rejilled Nubian vallit constrllet/oll 
technique. Mt. Abu.lndia (Design: G. Minke) 
On the other hand, Ihe vauit thickness of 20 
cm was found 10 be sufficient for spans of 3 to 
4 m. By inslalling a syslem of guide strings, 
which are seif correctiug by couuterweights, 
a greater accuracy (and therefore slability) 
and a considerable reduction of constnlction 
time was achieved. This lechnique has been 
applied in severai projecis in Germany, 
Hungary and India (Fig. 3). 
8. Structurally optlmized dome 
constl'uction technique 
Thc tradition al Nubian dome construction 
techniquc, with wh ich a spherical surfaee ean 
be achieved, has Ihedisadvanlage that tensile 
ring forces oecur around the lower part ofthe 
dome. l1lis means that iarger domes lend to 
collapse (as has happened before on severai 
buildings), if they are not stabilized by 
reinforced concrete ring beams, by steel strips 
or by heav)' buttresses. 
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Fig. 4: Experimental dome constructed at fhe Utliversity 0/ Kassel (Design: G. Minke) 
At the Bui!ding Research Laboratory, a new 
technique was developed utilizing a rotation 
guide, allowing the soi! blocks to be placed 
with great accuracy according to the 
"optimum" fann, calculated by a computer 
programme, which guarantees that no tensile 
ring forces occur within the surface: all dead 
loads are transferred under compression into 
the foundation. A dome of6 mheight and free 
span of 7 m was built in 1992 at the 
experimental bui!ding site of the University 
ofKassel (Fig. 4). The thickness of the dome 
stmcture is only 20cm, bui!t with tapered soi! 
blocks that were produced in a brick factory 
by an extrusion process and llsed unburnt. 
9. Two examples of energy efficien!, 
c1imatically appropl'iate building 
designs, using localmaterials 
a. Office building in New Delhi, India 
The 115 m2 vauIt and dome structure of the 
Indian Institute of Technology (I.I.T), New 
Delhi, provides office and laboratory space 
for a research group of the Centre of Energy 
Studies (Figs. 5 and 6). The bui!ding was built 
in 1990 within a research and development 
project, financed by the GTZ (German Agency 
for Technical Co-operation, Eschborn), with 
support from the International Bureau of the 
KFAResearch CentreJülich, Gennany; I.I.T. 
New Delhi; and the Building Research 
Laboratory of the University of Kassel. 
(Design: Gernot Minke; collaborator: R. 
Muthukumar; Energyconcept: N. K. Bansal). 
The three vauIts were built according to the 
refined Nubian vault construction technique 
described above, with unburnt soil bricks, 
made from the soil excavated for the 
foundation. Similarly, the three domes were 
constructed according to the newly developed 
technique, usingrotation guides. TIle stabilized 
soi! blocks were produced by a manually 
operated block press. 
The section of the domes is similar to a 
catenary or elliptical curve. Only the large 
dome with a clear span of 5.4 m needed a 
small ring hearn, as it was placed over 
octagonal vertical walls, wh ich serve as 
projection and exhibition surfaces. Within the 
small domes all loads are transferred under 
compression into the foundation, avoiding 
the lIse of concrete. 
Fig. 5: View o[ Ihe completed hili/ding al Ihe 
llldiall Institute 0/ Tee/w%gy, New Delhi. 
(Design: G. Minke) 
Fig, 6: Applying fhe water res/Slallt render/ng, a 
mixmre 0/ silty soll. sand and cow dUllg. 
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A significant feature of the building is the 
avoidance of reinforced concrete Hntels above 
doors and windows, by corbelling the bricks, 
that is, allowing the bricks on either side to 
project inwards on successive horizontal 
courses until they meet at the top. 
In order to protect the building against rain, a 
cow dung mud pIaster was used, which had 
been oplimized in prior tests by the Building 
Research Laboratory. The mixture comprised 
one part silly soil, one part cow dung and one 
part coarse sand. After mixing the cow dung 
with water, it was important to allow it to 
fennent for one day. The dry pIasler was 
painled (flooded) with a hydrophobizing agent 
and withstood the monSQon without any 
damage. 
b. Farm house in Wazirpur, India 
The single storeyed house with a floor area 
(including veranda) of 206 m2 is surrounded 
on the easl, norlh and west sides by earth 
benns, while the south side overlooks a small 
lake, which is a central visuaI element of the 
landscape design, acts as a climate modifier, 
and stores rainwater in the monsoon for 
household water supply and irrigation. 
The building was designed by Gernot Minke, 
in co-operation with DAAT, New Delhi, and 
will be completed in 1994. It incOIporates 
several passive design elements (as shown in 
Fig. 7), which provide a comfortable indoor 
climate and at the same time require far less 
energy than conventional buildings. 
The main building materials are handmade 
mud bricks and loc.lly .vailable sandstone 
slabs. Loadbearing stone colmnns support 
stone beams and slabs to fonn slightly dome 
shaped roofs, which consist of two stone slab 
layersandan aircavity. Aircavities as thenna! 
insulation are also provided between the earth 
berms and the outer walls. 
10. Conclusion 
The technologies and examples of projects 
described in this paper attempt to show new 
ways of counteracting the negative effects 
that mostconventional building systems have 
on theenvironment. True, the buildingindustry 
is not solely responsible for the w.st.ge ofthe 
limited natural resources, for the pollution of 
the atmosphere and for the alanning climatic 
changes that are t.king place, but considering 
the dramatic increase of the world population 
and the immense dem.nd for buildings almost 
everywhere, the building industry is becoming 
an increasingly important factor. 
Therefore, every effort to save energy, avoid 
environmental destruction and at the same 
time improve the people's living conditions 
and health should be undertaken under all 
circumstances. While all this is achieved by 
the technologies described above, practic.I 
demonstrations have also shown that they 
save considerable costs in the production of 
the building materials, in tlle construction 
process and also in the Iong tenn use of the 
buildings. 
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1 Shrubs 10 deflecl winds 
2 Earth bermlng 
3 Slana panel 
4 Air cavilY (0( thema! insulation 
5 llghl coIoured slona slabs for sun raflaction andweather 
proteetion 
6 AIr cavity 
7 Bituminous roof sealing 
8 light sandstane louvres for shading, light rellection and 
bulglar prooling 
9 Exposed soil block masonry for heal storage and 
baJancing lndoor alr humldity 
10 Cfimatization by aarth tunnel system 
Fig. 7: Typicalauter wall sectioll 0/ the farm 
hause ill Wazirpur (Desigll: .G. Minke) 
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NEW APPROACH FOR DESERT DEVELOPMENT 
Sheri f Algohary 
National Cent re for Nuclear Safety & Radiation Control 
Atomic Energy Authority 
Cairo, Egypt 
Abstract 
Desert development is becoming an important and integral 
part of Egypt's economic strategy. Several new cities have been 
established in desert areas by the Egyptian government, in order 
to attract people away from the over-crowded urban centres and 
provide new housing and investment opportunities for them. 
However, such ambitious undertakings call for new development 
concepts for building and living in desert environments. Since the 
Egyptian Atomic Energy Authority saw the need to expand its 
research and administration facilities and to develop a new 
housing and recreational area for its staff at the Inshas Research 
Centre, on the barren desert strip in the northern portion of the 
site, it was faced with the same problems as the new eities. Hence 
tbis was seen as an opportunity to demonstrate examples of desert 
architeeture and technieal service systems, based on Egyptian 
traditions eoupled with innovative, environmentally appropriate 
t eehnel ogi es. 
Tbis paper presents a 
bighlighting the various 
eoncept, espeeially in 
general outline of 
environmental aspects 
terms of innovative, 
the project, 
of the des I gn 
energy and cost 
efficient arehitecture, renewable energy systems, envlronmentally 
acceptable water and waste management and so on. The entire 
projeet is being conceived as a demonstration of a new approach 
to desert development, and will hopefully set an example for 
other countries of the Northen Africa and Middle East regions. 
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1. Introduotlon 
The Egyptlan Atomic Energy Authorlty (A.E.A) In Calro Is 
planning to develop the northern portion of the.AEA Inshas site, 
in line with their future research and development programme 
activi ties. 
The Inshas Science City Project 
Inshas Research Centre, about 40 km 
project is an essential component cf 
(ISC) , Is located in the 
northeast of Cairo. This 
the AEA desert development 
programme, maklng use of AEA's classical fields of expertise and 
introduclng new technological developments, e.g. renewable energy 
, ecological farming and related flelds. 
2. Project aims 
This project would be a prototype and an experimental to 
serve as areal example for desert community that can be bullt in 
the desert, the followlng are same of the aims of thls project: 
a) Ta develop the northern portion of the AEA Inshas site over 
the next 5-10 years, incorporating innovative, energy 
architectural design concepts and technologies as 
envlronmentally appropriate technical service systems 
and water supply, waste disposal and recycling 
ecologioal farmlng, etc). 
efficlent 
weil as 
energy 
systems, 
b) Ta design and bulld 
development, facilities for 
some facilities for research 
the accommodatlon of AEA staff 
and 
and 
foreign guests, as weil as facilities for recreation and health 
care, including administration and supporting services. 
c) Ta build these facilities In tradit.ional Egyptian style, using 
looal design features and building materials with a speolal view 
to passive design concepts and elements and also to energy 
effioient building design. 
d) Ta use these facilities as a centre for the Demonstration of 
Ecological Architecture and Appropriate Technologles, which will 
function as an information and documentation centre for the entire 
Northern Africa and Middle East region, equipped with development 
and training facilities for appropriate technologies in building 
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construction and supporting technical systems, such as renewable 
energy systems, water supply and waste management, eoologioal 
farming and the like. 
3. Scope of the projeet 
In order for Inshas Seienee City project (ISC) to attain its 
aims the fOllowing actions are made:-
I) Setting up of a co-operation project between AEA and KFA. 
Julich in Germany. 
2) The master plan of Inshas projeet made after site survey was 
conducted including topography, seismic, ground wateT, reSQurces 
availability, meteorological data, vegetation, excess to the site, 
ete. (Fig.I). 
3) Proposals of the project layout were made by prof .Christians 
and his group in Berlin University to get sueh ideas be fore we 
will go to the final design (Fig.2). 
4) Two buildings of the project are already completed by 1993. the 
Desert Agriculture Laboratory building (D.A.L) and the Pilot 
building (Fig.3). The design of these building was based on 
Egyptian traditions coupled with some solar passive eoncepts and 
appropriate technologies. 
5) An on the-job training was condueted for 15 AEA staff members 
(engineers, technicians, draftsmen and workers), and 4 
representatives engineers from the New Valley governate and staff 
member of the eonstruction contractor to demonstrate innovative 
dome construction developed at the building Research laboratory of 
Kassel university in Germany (Fig.4). 
4. Towards arehitecture aspects of the project 
The increasing population, growing urbanization snd 
industrialization in Egypt have eontributed of a scenario of rapid 
growth in energy demand. Therefore. the issues relating to energy 
availability and energy effieiency have been brought into sharp 
foeus. In this context i t has been noted that most countries spend 
nearly 15 to 20 percent of their total energy budget in the 
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Fig.l Master Plan of Inshas Project, made by S. Algohary, 
K. Diab,and K. Mukerji. 
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Fig.2 Layout Proposal, made by prof. Christians and his group 
in Berlin University. 
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Fig.3 Views Toward p.A.L. Building, and the Pilot Building. 
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Fig.4 An on the-Job Training for AEA Staff. 
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building materials industries. 
The close connection between a building's energy use and 
environmental damage arises because we still- look to imported 
methods and techniques to meet our energy related needs. The use 
of these imported approach has largely meant introducing into the 
Egyptian systems, concepts, designs and materials which are 
followed in the so called more advanced countries. This has done a 
severe damage to our resources and our environment end above a11j 
quality of our life. 
For that, we heve to think egein about our approach, to use 
our resources and also to look for our Egyptian culture and 
tradition methods coupling with all innovative and appropriate 
technologies. 
Climatic design of buildings based on natural agencies such 
as daylight, wind and solar energy can be considered an imperative 
approach for saving wasteful expenditure of energy, and on the 
same time as climatic conscious architecture. 
There are many options available to the designers for 
cooling or heating domestic and non domestic buildings which can 
help to avoid the use of mechanical air conditioning while 
achieving comparable comfort levels with much lower energy use 
consequent savings in atmospheric pollution. Some of these options 
are total1y passive, requiring no mechanical consistence, while 
others may need a relatively small input from mechanical devices 
such as fans or pumps. Some of these options are described below: 
4.10rientation 
Building in different orientations intercept different 
amounts of solar radiation, depending upon the surfaces exposed in 
different directions. Good orientation is essential for an energy 
efficient building design. It is noted that with a N-S orientation 
we can minimize the solar radiation intercepted by the walls in 
summer, and maximize the solar radiation intercepted in winter. 
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4.2 Buildings Design (concepts,forms, layouts) 
By the change of form of the buildings, it is 
modify the solar radiation intercepted by different 
the building. 
poss I ble to 
surfaces of 
Traditlonal nelghborhoods comprlse malnly Indigenous 
court yard houses. In concept, these s tructures are bui I t 
eontiguously (back-to-back and side-to-side) forming aseries of 
blocks of mass buildings of various slzes and different shapes. In 
layout, these neighborhoods are char'acterized by compact layouts 
and organic growth with different narrow and wide roads separating 
the blocks and buildings and have a hierarchy of their own spaces 
reflecting the size of these blocks. In form, the mass of houses 
is generally two storles high, this does not mean that the houses 
are uniform In height but it relate to the size of the houses 
which in turn is related to the size of the plot and the human 
scale. 
It is noticed that such concepts, layouts and 
optimum for the desert communities. (Fig.5) shows the 
perspective of the proposed neighborhood unit which 
some of these concepts and design aspects. 
4.3 Shadlng 
forms are 
plan and 
reflect ing 
Solar radiation and unlike heat radiations, are of short 
wave lengths and can be protected against by shading. Therefore, 
to reduce the heat flux entering buildings, a very simple method 
is to provide adequate shading so that the amount of radiation 
absorbed by the outside surfaces is minimized. Surface shading can 
be provlded as an integrated part of the bulldings by sunshades or 
it ean be provided separately by deciduous trees. 
(Fig.6) shows the section of the guest house building where 
the photo- voltaic panels were used as a sunshades beside its 
purpose for power generation. 
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Fig 5 Plan and Perspective of the Proposed Neighborhood. 
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Fig.6 Section of the Guest House Building. 
4.4 Court yards 
The concept of a cluster built around a court yard was 
adapted from its use in ancient time. 
The internal court yard reaching implications, these are 
directly related to the following aspects:-
I) Urban design and three-dimensional form of architecture. 
2) Passive solar element, which contro! of micro-c!imate. 
3) Culture value of the region. 
(Fig 7) shows the plan of the guest house building where the 
.courtyard integrated in the design. 
4.5 Massive Walls 
Massive walls of bricks or ston.e are favorable for hot 
climate areas. in addition to thelr insulating properties, 
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funation as heat reservoirs. The main consequence cf this is a 
minimization of temperature change inside the building with 
respeet to the outside temperature. 
In Inshas projeet, natural white lime stone was used in 
oonstruotion of bearing walls beoause using silt in produotion of 
brieks has been stopped by the government, and the result is 
satisfaetory for its insulation properties. 
4.6 Domes and Vaults 
Summer sun in the desert areas is perpendioular to the roofs 
of the buildings for few hours during most days, these hours is 
enough for the roof to beeome a heat source. For that maximum 
attention for roofs is required. 
Curved roofs (domes and 
construction because it has a 
vaults) were used 
large eonveetion heat 
for roofs 
transfer 
surfaee; whereby it is more easily to 0001. (Fig 8) shows the 
shade pereentage over a dome in example in Iran, whieh shows that 
at any time of the day there is shade pereentage over the dome. 
4.7 Solar Chimneys 
Solar ehimneys make USe of solar heat to reinforce natural 
air eonveetion. (Fig 9) shows some types of the solar ohimney, the 
ooneept depends on that the blaok-ooated ehimney is heated during 
the day and so is the air inside. The latter then expands and 
rises, traeking the interior air up and out. This is a 
self-regulating system and the hotter the day, the faster the air 
motion. 
4.8 Earth-air Tunnel System 
The use of earth-air tunnels to heat or cool a buildings is 
an anoient eoneept whioh has been revived 
solar passive arohiteeture. Earth-air tunnel 
isolated passive system. The main idea 
by praetitioners 
ean funetion as 
depends on that 
of 
an 
the 
temperature of the ground, a few meters below is almost eonstant 
throughout the year. The system oonsists of air duots situated 
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Fig.8 Shade Percentage Over Dome on Septe&ber, 22, Iran 
( A. Sabzevari, A. A. Golneishan ) 
Fig.9 Different Types of Solar Chimney. 
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under the ground through whieh air is piped to the bullding. It ls 
notleed that the air will get eooled in summer and heated in 
winter by conduction of heat to the earth in summer and vice versa 
in winter (Fig.IO). 
, 1/ 
, ! 
/' 
'I I 
Fig.IO Seetion of the Guest House Buildlng Shows the Earth 
Air Tunnel System 
4.9 Daylightlng 
In Egypt, when sunlight Is available for greater part of the 
year, dayllght of buildlng Interlor should be an Important design 
faetor, wlndows offer one of the best methods for providlng 
natural lightlng beeause the wlndows are almost always 
incorporated in the building design. Artificlal lighting is 
practical1y independent cf aoy cOßstraints; daylighing, however, 
strongly depends on the eternally glven eondltlons and its eontrol 
is possible only by proper orientation, placement and slzing of 
the windows. 
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Finally, the previous techniques are not only the available 
solar passive concepts but their also exist many other elements 
such as wind towers, fountains, insulation and color of the 
buildings, etc. 
5. Towards Renewable Energy technologies 
There is now little doubt that new and renewable energy 
technologies in one form or other will play significant role in 
the future energy supply systems of" a large number of countries in 
the developing world. For that, we have to consider this issue in 
our approach for desert development. 
There are a lot of renewable energy technologies which can 
be implemented in the new sites some of them are: 
- Solar water heating system in industrial and domestic purposes. 
- Solar air heating and drying systems. 
Solar photo-voltaic system (SPV) for water pumping. 
- SPV lighting system. 
- SPV power plant. 
- Wind mills for water pumping. 
- Wind generator. 
- Bio-gas plant for heating and cooking. 
Experience in the many countries over the past decade in 
implementing these various new energy technologies based on local 
resources ean be viable alternative to many commercial sources of 
energy both in rural and urban areas. 
6. Towards Waste Management 
One of the serious problems affecting our cities and also 
new eitles is difficulty of ellminating garbage in a simple and 
economical way. 
According to a paper by K. Mukerji (I), 
waste disposal is suggested (Fig.II), It is 
such a 
noted 
system for 
that liquid 
waste can be passed to biogas generator to produce methane for 
power and light purposes, also the sewage can alternatively be 
recleaned by sedimentation and coagulation, and then passed 
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Fig.ll Proposal of Waste Disposal. by K. Mukerji. 
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through reed beds, algae tanks and fish ponds to purify the water, 
which is enriched with nutrients and thus ideal for watering 
plants and on the same time for algae and fish production. 
With regards to solid wastes, separate containers for the 
collection of composible garbage, paper, glass, metals, and 
plastic are favorable. These materials can be used profitably for 
recycling, which conserves raw material and saves a great deal of 
energy, apart from preventing unnecessary waste and pollution. 
7. Conclusions 
Some practical and useful ideas are being put forward as 
conclusion of the presumed work to provide such approach for 
desert development. 
I) The new communities in the desert should offers a good quality 
of life to be attractive enough to encourage migration of people 
from the over-crowded urban centres to the desert areas. 
2) Desert development must focus on integrated and sustainable 
systems related to the problems and resources of each desert area. 
3) Architects and designers have available a multitude of ways of 
using nature's help to achieve an acceptable climatic ambience 
through sensible and wise architectural design. 
4) The best opportunities for improving a buildings's energy 
performance occur early in the design process when basic decisions 
are made concerning the site, orientation, configuration and 
passive solar strategies. If the designer does not realize the 
potential for energy saving during the initial phase the 
opportunity will be lost to wake significant savings by relatively 
simple adjustments to the design. 
5) Different aspects have to consider in our approach 
development such as energy and cost efficient 
renewable energy systems, waste management, 
environmentally appropriate technologies. 
for desert 
architecture, 
and finally 
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Determination of Radioisotopes in Envlronmental Sam pies 
1. Introduction 
M. Pimpl 
Nuclear Research Center Karlsruhe 
Central Safety Department 
Box 3640, D-76021 KARLSRUHE 
Radioisotopes in the environment effect aradiation exposure of human populations. 
Besides of the major naturally occuring radionuclides, which includes the isotopes of 
uranium and thorium plus their daughters and 4oK, ionizing radiation from man-made 
sources in the environment, e.g., worldwide or loeal fallout from nuclear weapon tests, 
radionuclides emitted from nuclear facllities under normal or accldential conditions, and 
radionuclides utllized in consumer or medieal applleatlons, contribute to radiation 
exposure. In connection with the estimatlon and the valuation of this exposure, the 
analysis of relevant radionuclides in the biosphere Is of fundamental importance. 
2. Radionuclldes of interest 
The major source of radiation exposure is from natural radiation and radioactivity /1-6/. In 
the norm' the principle natural radiation exposure Is due to the inhalation of 222Rn deeay 
products, accounting for about 85 % of the total/7/. The remaining 15 % are more or less 
equally divided between cosmlc and terrestrial sources and internally deposited 
radionuclides. The total radiation dose of the internally deposited radionuclides results 
mainly of natural occuring radioisotopes: 210Pbf210po (50 %), 40K (30 %), 228Raf224Ra 
(7 %), and 226Ra (6 %).The radioactlce deeay properties of the most important radio-
nuclides of the 238U and 232Th series are summarized In Table 1 /2/. 
The radiation exposure from man-made sources is very low compared to the human 
exposure from natural radioisotopes, If accidental situations are not considered. Although 
several hundred radionuclldes are produced by nuclear explosions or are present in 
irradiated reactor fuel, only a limited number of them contrlbute signlfieantly to human 
exposure. These include fission products and activatlon products, which are created in 
nuclear reactors and other nuclear devices by the reactions of neutrons with fuel and 
construction materials. Table 2 glves a survey of those fission and activation products 
which may be of concern In human exposure /8/. In ease of accidental releases, the 
spectrum of radionuclides could be somewhat different. A compllation of radionuclides 
which would be of concern during varying periods of time after a nuclear accident are 
given in /8/ considering four different nuclear accident scenarios. 
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Table 1: Radioactive decay properties 01 relevant radionuclides 01 the 238U and 
232Th series 
Nuclide Hatf-life Major decay Radiation energy 
in MeV 
U-238 serics U-238 4,51E09y (J, 4,15 (25%), 4,20 (75%) 
U-234 2.47 E 05 Y 
" 
4,72 (28%), 4,77 (72%) 
Th-230 8,0 E04y 
" 
4,62 (24%) ,4,68 (76%) 
Ra-226 1602y C< 4,60 (6%), 4,78 (95%) 
Rn-222 3,823 d C< 5.49 (100%) 
Pb-21O 21 Y P 0,016 (85%), 0,061 (15%) 
Po-21O 138.4 d 
" 
5,305 (100%) 
Th-232 series Th-232 lAI E lOy CI. 3,95 (24%), 4,01 (76%) 
Ra-228 5,8y p 0,055 (100%) 
Th-228 1.910 Y CI. 5,34 (28%), 5.43 (71%) 
Ra-224 3,64 d C< 5.45 ( 6%), 5,68 (94%) 
3. Collection and preparation 01 environmental sampies 
There are two ways 01 intake 01 radionuclides by the public: inhalation and ingestion, To 
estimate the intake 01 a radionuclide it is necessary to collect and analyze sampies 01 
aerosols, diet or dietary constituents and drinking water. II inlormation about the 
contamination 01 the environment with a radionuclide is required, environmental materials 
which are part 01 the immediate pathways leading to lood and in the end to man must be 
taken and analyzed, Regarding the terrestrial pathway, sam pies 01 soll, vegetation, milk 
and meat must be considered, lor the aquatic pathway, sampies 01 sediment, surface 
water, water plants and lish have to be taken into account. Sampling principles and 
sampie handling lor a variety 01 matrices have been reported in literature 18,9/, As the 
concentrations 01 radionuclides in the environment are normally very low, large quantities 
01 sampies are required lor radiochemical analysis, Appropriate sized water sampies are 
in the range 01 10 to 50 I, lor soll and sediment sampies up to 1 kg Iresh material is 
sufficient. In case 01 organic material the collected sampie should be 01 such a size that 
after drying and ashing at least 20 g 01 ash are obtained, This means that Irom a 
vegetable with high content 01 water and organic material, e,g, tomatoes, about 3 kg 01 
Iresh sampie has to be collected, 
Belore radiation measurements or radiochemical separation should be performed, it is 
advisable to dry and homogenize the sampie materials, Drying reduces the weight and 
volume 01 the sampies, and the concentrations 01 the radionuclides 01 interest are 
increased, Sampies may be dried at room temperature or in a low temperature oven at 
105-110 oe without a signilicant loss 01 any radionuclide except radioiodine, Sampies 
should be dried lor a sufficient period 01 time at a fixed temperature to acquire a constant 
dry weight. It is important to avoid contamination during the drying procedure. For this 
reason it is recommended that sampies with high activity levels are processed in a 
separate area Irom low level sampies, 
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Table 2: Man-made radioisotopes which may contribute to human exposure /8/ 
Nuelide Half-Live Fission Major deeay 
yield in % 
Fission Sr-89 50.5 d 4.77 ß-
Products Sr-90, Y-90 28,7 a, 64.1 h 5.76 ß"t ß" 
Zr-95, Nb-95 64.09 d, 35.0d 6.51 ß-y,ß-y 
Mo-9, Tc-99m 2.747 d, 6.006 h 6.09 ß-y,ß-y 
Ru-103, Rh-103m 39.272 d, 56.116 min 3.03 Wy,ß-y 
Ru-106, Rh-106 372.6 d, 29.92 s 0.4 W, ß- Y 
Te-129m 33.6 d 0.661 ß-y 
I-BI 8.021 d 2.875 ß- Y 
Te-I32,1-132 76.856 h, 2.3 h 4.282 ß- y, ß- Y 
Cs-137, Ba-137m 30,0 a, 2.55 min 6.136 n°, y 
8a-140, La-140 12.751 d, 1.6779 d 6.134 ß-y, Wy 
Ce-1H, Pr-144 284.45 d, 17.28 d 5.443 ß"y,ß-y 
Activation H-3 12.35 a ß-
products C-14 5730a W 
Fe-55 2.75 a EC 
Fe-59 44.53 d ß-, Y 
Mn-54 312.5 d EC,y 
Co-60 5.27 a ß-, y 
Zn-65 243.9 d EC,y 
Cs-134 754.2 d ß-, Y 
Np-239 2.355 d ß-, Y 
Pu-241, Am-241 14.35 a, 432.0 a ß-, uy 
Cm-242 162.94 d a 
Pu-238 87.7 a a 
Pu-239 2.411 E04 a a. 
Pu-240 6.563 E 03 a a. 
Pu-242 3.735 E 05 a a. 
Liquid sampies are concentrated by evaporation in the presence of either nitric or 
hydrochloric acid. Some radionuclides, such as radioiodine, tritium and radioruthenium, 
may be lost during the evaporation process. For these radionuclides special procedures 
have to be applied. 
Whenever radiochemical separation procedures have to be applied, e.g. for the 
determination of radiostrontium or a-emitting radionuclides, the sampie material must be 
free of organic carbon. This means that ashing of the sampies prior to analysis has to be 
performed. Carrier elements and radioisotope tracers should be added before ashing. Dry 
ashing should be used only for those radionuclides which are not volatile at the ashing 
temperature of at least 450 'C. If sampies are not completely dry at the start of aShing, an 
initial drying step at 105-110 'e should be introduced. The ashing time depends on type 
and quantity of the sampie material. Large sampies may require up to 24 hours, and if 
they are rich in organic material, a second ashing after treatment with concentrated nilric 
acid may be advisable. Sampies which have to be analyzed for volatile elements, e.g. 
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radioiodine, radioruthenium, radiocesium, 210Pb or 210po, are prepared for analysis by 
wet ashing in mineral acids. 
After drying and/or ashing sampies are usually homogenized uslng 'V" blenders, 
mixerblenders, ball mills, or others. Homogenlzlng Is extremly Important, when 
subsampies are to be used for analyses. Subsampies of sufflclent slze should be taken to 
make shure that they are really representative for the whole material to be analyzed. 
4. Determination of radioisotopes 
Quantitative measurement of a radioisotope In envlronmental sampies means that 
extremly small quantities of thls nuclide, very olten In the range between fg and pg, should 
be measured In large sampie volumes uslng radiometrie detection methods. The mode of 
decay and the chemlcal and physlcal propertles of the different radioisotopes to be 
determlned appoint the procedures whlch have to be applied lor the determination. 
Gamma emltters can be measured directly in the original sam pie without the need for 
chemlcal separations by gamma ray spectrometry whlch allows the qualitative 
Identification as weil as the quantitative determination In a large varlety of sampies. It is 
beyond the scope 01 thls paper to summarlze the prlnclples of gamma ray spectrometry 
and to dlscuss specific recommendations for the effective and accurate use of this method 
for environmental sampies. 
For the determination 01 an alpha- or beta-emitter It Is necessary to separate the 
radioisotope which should be determlned In a first step Irom the sampie material and In a 
second step from other alpha- or beta-emltters whlch could lalsily the measurement by 
thelr radiation. Chemlcal separation steps are used whlch are common In classlcal 
analytlcal chemlstry methodology, like preclpltation, Ion exchange, liquid Ion exchange, 
solvent extraction, electrodeposltion and spontaneous deposition. Many different 
procedures lor the determination of each radionuclide of Interest In varlous sampie 
materials have been developed durlng the last lour decades and are avallable In 
literature. The methods descrlbed In the followlng are used In our laboratorles slnce many 
years. They have been proved very carelully and give reproducible and reliable results. 
4.1 Analysis of tritium /8,10-14/ 
Tritium present In the environment Is both natural and man-made orlgln. As a result 01 
nuclear weapons testing In the atmosphere, emissions Irom nuclear Installations, and the 
application and processlng 01 radioisotopes, slgnilicant amounts 01 tritium are released to 
the environment. In nature, tritium mostly occurs as trltiated water, HTO. 
For determination 01 HTO In water sampies, aliquots 01 the sampies are dlstilled to remove 
non-volatile quenchlng materials and non-volatile radioactlve substances. Prior to 
dlstillation, sodlum carbonate (Na2C03) and sodlum thlosulphate (Na2S203) or 
sodlumsulfite (Na2S03) are added to the sampie. The majorlty of constituents whlch mlght 
Interlere remaln In the resldue together with any radloactive Iodide and bicarbonate. An 
aliquot 01 the dlstillate Is mixed In a 20 ml polyethylene counting vlal with a scintillatlon 
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solution /15,16/. The mixture is cooled and counted in a liquid scintillation spectrometer 
(colncldence type). WIthout preconcentration, the lower limit of detection (LLD) is In the 
range of 20-50 Bq/L (countlng time 100 mln). The LLD can be reduced at least by a factor 
of 10 by using liquid sclntlilator counters with very low background whlch have been 
developed especially for low-Ievel counting. Electrolytic enrichment of tritium Is another 
possibllity to lower the LLD /11/. 
For the determination of tritium In tissue water of organic materal, the water Is separated 
by freeze drylng and measured as descrlbed. Organically bound tritium In the dry resldue 
can be determined by oxidative digestion of the organlc material and measurement of the 
produced water. Sam pies wlth high er tritium content are burned In oxlgene atmosphere 
/9,17/, sampies with low tritium content are digested by application of the oxidizing plasma 
technlque /18,19/. 
4.2 Radlochemical analysis of strontium 
A large number of sensitive and reliable procedures for the determination of 
radiostrontium In varlous environmental sampies are available In literature. Most of them 
allow the determination of both radioisotopes, 89Sr and 90Sr, whereas others are restricted 
to the determination of 90Sr only. The latter ones can be used, If the envlronmental level of 
90Sr from old fallout Is Investigated and no sources for 89Sr Input have to be considered. 
In fresh fallout situations and for emission and Immission control of nuclear Installations, 
the concentratlons of both isotopes have to be measured. 
The procedure which we use In our laboratories for more then 20 years differs only in 
some not relevant details from those recommended In literature /8,9,12,14,20/. With some 
modifications in the preparation steps prior to analysis, this method can be applied to all 
I ASHED SAMPLE MATERIAL I 
IJ 
SAMPLE PREPARATION FORANALYSIS 
soil, sediment, 
surface water 
IJ 
leaching with 
Hel 
oxalate precipitation 
hydroxide precipitation 
carbonate precipitation 
nitrate precipitation 
IJ IJ 
plants, milk, food 
leaching with 
HNO 
phosphate 
precipitation 
nitrate 
precipitation 
evaporate to 
dryness 
dissolve in water 
evaporate to 
dryness 
Fig, 1: Preparation of different sampie materials for radiostrontium analysis 
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solution 
(1114)2 5°4 
dissolve in l\.'ater 
adjust pH=10 with NH3 ,add H2S04,4 11 
centrifugate 
solution 
and Na2co3,3 11 
bOH'"", cool in iceb"!th 
centrifugate 
discard supernatant solution ~~ . tation in HCI, 2 J.f 
solution (5 mg/mI) 
a.djust pH=10 !.,ith NH31 25 ! 
filtrate, discard precipitation 
adjust pH=5 w1 th HCI 
<ldd acetic acid, 6 N, and NH4-acetate,25% 
<ldd Na2Cr04 ,30 %, centrifugate 
filtrate, dlscard precipitation 
adjust pH=9 I"ith NH3 , 25 -! 
add (NH4 J;z C03 
centrlfugate 
dlscard supernatant solution ~~ 
dlssolve precipitation with HCI, 2 N 
add EDTA, 0.1 N, and Y-carrier solution 20 mg/mI 
adjust pJI>10 with 1M3 , 25% 
add (NlI4)2S04, lai 
adjust pH=4.5 with }[2S041 4 11 
filtrate I discard the solution 
wdsh precipitatlon !"ith u:.ethemole and acetone 
dry precipitation 20 min at 120 0 C 
~~~~~~~~~d~e~t~e~r~m~i~n~ei]Chemical yield by ~~ighing 
after 2 ~'eeks dissolve preoipitation in 
10 m1 0.1 J.f BDTA and 2 ml NIl3 ' 25% 
add Y-carrier soul tion 10 mg/ml and (NH4)2 8°4,10% 
adjust pH=4.5 with H2S04, 4 N 
centrifugate, 
decant supernatant solution and add to it 
1m3' 25%, and (ll1f4)2C204, 5% 
adjust pH~1 {"ith 3 J.f HCl 
filtrate, disoard the solution 
wash precipitation with ~ethanole and aoetone 
dry precipi tation 20 min at 120°C ~~~ 
Separation from matrix material 
Separation of matrix elements 
Transfer of sulphates into 
carbonates 
Cleaning fl'Olll iron 
Separation of Ba, Ra, Pb 
Separation of elcess chromate 
Scparation of Y 
NOTE DATE AND TIME I 
NOTE DATE AND TIME I 
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Fig. 2: Scheme of radiostrontium determination in environmental sampies 
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kind of environmental sam pies and food. Drinking water and ground water which contain 
very low amounts of matrix elements can be taken for analysis without any further 
preparations. For all other sampies, pretreatment of the material prior to analysis has to 
be performed in order to separate strontium isotopes from most of the matrix elements, 
especially from calcium. The most commonly used method for Sr/Ca-separation is the 
nitrate precipitation of Sr from fuming nitric acid, which is difficult to perform, but gives 
reliable results. Fig.1 summarizes sampie preparations for analysis of various sampie 
materials. In Fig.2 a scheme of the analytical procedure is given. The dissolved sampie is 
cleaned from matrix elements remained, especially iron. Then Sr is separated from Ba, 
Ra, and Pb. After separation from the daughter 90y, Sr is precipitated as sulphate and the 
ß- radiation is measured in a low level proportional counter. After 2-3 weeks the sulphate 
precipitate is redissolved and the ingrown daugther 90y is separated from Sr, precipitated 
as oxalate and measured in a low level proportional counter. The concentration of 90Sr is 
calculated from the 90y content of the measured yttrium oxalate precipitate. 89Sr activity is 
calculated by subtracting the 90Sr activity from the total activity measured in the strontium 
sulphate precipitate. The lower limit of detection on a 95% confidence level is in the range 
of 0.009 Bq/sample for 89Sr and 0.006 Bq/sample for 90Sr (chemical yield 80 %, measu-
ring time 1,000 min, background of the ß-counter 0.5 cpm, counting efficiency 40 %). In 
comparison with the large sampie volumes which can be taken for analysis it derives that 
radiostrontium can be determined very sensitive although the procedure is very time 
consuming and difficult to handle. 
4.3 Radiochemical analysis of 210Pb /9,12,14,21-24/ 
The procedure described allows the determination of 210Pb in all environmental sampies. 
Drinking water and ground water sampies may be taken for radiochemical analysis directiy 
after evaporation without ashing. All other sampie materials have to be dried and ashed . 
very carefully, whereby dry or wet ashing can be used. The texture of soi! and sediment 
sampies has to be decomposed by aid of fluorine acid in combination with other mineral 
acids, normally perchloric and nitric acid. 
Aliquots of the ashed material (5 9 in case of soil and up to 20 9 of ashed biological 
material) are taken for the radiochemical analysis, which is schematically shown in Fig. 3. 
After addition of Pb2+ -carrier solution as chemical yield tracer, lead is leached out of the 
sampie material with 3 M HBr as tetrabromo-complex and is detached from the matrix 
elements by extraction with trioctylamine/toluene. After backextraction with concentrated 
HGI, traces of Bi are separated by precipitation as BiOC\. Finally, Pb is precipitated as 
PbCr04 .. The precipitate is distributed on a filter paper as uniform as possible. After 8-10 
days, the precipitate is covered with a filter paper of equal size and specification (7-9 
mg/cm2) and the beta radiation is measured in a low level proportional counter. Only the 
high energy beta radiation of the daughter 210BI is measured in this way, because the 
covering filter paper absorbs the low energy beta radiation of 210Pb and the alpha 
radiation of 210po, daughter product of 210Bi. The concentration of 210Pb is calculated 
from the ingrown 210Bi. The lower limit of detection (95 % confidence level) is in the range 
of 0.006 Bq/sample ( measuring time 1000 min, chemical yield 80 %, counting efficiency 
40 %). Due to the large sampie quantities which can be processed, very low activity 
concentrations of 210Pb can be measured in environmental sampies. 
I 
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Fig. 3: Scheme of the proeedure for 21 0Pb determination in environmental sampies 
4.4 Radiochemlcal analysis of 210po /9, 12, 14,22,24-26/ 
The chemical behavior of polonium shows 2 peeuliarities: compounds are mueh more 
volatile than compounds of metal ions with a comparable ehemistry, and polonium is the 
only element that spontaneously deposites on nickel, copper, silver, gold or platinium from 
dilute HGI solution /25/. Both peculiarities are considered in the'determination procedure, 
which is shown sehematieally in Fig. 4. 
To prevent severe losses of polonium du ring drying and ashing of the sampie materials, 
special procedures have to be applied. Sampies may be dried at room temperature or by 
freeze drying. Ashing should be performed using oxidizing plasma technique /18,19/ or by 
wet ashing procedures /26/. 208po is added to the sampie as internat yield tracer before 
ashing. Polonium is leached out of the ash with HGI, separated from matrix elements as 
weil as soluble trace elements by coprecipitation with Te. Then pOlonium is disolved in 
dilute HGI and deposited on si/ver platelets. The alpha activities of 208po and 210po are 
measured using surface barrier deteetors. For a measuring time of 1000 min and a 
ehemical yield of 60 %, the lowerlimit of detection is in the range of 0.01 Bq/sample. 
I 
I 
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Fig. 4: Sehematie representation of the analytical proeedure for the determination of 
210po in environmental sampies 
4.5 Detection of Radon Gas 
As already mentioned above, inhalation of 222Rn deeay produets is the main souree of 
radiation exposure from natural radiation and radioaetivity. For this reason properties and 
behavior of radon and thoron and their short living deeay produets in air have been 
subject of many research programs and a substantial knowledge is available today /2, 27-
29/. More details of this field are given in another leeture of this seminar by E. Pieseh, 
entitled "Determination of Radon and Radon Daughters in Air". 
Within the food ehain, 222Rn eoneentrations are normally very low and without any 
importanee beeause of the rapid elimination of 222Rn from the body. Only in drinking 
water, especially if it is of deep groundwater origin, higher 222Rn coneentrations have 
been deteeted, whieh eontribute to the ingestion dose of the population living in these 
regions /2/ and whieh are a significant souree of 222Rn in dwellings as a result of 
degassing from tap water. The measurement of the 222Rn eoneentration in water ean be 
relativly simple performed by liquid seintillation eounting proeedures in a low-Ievel liquid 
seintillation speetrometer whieh allows aiß-pulse-shape diserimination and by this alpha 
speetrometrie measurements /30-34/. For a eounting time of 60 min and a sam pie volume 
of 10 ml, the lower limit of detection is about 0.1 Bq/I. 
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4.6 Radlochemical analysis of 226Ra 
Among the natural occuring radium isotops. 226Ra is the most important from radio-
ecological point of view. 226Ra is widely distributed in the environment and varies in 
concentration depending on the geological conditions. For determination of radium, the 
isolation 01 radium from the sampie material is required. Water sampies are evaporated to 
dryness and ashed il organic material is present in the residue. Biological material is dried 
at 105-110 0C, afterwards ashed carelully applying dry or wet ashing procedures. Soil and 
sediment sampies are decomposed by aid 01 Iluorine acid in combination with other 
mineral acids. The ashed sampie. or an aliquot 01 it, is dissolved in 3 M nitric acid after Ba 
carrier solution has been added lor chemical yield determination. Radium is precipitated 
Irom acidilied citric acid solution together with Ba and Pb as sulphate and separated Irom 
Ca, Mg, Th and Po. By redissolving and repeating the precipitation several times the 
Ba/Pb/Ra precipitate is cleaned. Then the precipitate is dissolved in alkaline EOTA 
solution and Ra is slowly precipitated with an excess 01 Ba at pH=4.5, receiving a 
precipitate in which RaS04 is completely occluded by BaS04' After three weeks, when the 
daughters 222Rn. 218po, and 214po are in equilibrium with the 226Ra, total alpha activity is 
measured in a low level proportional counter. Fig. 5 shows schematically the analytical 
procedure used /24, 36/, which is comparable to procedures used in other laboratories lor 
the determination 01 226Ra /9, 12, 14, 35/. Chemical yields between 60 and 90 % are 
obtained. The lower limit 01 detection on a 95 % conlidence level is in the range 010.001 
Bq/sample. 
II a low level liquid scintillation counter is available, the Ba/Ra-sulphate precipitate may be 
dissolved in alkaline OTPA solution. transIered to a liquid scintillation vial and mixed with 
organic scintillant. After sealing the vial, the sampie is left until equilibrium 01 226Ra and 
222Rn is established, belore the measurement in the liquid scintillation spectrometer is 
performed. The lower limit 01 detection on a 95 % conlidence level is in the range 01 
0.01 Bq/sample /37/. 
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Fig. 5: Sehe me 01 the radiochemical procedure lor 226Ra determination 
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4.7 Radiochemical analysis of thorium and uranlum isotopes /9. 12, 14, 24, 38-45/ 
Thorium and uranium isotopes are determined by applying the isotope dilution analysis. 
229Th and 232U are used as tracers for chemical yield corrections, because these isotopes 
are not present in the environment. A procedure for the radiochemical determination is 
given in Fig. 6. Thorium and Uranium may be analyzed separately following this 
procedure, but as there are many identical separation steps for both elements, it is very 
often of advantage to analyze them simultaneously. 
Aliquots of carefully ashed sam pie materials are taken for analysis. 229Th and 232U are 
added as tracers. 232U should be cleaned before use by a simple ion exchange procedure 
from the daughter 228Th , otherwise the 228Th content of the sampie has to be corrected 
arithmetically. Up to 5 9 of soil or sediment ash is decomposed by aid of fluorine acid in 
combination with mineral acids /26, 45/. The residue is leached twice with 8 M nitric acid. 
Of all other sampie materials, up to 20 9 of ash may be taken for leaching. U and Th are 
separated from most of the matrix elements by extraction from the dissolved sampie 
material with Tapa (trioctylphosphine oxide) in cyclohexane. After backextraction with 
NH4F in HGI, the UlTh fraction is cleaned by coprecipitation with LaF3. To receive a com-
plete precipitation of U, Ti(lIl) was added for reduction of U(VI) to U(IV), which is like Th 
completely coprecipitated. After redissolving the precipitate with a mixture of boric and 
nitric acid, U is transfered to U(VI) with H202. Then U is separated from Th on an anion 
exchanger column using the different stabilities of chloro- and nitrato-complexes. Whereas 
Th passes the column with the sampie solution, U is adsorbed strongly on the column. 
Th is completely washed out of the column with additional 9 M HGI. The solution is eva-
porated and redissolved in 7.2 M nitric acid. Th is cleaned from boric acid by extraction 
with TOA (trioctylamine) in toluene and backextraction with diluted HGI. In a last step, Th 
is electrodeposited from oxalate solution on stainless steel platelets and alpha-spectro-
metric measurement using surface barrier detectors is performed. The concentrations of 
228Th, 230Th, and 232Th are calculated with respect to the recovery of 229Th tracer. The 
chemical yield is in the range of 40 to 80 %. For a measuring time of 1000 min the lower 
limit of detection (95 % confidence level) is about 0.001 Bq/sample. In principle, it is also 
possible to calculate the concentration of 227Th, a daughter of 235U. As the concentrations 
are very low in environmetal sampies (only 1.5 % of total Th), and the 227Th-peak is very 
broad and disturbed by peaks of other decay products, the results for 227Th-activities are 
very uncertain. 
Uranium is eluted with diluted nitric acid from the column, electroplated on stainless steel 
platelets from oxalate solution, and measured alpha spectrometrically. The concentrations 
of 234U, 235U, and 238U are calculated with respect to the recovery of 232U tracer. The 
chemical yield is in the range of 50 to 80 %. The lower limit of detection (95 % confidence 
level) for a measuring time of 1000 min is about 0.001 Bq per sam pie and nuclide. 
It should be mentioned that total Th and total U may be determined as heavy elements by 
severeal methods of analytical chemistry, e. g. fluorimetry, spectrophotometry, neutron 
activation analysis, and inductive coupled Plasma (IGP)-ion source mass spectrometry. 
With these methods the long living isotopes are determined which represents the bulk of 
the masses of uranium and thorium isotopes. If the different isotopes of Th and U have to 
be quantified individually, the choice of methods is restricted to radiochemical separation 
procedures followed by alpha spectrometric measurements. 
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Very olten, radium equivalent uranium is measured by means of gamma spectrometry 
using high purity germanium detectors. The gamma lines of 2148i and 214Pb are measured 
and the uranium concentration in the sampie is calculated on condition that uranium and 
all decay products in the sampie are in equilibrium. As it is very rare that this assumption 
is correct, these measurements are only of minor importance. 
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Fig. 6: Scheme of the radiochemical procedure for the determination of thorium and 
uranium isotopes (if only thorium has to be analyzed, all steps with H202 and 
TiCI3 as weil as the extraxtion step with TONToluene have not to be performed) 
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4.8 Radiochemical analysis of plutonium 18,9, 12, 14,46-491 
Soil and sediment sam pies as weil as plant, food and organic lilter sampies are dried at 
105-110 oe until their weight remains constant. Water sampies are evaporated to dryness. 
Fish and Ilesh sam pies are covered with concentrated nitric acid and carelully fumed off to 
dryness. The dry sampie material is ground and carelully dry ashed at 550 oe. Fiber gl ass 
filters are crushed and ashed at 500 oe, this temperature should not be exceeded to avoid 
melting of the glass libers. 
Up to 100 9 of soil ash or up to 20 9 of ash 01 other sampies are taken lor analysis. 236pu 
or 242pu is added as tracer for the determination of the chemical yield. Then Pu isotopes 
are leached out 01 the ashed sampie material lirst with a HN03/HF-solution and then with 
a HN03iAI(N03l3-solution. Separation 01 Pu Irom most 01 the matrix elements and 
interfering alpha emitters, like Po, Ra, Am and Cm, is achieved by solvent extraction with 
0.2 M TOPO (trioctylphosphine oxide) in cyclohexane. Pu then is backextracted with 
ascorbinic acid in hydrochloric acid. The Pu fraction is radiochemically cleaned lrom U, 
Th, and Np by coprecipitation with LaF3 and anion exchange. Then Pu is electrodeposited 
Irom oxalate solution and measured in an alpha spectrometer. 
The concentrations of 238pU and 239+240pu are calculated with respect to the recovery 01 
236pu or 242pu tracer. In case of 239pu and 240Pu, the sum of these two nuclides is 
measured, because 239pu and 240pu are not separated in the alpha spectrum, as their 
alpha energies are very similar and the resolution of alpha spectrometers commonly used 
are not sufficient to separate them. With the proposed analytical procedure (see scheme 
in Fig. 7) chemical yields in the range of 70 to 90 % are achieved. The lower limit of 
detection on a 95 % conlidence level for a measuring time of 1000 min is below 0.001 Bq 
per sampie and nuclide. 
The same Pu preparation can be used to determine the 241 Pu concentration in the sampie 
material, either by direct measuring 01 the electrodeposited Pu Iraction by liquid 
sci ntillation counting 150/, or after redissolving the Pu-Iraction, extraction 01 Pu in 
TO PO/cyclohexane, mixing this organic phase with a suitable scintillant, and measuring 
with a liquid scintillation counter as weil 151/. The lower limit 01 detection on a 95 % 
conlidence level for this determination is about 0.05 Bq/sample for a measuring time of 
100 min. For the direct measurement, the lower limit of detection (95 % conlidence level) 
is about 0.1 Bq/sample for the same experimental conditions. 
It should be noticed that the concentration 01 241pu in environmental sampies is much 
higher than that one of the other Pu isotopes. The radiological burden caused by 
inhalation and ingestion of 241pu is of minor importance, because of the short half-life time 
of 14.9 y and the beta-decay with a maximum beta energy of 21 keV. From the radiation 
protection point 01 view the daughter product of 241pu, 241Am, has to be considered, 
because in the middle of the next century the activity concentration of 241Am will reach its 
maximum. As the radiotoxicity of the alpha emitter 241Am is much higher than that of the 
beta emitter 241 Pu, and because Am is much more mobile in the biosphere compared to 
Pu, it is important to keep the 241 Pu emissions under control and to monitor the existing 
241 Pu-concentrations in the environment. 
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Fig. 7: Schematical representation 01 the radiochemical procedure lor plutonium 
determination 
4.9 Radiochemical analysis of americium'and curium 18,9, 14,48,49,521 
The chemistry 01 americium is very similar to that 01 curium. As there is no disturbance 01 
the different alpha emitters 01 americium, 243Am and 241Am, with the alpha emitters 01 
curium, 242Cm and 244Cm, in the alpha spectrum, there is no need to perform individual 
procedures lor radiochemical determination. 243Am serves as yield monitor lor both 
elements. 
After adding 01 243Am tracer to the ashed sampie material leaching with concentrated 
mineral acids is performed. Which acids or combination 01 acids are taken depends on the 
nuclides to be determined in this leachate. II lor example Pu should be determined, 
leaching is performed with HNOJiHF- and then with a HNOJiAI(N03l3-solution. By 
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extraclion with TOPO /trioctylphosphinic oxide) in cyclohexane, thorium, uranium and 
plutonium isotopes are separated and can be determined as already described. The 
remaining acid solution is brought to pH=1.5 adding carelully NH3-solution. From this 
weakly nitric acid solution Am and Cm are extracted by TOPO/cyclohexane, whilst the 
most important matrix elements Na, K, Mg, Ca, AI, and Fe are left in the acid solution. 
Extraclion may be performed by agitation in aseparatory lunnel or with an extraction 
column filled with kieselgur that had been loaded with TOPO/diethyl benzene /52/. Am and 
Cm are bachextracted with 2 M nitric acid and cleaned by two ion exchange procedures 
Irom iron and rare earth elements. Then electrodeposition Irom oxalate solution is 
performed and the preparation is subjected to alpha spectrometric measurement. The 
concentrations 01241Am, 242Cm and 244Cm are calculated Irom the spectrum with respect 
to the recovery 01 243Am. With the proposed analytical procedure (see scheme in Fig. 8) 
chemical yields in the range 01 40 to 80 % are achieved. The lower limit 01 detection on a 
95 % conlidence level lor a measuring time of 1000 min is about 0.001 Bq per sampie and 
nuclide. 
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Fig. 8: Schematical representation 01 the radiochemical procedure lor amercium and 
curium determination 
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5. Analytical quality control/81 
Quality control measurements are necessary to provide documentation to show that the 
achieved analytical results are reliable. The reliability 01 results is a lunction 01 precision 
(reproducibility) and accuracy (true value). The precision 01 results can easily be 
determined by internat measurements. The determination 01 accuracy, however, in most 
cases requires more detailed procedures. Analysis should be performed by as many 
different methods, analysts and techniques as possible, and in addidition control analysis 
with relerence materials that are as similar as possible to the materials to be analysed. It 
is advisable on a routine base to participate in interlaboratory comparisons. Agreement 
between certified or the most probable mean value and observed value is a direct 
measure 01 the accuracy lor that particular determination. 
Calibrations 01 measurement systems should be carried out with standards 01 the radio-
nuclides to be determined. The standards should be accompanied by certilicates which 
specily activity, purity and accuracy. It is important that calibrations are performed with 
standard sampies which have the same chemical composition and the same concentration 
like the sampie to be measured, and that sampie geometry and counting conliguration is 
identical to the real sampie. 
The status 01 equipment should be checked routinely by measuring background, blanks, 
and standards. These results olten give the lirst indication 01 analytical difficulties. 
Analytical control sampies generally constitute about 10-15 % 01 the total sampies. 
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MEASUREMEHT OF RADIOACTIVITY LEVELS IN SOlL 
IN THE NILE DELTA AND MIDDLE EGYPT 
H.M. Ibrahie .. 
Central Laboratory for Environmental Radiation 
Heasurements, Intercomparison and Training, Atomic 
Energy Authority 
Abstract - Concentrations of radionuclides in surface soi1 
across the Nile Delta, the north coast of Egypt, and Middle 
Egypt have been measured using a hyp.erpure germanium spectro-
meter. The concentrations obtainedof 40_ 232 ~~he Th series , 
d th 226 R · d an e a serles are expresse in -1 Bq kg of dry weight, 
and the exposure rates are expressed in 
The activity concentrations of 137Cs in 
-2 Bq m • 
IntrddudtiQn : 
-1 
nGy h o.f wet weight. 
soil are expressed in 
The work aims to initiate a radiological assesment pro gram 
for Egypt, for establishiog a baseline map of radioactivity 
background levels in the Egyptian environment. The baaeline 
map will be used aa reference information to aasess aoy changes 
in the radioactivity background level, due to any geological 
processes or artificial influencea on the Egyptian environment. 
Sampling and Sampie Preparation : 
The area under investigation was divided into 18 regions, 
the Mediterranean coast north, the Delta, the cultivate area 
of the Nile valley, and Naser lake south. In this work 13 
regions were studied. 
The region of ioterest was divided as nearly as possible 
into squares with each square about 50 km per side. Six to 10 
samplea were 
ne! ghboring 
were randomly 
valley. 
collected from each square. The distance between 
samples ranged from 10-20 km. The sampling sites 
selected in the cultivated lands df the Nile 
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The sites were fertilized with phosphate, po tass i um and othe~ 
which contain trace concentrations of uranium. 
The col1ected samples were prepared for gamma activity 
analysis. Bach soi1 aampte was weighed and- earefu!!y sealed 
226 232 for 4~k to reach secular equilibrium between Ra and Th 
and their respective progeny. 
Gamma measurements : 
High resolution gamma ray spectrometer, based on coaxial 
hyperpure germanium detector of a photopeak relative efficie-
ncy of about 30% and an energy resolution of 1.95 keV FWHM 
for the 1.332 keV gamma transition of 60 Co , was usad for the 
gamma spectrometry of the soi1 aamples. 
The activity of 214 Bi and 214 Pb in equilibrium w;[,th,the;,r 
parents was assumed to represent tbe 238U activity, while the 
228 232 
activity of Ac was assumed to represent the Th activity. 
The 238 U series concentrations were determined from the 
energies 351.9 keV (214 pb ), 609.3 keV (214 Bi ), 768.4keV(214 Bi ) 
214 . 214 l,120.3keV( Bi), 1,238.1 keV, and 1,764.5 keV ( Bi). 
The 232 Th se ries concentrations were determined from the 
energies 338.4 keV (228 Ac ), 583.1 keV (208 T1 ), 911.1 keV 
(228 Ac ), 968.9 keV (228 Ac ), and 974.7 keV (228 Ac ). 
The concentrations of 40 K were determined from the 1460 keV 
gamma energy and the 137 CB concentrations were determined from 
the 661.66 keV gamma transition. 
Results and conclusions : 
The dry weight activity concentration are:for4~)the 238 U 
series, and the 232Th-series in Bq/kg and for 137Cs in Bq/m2 
were determined for 162 soil sampies from 13 regions. 
Also the absorbed dose rates in air nGy7.h, calculated 
for a height of 1m above the ground surface for each location 
for the wet weight concentrations of the natural nuclides. 
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The type of soi1 18 classified as sandy, clay or 10amy 
soi1 due to the mechanical analysis. 
40 K concentratiors in Bq/kg for dry weight ranged from 29,for 
sandy soil in the western desert, to 653, for the loamysoil 
8t Degwy. 
238U series. va lues ranged in Bq/kg for dry weight, from 2.5 
for 82ndy soil, to 95.6 for black coastal sand at Rasetta. 
The absorbed dose rate calculated for a height of 1m 
above ground surface for eech Ioeation calculated for the 
wet weight concentrations of the natural radionuclides, were 
measured. 1t's value in Ji'Gy/h ranged from 7.6 for sandy Boi1 
in region 8, to 93.2 for the coastal sand at Rosetta. 
The 137Cs vaines in Bq/rn 2 ra nged from 38 for sandy Boi1 , 
at region 1 , to 2,644 at Damietta for c1ay. 
The measurements were star ted in 1989,3 years after the 
chernobyl accident also the 134 Cs concentrations were less 
than the lower limit of detection of the Hp Ge detector used. 
So the percentage of the 137 Cs frorn the Chernaby1. accident 
can t nt be defined acrurately. 
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URANIUM CONCENTRATIONS IN SEDIMENTS OF THE SUEZ CANAL 
N. M. IBRAHIEM 
NATIONAL CENTRE FOR NUCLEAR SAFETY AND RADIATION CONTROL 
AEA, CAIRO, EGYPT 
ABSTRACT 
ANDM.PIMPL 
CENTRAL SAFETY DEPARTMENT 
KERNFORSCHUNGSZENTRUM, KARLSRUHE, GERMANY 
Suez canal botton sediment sampies have been analyzed for uranium. The 
method is based on the extraction of uranium with trioctylphosphine 
oxide/cyclohexane (TOPO), followed by reextraction and separation on anion 
exchange resins, and finally electrodeposition. The a-activities of 238U and 234U 
were measured with surface barrier detectors and concentrations in Bq/kg dry 
weight were calculated. The obtained results were compared with concentrations 
determined by gamma spectrometric measurements. The data point to astate of 
disequilibrium between 238U and RaeU (radium equivalent uranium), which is 
attributed to the escape of radon. 
INTRODUCTION 
The baseline natural radioactivity in the Suez Canal has recently been 
measured by gamma measurements using HpGe detectors [Ref. 1,2J. The 214Bi 
and 214Pb in equilibrium with their parents were assumed to represent the 238U 
activity. 
The decay se ries arising from 238U contain radioactive isotopes of many 
different elements. These daughters ~f uranium may be separated from their 
parents and trom each other in the course of normal geological processes such as 
chemical weathering and precipitation of minerals from aqueous solutions by 
biological and inorganic processes. Such processes break the radioactive decay 
chains because of the differences in geochemical properties of the daughters of 
uranium [Ref. 3J. 
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234U is produced from 238U by the follwing series of decays: 
238U ~ 234Th L 234Pa L 234U. 
If secular equilibrium has been establlshed, the activity of 234U is equal to that 
of 238U. This equillbrium may be desturbed because of the difference in 
geochemical behavior of U and Th. 
Uranium occurs on the surface of theEarth in oxidizing environments as 
uranyl ion U022 +, most probably as complexes such as (U02) «(03>34- [Ref. 31. 
Wheras thorium remains in the tetravalent state and is rapidly removed from sea 
water by adsorption on the surface of so lids, uranium is concentrated in the 
aqueous phase. This difference in behavior of U and Th leads to different activity 
ratios of the 234U/238U in sediment sampies from different sampling locations. 
The present work aims to study the equilibrium between 238U and it's 
respective progeny by the comparison of the concentrations of 238U and 234U 
using a-spectrometry as weil as products of 238U decay se ries uSing gamma 
spectrometry. 
EXPERIMENTAL METHODS 
Preparation of Uranium for a-spectrometry 
Procedures for alpha spectroscopic measurements can be subdevided into five 
steps [Ref. 41: 
(i) sampling, 
(ii) Sam pie pretreatment, dissolution or leaching, 
(iii) Chemical separation, 
(iv) Source preparation, 
(v) Alpha spectrometry. 
The 1st step is discussed in detail in [Ref. 11, while the 2nd, 3rd, and 4th steps, 
which deal with chemical procedures, are discussed in detail in [Ref. 41. 
For total uranium determination in soil or sediment sampies, 2 to 5 grams of 
the sampie ash is weighed into a Teflon beaker or a Pt-crucible, then treated with 
nitric-hydrofluoric acid mixture 1: 1 and fumed off to complete dryness. The 
residue is dlssolved in SM HN03 [Ref. 51, and 232U tracer is added for chenilcal 
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yield determination. 2 ml H202 are added and the solution is heated to boiling to 
ensure that all dissolved uranium is present in the hexavalent state. 
TOPO is used as an extracting agent [Ref. 6, 71. The partition coefficient 
reaches its maximum beetween SM and 8M HN03. All matrix elements, such as 
Na, K, Mg, Ca, AI and Fe, are not extracted by TOPO and are removed, while Pu, 
Np, U and Th are extracted in the TOPO phase. The TOPO phase is washed with 
3M HCI to wash out the residual HN03, which could disturb the re-extraction. 
Uranium is back extracted with 1M NH4F/ 0.1 M HCI to the aqueous phase 
which is washed with CCI4 Qr CHCI3. Uranium obtained in the hydrochloric 
solution is reduced to U (IV) by TiCI3, then copercipitated with LaF3 after adding 
La (N03h 25 mg/mi and HF 40 %. The solution then is centrifuged, the predpitate 
is dissolved in saturated hot boric acid and concentrated HN03.·H202 is added, 
which transfers uranium to U (VI), then the solution is evaporated to dryness. The 
residue is dissoved in 9M HCI [Ref. 71. 
The sampie solution is loaded onto a conditioned anion exchange column and 
passes through by gravity flow (about 0.5-1mllmin). Dowex 1X2, 50-100 mesh, is 
used, which is a strongly basic gel type polystrene resin with appropriate 
functional groups. U(VI) is separated from thorium and plutonium using the 
different stabilities of chloro-and nitrato-complexes. 
Afterwashing out thorium with 9M HCL, 1M HN03 is used forthe eluation of 
uranium. 
The elute is evaporated to dryness in a crystallizing dish and fumed off with 
concentrated HCI. 
Electrodeposition from oxalate-solution on stainless steel was performed, 
wh ich has been proved to be the most efficient and statisfactory procedure 
[Ref. 6, 71. 
Alpha Spectrometry 
Silicon surface barrier detectors were used for measurements, because of their 
excellent resolution, high permissible counting rate, low background, and 
excellent stability. Also there is no significant variation of the detector efficiency 
in the energy interval 2.5 MeV to 8.8 MeV. This makes the quantitative evaluation 
of.a-particle spectra much simpler than in the case of gamma ray spectra [Ref. 81. 
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The counting time is 1000 minutes. From the uranium alpha spectrum the 
concentrations of 238U, 234U, as weil as 23$U. cal) be cal~ulated. 
RESULTSAND DISCUSSION 
The table gives the concentrations of 238U and 234U in sediment sampies of 
the Suez Canal in Bq/kg dry weight obtained by radiochemical analysis and alpha-
spectrometric measurements. The concentrations of equivalent U are determined 
by gamma spectrometry using HpGe detectors [Ref. 11 in Bq/kg dry weight. Each 
value is an average of five measurements obtained from the gamma energies 
351.9 keV (214Pb), 609.3 keV (214Bi), 768.4 keV (214Bi), 1,120.3 keV (214Bi), 
1,238.1 keV (214Bi) and 1,764.5 keV (214Bi). 
The studied sediment sam pies were taken from different sites in the Suez 
Canal: from Port Said (at the Mediterranean) lake Temsah, Bitter lake and Suez 
gulf. 
With the exception of one sampie collected from Gulf of Suez (No. 37), the 
data indicate very close values for 238U and 234U within the reported 
experimental errors, thus sU9gesting maintainance of equilibrium between the 
two isotopes. On the other hand, the data indicate wide deviation from the 
equality ratio between 234U and RaeU, which suggests a disturbance for the state 
of equlibrium in these sediments. Such disequillbrlum may be attributed to: 
1- Escape of radon because of its gaseous nature. This leads to lower 
concentrations of all the post-radon isotopes in the decay series, and hence to 
lover RaeU values. 
2 Selective deposition of 230Th or 226Ra or both, having lower solubilities in 
water than U. However this would cause an increase in the RaeU content of 
sediments wh ich is the reverse of the presented results. 
Therefore the first possibility is favored. However, a substantially larger 
number of sampies is needed to reach more reliable and sound conclusions. 
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Comparison of uranium eoneentrations in Bq/kg dry weight, obtained with alpha 
and gamma speetrometrie measurements in sediment sampies from Suez Canal 
origin of sediment sampie alpha spectrometry gamma spectrometry ----------- --------- ---------------------U-238 U-234 U-Series 
Port Said 5 16.05 ± 5.9 20.2±4.0 14.5 ± 0.7 
Port Said 12 10.1 ± 3.0 10.1 ± 1.5 9.8±0.5 
Lake Temsah' 27.4 ± 5.6 24.2±5.7 9.4±0.5 
Bitter lake 26 57.5 ± 14.2 56.7 ± 1.4 12.4±0.4 
Bitter lake 28 12.6 ± 3.0 16.7±3.1 9.8±0.3 
Suez 37 57.4 ± 1.1 29.7 ±7.5 8.6 ±0.5 
Suez 44 30.4 ± 3.8 33.6 ±3.5 15.2±1.0 
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Determination of Radon and Radon Daughters in Air 
Abstract 
E. Piesch 
Karlsruhe Nuc1ear Research Center 
Central Safety Department 
Box 3640, D· 76021 Karlsruhe 
The radon dose from inhaled Rn and short·lived Rn daughtel's is the dominant 
component of natural radiation exposure of the general population. The paper 
provides an overview ofthe behaviour ofRn and short·lived Rn daughters in air, the 
measurement techniques and the relevant problems of Rn measurement. Aspects of 
the indoor Rn expOSU1'e are discussed as weil as reference levels of the Rn 
concentration in air which have been recently recommended for the public and 
workplaces. 
1 Introduction 
Radon is a radioactive, inert gas which is about ten times heavier than air. 
With an extremly low concentration in air (1:1020) radon is nevertheless the natural 
l'adionuclide of highest interest. Not radon directly, but radon daughters are the 
dominant components of the radon exposure. Radon is formed in the ground by the 
radioactive decay of radium and is present in relatively high concentrations in soil 
air and water. Due to the longest half life of 3.8 days mainly 222Rn can reach the 
atmosphere. In the indoor environment the short·lived Rn decay products are 
attsched to aerosol particles 01' phlted out on wall surfaces. In areas with a higher 
uranium contl'ibution in the ground extremly high Rn concentrations can be found. 
The relatively high rate of lung cancer among underground miners has long 
been investigated and the first epidemiological studies have been available at the 
end·1960s. Since the late 1970s the importsnce of indoor Rn as a potential risk for 
the general public has been finally recognized. In the meantime thousands of houses 
and other buildings worldwide have been tested for evaluated levels ofRn. 
2 Characteristics of Radon and its decay products 
222Rn, formed in the uranium decay chain from decay of226Ra (Fig. 1), is the 
most important radon isotope because of its longest halflife of 3.8 days. In contrast to 
220Rn (55 s) and 219Rn (4 s), 222Rn can reach the outdoor atmosphere, when formed 
within about 1 m of the earth surface, and the indoor environment, when formed in 
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Fig. 1 226Radon decay chain 
the ground or in the building material. Radon decays to radionuclides that are 
chemically active and relatively short·lived with haifIifes ofless than 30 minutes. If 
inhaled and collected in the lung they are likely to decay to 210Pb before removel by 
lung clearence mechanism. Mainly the o·radiation from the polonium isotopes 21SPo 
(6 Me V) and 214Po (7.69 MeV) contributes to the radiologically significant lung dose 
to which increased risk oflung cancel' is attributed. 
In the indoor environment (Fig. 2) the decay of Rn daughters results in ions of 
heavy metal which react with vapor of H20, N02 and other spurious gas forming 
stable clusters (diameter 0.5 to 3 nm)(unattached decay products). Free ions and 
these clusters are attached to aerosol particles (diameter 0.01 and 1 pm) (attached 
decay products) or plated out on indoor surfaces. The complex behaviour of decay 
products depends on the chemical reactivity, the aerosol particle concentration and 
size, the plate out and deposition on indoor surfaces. The behaviour of Rn daughters 
in air is thus correlated with that of the aerosol particles which change frequently in 
the concentration due to the ventilation rate, the deposition rate and the human 
behaviour (aerosol production by cigarette smoke, for instance). 
radon 
Rn (gas) 
~. 
Rn :~ __ ~~~.--+~:, decay 
products 0----7--/ 
aerosol 
partldes 
Fig. 2 Radon decay product removal mechanism in the indoor environment 
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3 Determination of the radon exposnre 
As the consequence ofthe different behaviour ofRn and Rn daughters, there is 
no radioactive equilibrium between radon and its short-Iived decay products. In fact, 
mainly Rn daughters and only to a small extent radon gas itself contributes to the 
lung dose. Consequently both contributions have to be measured separatly. In 
practise, however, long-term integrated measurements of the Rn concentration are 
favoured because only these meaSUl'ements are representative for the estimation of 
radon exposure (Fig.3l. 
In order to describe the risk of radon exposure it is necessary to estimate the 
so-called equilibrium-equivalent radon concentmtion CeRn of the relevant short-
Iived Rn daughters in air. The value of CeRn is measured directly or is calculated 
from the measured Rn concentration CRn using the actual value of the so called 
equilibrium factor F. 
CeRn = F . CRn = 0.105 . Cl +0.516 . C2 + 0.379 . Ca + 5.254 . 10.8 • C4 
Cl. C2, Ca and C4 are the activity concentrations from 21SPo, 214Pb, 214Bi and 214Po. 
The equilibrium factor F = CeRn/CRn depends mainly on the indoor air exch"nge 
rate, the ael'osol concentration in the room and the source surface to volume ratio of 
the room. Representative indoor F-values for low aerosol concentrations al'e 0.2 to 
0.4 and for high aerosol concentrations 0.6 to 0.8. 
222Rn and short·ltved 
222Rn daughters In aIr 
grabsampllng 
Fig.3 Most frequently used techniques for the estimation ofthe radon exposure 
Another aspect to be considered is the influence ofunattached Rn daughters 
expected by the quantity fp, which is defined as the ratio of the equilibrium-
equivalent Rn concentration of the unattached activity CfeRn and that of the 
equlibrium-equivalent Rn concentration, fp=CfeRn/CeRn. In low ventilated rooms 
the mean value of the unattached fraction f,P of the equilibrium-equivalent Rn 
concentration was found to be 0.096 [ll- three bmes higher than previously proposed 
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by ICRP [17] - up to maximum values of 0.4 [2] and outdpor mean values of 0.02 [1]. 
Because of its smaller size and correspondingly greater diffusivity, a much larger 
dose contribution to the bronchial epithelium is expected from the unattached decay 
products than from those that are attached [3]. 
4 Measurement techniques 
4.1 Active detector system 
In general, active measurement techniques are applied for short-term, conti-
nuous and time integrated radon measurements using o-particle detectors, which 
require the relevant electronics, pumps and power supplies. For grab sampling ofRn 
gas these systems make use of ionisation chambers or scintillation chambers (Lucas 
cells), which count o-particles via scintillations from a ZnS/Ag layer using a 
photomultiplier. Filter methods analyse Rn decay products deposited on a filter. On 
the one hand, they make use of gross counting of 0-, p- or y-partic1es or 0-
spectrometry after aerosol yarticle deposition and, on the other hand, of a 
simultaneous spectrometry 0 the activity build-up already during the process of 
deposition. A representative slowing down spectrum of o-partic1es from 222Rn in air 
is shown in Fig. 4 and design principles ofdetectors in Fig. 5. 
I, 218R "R dN 
r- dE ~ (1x(EI]L 
"'Ro 
/ 
/ 1/ J "-
~ 
2345676 
AlPHA ENERGY (MeV) 
Fig.4 Slowing-down spectrum ofalpha particles from 222Rn in air 
Retrospective in-vivo measurements of the Rn exposure of uranium miners, 
for instance, are based on the y-measurement of 210Pb in the skull (biological half-
life 16 years) using a combination of three phoswich detectors. Within a KfK pilot 
study the lung exposure ofuranium miners before 1955 have been recently measured 
with a lowest detectable level of 62 Bq corresponding to radon exposures of about 
2.5 Sv (250 WLM) [4]. 
4.2 Passive detector systems 
For the estimation of representative indoor Rn concentrations mainly two 
types of passive measurement techniques are applied, the adsorption of Rn in 
charcoal and diffusion chambers. Grab sampling measurements make use of active 
charcoal which absorbes radon within a short period of exposure (about three days). 
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Fig.5 Design principles ofradon dosemeters [81 
Afterwards the y-rays from Rn decay products are counted in a NaI(T!) detector 
device. The dis advantages of this technique are the strongly humidity dependence of 
the Rn absorption in charcoal and the deficiency in the memory effect. This techni-
que does not integrate the radon concentration, and thus does not provide a mean 
value ofthe radon concentration. 
Radon diffusion chambers are the most frequently applied passive detectors 
for a time integrated measurement of radon gas. They make use mainly of passive 
solid state nuclear track detectors (SSNTD) such as polycarbonate (Makrofol DE) 
and OR-39 inside a plastic box which is closed by a hydrophobie filter. After chemical 
etching of the plastic detector the counted track density of a-particles is a measure of 
the mean Rn concentration integrated over a long-term exposure period of about 
three month up to one year. Rn diffusion chambers have been applied for country-
wide survey measurements of the Rn gas concentration. Instead of track etched 
detectors also thel'moluminescent detectors and electret detectol'S have been used. 
4.3 Estimation of the equilibrium factor 
The knowledge of the equilibrium factor F of Rn and Rn daughters is of high 
importance for the calculation of the indoor radon exposure using Rn diffusion 
chamber results, but the measured F-values have been estimated up to now mainly 
with active a-spectrometers by measuring simultaniously both, the Rn daughters 
concentration (01 + 04) in air and separatly the Rn gas concentration ORn. For indoor 
environments mean values between 0.3 and 0.4 have been adapted up to now, but the 
measured F-values vary between 0.1 and 0.6. 
Another way to estimate F=f(0l +O.jlORn) is the use of an open diffusion 
chamber or of a bare track etohed detector for the simultanious measurement of Rn 
and Rn daughters (Cl + 04 + ORnl and the results of a closed diffusion chamber (ORn). 
These techniques show, however, a strong systematic uncertainty due to the need of 
adifference measurement(Ol +04)=(01 +04+0Rnl - ORn' 
A recently developed technique makes use of a Rn diffusion chamber and a 
bare track etohed detector with a response in a small a-energy window resulting in a 
separate measurement of 214Po [5,61. The theoretical study of this technique which 
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estimates F = f(C.vCRnl directly by two counts confirmes the experimental finding, 
that the measurement uncertainty of the difference method does not provide a 
sufficiently accurate estimation of F (Fig. 6) [61. In the case; that the unattached 
fraction of Rn decay products val'ies from ab out 0.05 up to a valUe of 0.4, the }'elevant 
component ofthe systematic uncertainty for F=0.25, for instance, is expected to be 
+ 12 %1-36 % for the new technique (method Il) compared to + 112 %1-40 % for the 
difference method (method I), assuming counting errors of ±30 % and ±20 %, 
respectively. For the measurement of 214Po, Makrofol DE has been }'ecently 
optimized in the electrochemical etching (ECE) technique in order to offer adetector 
with an o-energy window between 6.1 and 7.5 MeV. This passive detector technique 
is a highly attractive alternative for active detector techniques due to the simul-
tanious, time integrated measurement ofboth, the Rn concentration and the F-value 
ofinterest. 
5 Indoor and outdoor radon concentrations 
The most frequently used monitoring methods for country wide surveys are 
grab sampling or time integrated measurements of Rn gas or in the case of special 
studies o-spectrometry ofshort-Iived Rn daughters in air [81. Assumptions have to be 
made for a representative equilibrium factor F between Rn gas and Rn daughters 
using up to now short-term measurements. 
Survey programmes for estimating the average Rn exposure of the public and 
its variation are mainly based on Rn diffusion chamber measurements which 
integrate the radon exposure over aperiod of at least several months. Integration 
over a long period of time seems to be the only way to avoid errors of the grab 
sampling technique. Representative results ofradon surveys in various countries are 
given in Table 1. 
0.5 
S 0.2 
" <l § 
." I 0.1 
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...... / 
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Ratio of activity concentralions 
Fig.6 Estimation ofthe equilibrium factor as a function ofactivity concentration 
ratios using track etched detectors and time integrated measurements 
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Table 1: Mean indoor 222Rn concentration in various countries [7-131 
Country Noof Rn MedianSD Reference 
homes concen- [%] 
monitored tration 1) 
[Bq/m3] 
Austria 1000 15 9 Steinhäusler et al. 1982 
Canada 9999 13 2.7 McGregor et al. 1980 
Finland 4500 90 4 Castren et al. 1987 
France 1552 50 2.6 Rannou 1987 
Germany 5970 40 1.8 Urban et al. 1985 
Ireland 1036 58 2 McLaughlin & Wasiolek 
Japan 251 19 2 1988 
Sweden 500 53 (69) 2) Aoyama et al. 1987 
UK 2000 15 2.6 Swedjemark & Mjones 1984 
USA 817 33 2.8 Green et al. 1985 
Switzerland 453 38 2.36 Nero et al. 1986 
Völkle et al. 1992 
1) median value 2) apartements (detached) 
Water content in the atmosphere, differences in the temperature and pressure 
between ground and the air are the main reasons for the strongly local and time de-
pendent changes of the indoor and outdoor Rn concentration (Fig. 7). For the inter-
pretstion of a mean Rn concentration grap sampling results are not applicable be-
cause they do not average even the very large dai!y variation. 
The outdoor Rn exposure depends on the Rn concentration of soi! gas and the 
radon supply from the radium content in the ground. By diffusion into soi! air and 
humidity, Rn reaches the atmosphere as weil as the ground and surface water. 
Reasons for local variations in the outdoor Rn concentration near the ground are 
differences in the radium content of the soi!, the porosity and the permeability of the 
ground. Table 2 gives representative radon concentrations for outdoors and inside 
bui!dings. 
The resulting indoor radon concentration which exceeds the outdoor concen-
tration depends on the radon emanation rate Q of the building matet'ials, the size of 
the room and the exchange to the outdoor air. Equilibrium between indoor and 
outdoot· air results in an indoor radon concentration 
Q·s 
CRn,indoor= €p. V + CRn,outdoor 
with Q=exhalations rate, S=size of source surface, V=volume of the room, <1>= 
number of air exchanges (3 to 0.5/h for c10sed windows, for instsnce). 
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Table 2: Representative 222Rn concentrations in the environment 
1 200 
d 
z 
0 
0 
" ~ 100 
222Rn in the environment 
ground water 
surface water 
soi! air 
above ground 
indoor air 
I. 1. ,. 
10-30 Bq·l·l 
<1-10 Bq·l-l 
1-10 kBq·m·3 
10 Bq·m·3 
45 Bq·m·3 
4. S. 6. 7. .. 
SEPTeMBER 1991 
,. 
Fig.7 Time dependent variation ofthe indoor and outdoor Rn concentration and 
ofpressure and temperature differences between indoor and outdoor [14] 
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6 Radon exposure 
The estimation of the radon exposure caused by inhalation ofRn and its pro ge-
ny in terms of the annual effective dose is not unproblematic because of the assump-
tions which have to be made for the dose conversion factors and the exposure condi-
tions. According to ICRP 50 [17] and UNSCEAR [18] the dose conversion factor for 
an equilibrium-equivalent indoor 222Rn concentration is 0.09 mSv (effective dose) 
per Bqm-a and year. Representative data for the contributions of the indoor (19 hld) 
and outd001' (5 hld) exposure1 and the Rn concentration with the relevant equilibri-
um factors (OUtd001' 10 Bq·m-", F = 0.8, indoor 45 Bq·m·a, F = 0.35) result in Germany, 
for instance, in an effective dose of about 1.3 mSv, In 1 % of monitored dwellings the 
mean indoor Rn concentration exceeds a value of 220 Bq·m·a [9]. 
In many countries the individual and also the collective doses from radon in 
dwellings are substantialiy higher than those that would be permitted in occupatio-
nal exposure. Action levels around 200 Bq·m·a for Rn gas in dwellings al'e therefore 
introduced above which remedial actions are recommended, such as higher room 
ventilation or changes in the conventional building practice. 
For higher levels of the Rn concentration at workplaces it seems to be 
necessary to consider an occupationall'adon exposure. This is, however, a contro-
versly discussed problem up to now, because, on the one hand, the epidemiological 
evidence for a higher risk of lung cancer in those buildings is missing. On the other 
hand, there are general problems to monitore those workplaces. Under discussion 
are Rn gas concentrations of 400 up to 1000 Bq·m·a taking into account a working 
time of2000 hlyear. 
7 Radonrisk 
Generally , the risk of Rn related lung cancer is assessed by using information 
available from the uranium miners studies. With the present technique and uncer-
tainty it is difficult ifnot impossible to distinguish the contribution ofRn only, smo-
king only or Rn with smoking to the number of lung cancers in the population. Ef-
fects on individuals exposed at lower concentrations, especially non smokers, are less 
certain and still controversly discussed. On the other hand, a significant correlation 
between high indoor Rn exposures in dwellings and the frequency of lung cancer has 
not been found up to now. It is therefore open for discussion wether the current ICRP 
concept [15-17] is applicable also for the public, which assumes a linear no-threshold 
relationsship between Rn exposure and the incidence of lung cancer and a quality 
factor for a-particles, which could be too high. 
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SEASONAL VARIATION OF RAOON 
CONCENTRATION IN EGYPTION DWELLINGS' 
G. M. HASSIB 
National Centre for Nuclear Safety and Radiation Contral, 
Atomic Energy Authority 
11762 Nasr City, P.O. Box 7551, Cairo, Egypt. 
ABSfRACT 
Radon concentrations in Egyption dwellings were measured during 
winter and summer seasons. These measurements were done by using the KFK 
radon dosimeter whlch incorporate Makrofol track etch detector. Calibration 
of this detection system was done in the radon calibration facility of the 
Karlsruhe Nuclear Research Center, Germany. 
The survey programme includes indoor and outdoor measurements in 
different tOHnS In EgyPt. The results of the field measurements have shown 
that indoor radon concentrations in Egypt varies between 3 and 47 Bqm with a 
mean value of 13 Bqm in the winter season and 7 Bqm in the summer season. The 
seasonal variation has shown an increase by a factor of 2 between winter and 
summer. 
Comparisons between the measured data in Egypt and other reported 
data in different countrites are given. 
1- INTRODUCT!ON: 
The interest in radon measurements has increased dur1ng the last 10 
years. One 1mportant reason for this is the increased knowledge of radon 
measur1ng techniques and the associated r1sks. 
A number of passive and act1ve techniques have been devloped by 
different laboratories for the monitorihg of radon and Its decay products. 
In this stud~, a summary 1s given about the application of nuclear 
track detectors for radon measurements in Egyptlan dwellings (1), by using 
the KFK-passive radon dosimeter (2). This dosimeter consists of a 
polycarbonate nuclear track detector foil mounted inside a cup. The mouth of 
the cup 1s closed with a filter paper to allow radon to enter but to exclude 
decay products. After exposure, the detector foil is etched chemically and 
electrochemically and the tracks are counted by a microfisch reader. 
*This work has been done within the German Cooperation in Scientiflc Research 
& Technological Development KFA-IB w1th the Egyptian Atomlc Energy Authority. 
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2- CALCULATION OF RADON CONCENTRATION: 
The KFK-passive radon dosimeter was callbrated in the radon 
calibration facility of. the Karlsruhe Nuclear Research Center, In Germany. In 
thls facility, a dry radlum-226 source 15 used to provide the measured 
quantities of radon-222 gas. A known concentration of radon can be clrculated 
In achamber of about 0.5 m volume, In wich the radon dosimeters can be 
lrradlated. A constant flow rate 15 malntalned during the whole exposure 
period. In the mean time, a surface barrter detector 1s located In the same 
place of the track etch detector in the radon dosimeter. The surface barrler 
detector 1s connected with a multlchannel analyser for spectrometric 
measurements. 
In thls facility the radon concentration flow rate is directly 
correlated with nominal actlvity of the radium source. Also, the surface 
barrier spectrometer provldes information about the energy distribution of 
alpha particles involved, and the relative contribution of each energy group. 
The radon concentration was calculated f'rom the equation : 
C 
Where c 
N 
No 
A 
t 
E 
E . t . A 
= Ra9-0n concentration in Bq m" 
= Total tracks counted of the exposed foil 
= Total tracks counted of the llOexposed foil. 
= S~anning area in cm2 
= Field exposure time in days (d). 
= Calibration factor in ( Tracks. cm'3 / 2 cm . KBq d. ). 
Based on intercomparison measurement ( 3). The calibration factor 
was f ound to be 
f. = 15 Track. cm' / cm2.. KBq d. 
This factor is valid only for the KFK passive dosimeter by using 
Makrofol-DE 300 um thick to be etched under the previously mentioned 
conditions. 
3- FIELD APPLICATION: 
A survey program was made in dwellings sltuated largely in centers of 
population in Calro, Alexandria, Damietta and Rosetta. The mentioned sites 
were supplied with one or two radon dosimeters placed in bedroom, or 
Ilvingroom and outdoor in the balcony. 
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Measurements were made in two runs; one durlng the summer season and 
the ether durlng the winter season for an exposure time of about 100 days 
each. 
3.1 Indoor Measurements 
After exposure, the detector falls were etched and evaluated. The 
lower limit of detection for these measurements was estimated empirically as 
3 times the standard· deviation of the unexposed background fol1s. The 
equivalent value of this limit in terms of radon concentratlon was found to 
be 3 Bq m . TabIe ( 1 ) shows summaries of indoor radon concentration in Bq m 
during winter and summer survey runs, respectively. 
Table ( 1): A comparison of indoor radon concentration in Bqm 
durlng winter and summer seasons. 
oBI Minim~ I Mean standard Coefflcient of deviation . variation 
Winter [IJITJ 14 11 83 % Swnmer 13 3 7 4 49 % 
As expected, the mean radon concentration during the winter season 
was found to be higher by a factor of two compared with that in summer 
season. This may attributed to the reduction in ventilation rates in dwelling 
during the winter time. Table {2] shows a comparison between indoor 
concentration during summer and winter season with other measurement carried 
out in Saudi Arabia ( 4 ) and Italy ( 5 ). 
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Table ( 2 ): Comparlson of Indoor radon concentration ( Bq m ) 
in different countries 
Radon Egypt Saudi Arabia Italy 
concentration 
Bq m Summer Winter Summer Winter Summer Winter 
. 
Maximum 13 47 85 160 122 158.1 
Minimum 3 3 15 44 5.5 7.8 
Mean 7 14 42 89 56.1 51.4 
Standard D. 4 11 18 33 29.4 37.3 
Coefficient 49X 83% - - - -
of Variation 
Reference This work ( 4 ) I ( 5 ) 
3.2 Outdoor Measurement. 
I 
Siml1arly, outdoor meaßurements were carrled out in the same survey 
program. Table ( 3) shows summaries of the outdoor measurements durlng the 
summer and winter seasons. 
Table (3 ): Outdoor radon concentratlon in Bqm J during 
summer and winter seasons 
EJ Maximum Minimum Mean Standard Coefficien deviation of variation 
Summer 10 3 5 2 45% 
. 
Winter 23 3 11 5 46% 
As expected, the higher mean level in winter ( higher than In summer 
by a factor of two), results from the fact that the vertical dispersion is 
better in summer. This dlfference may be expected between day time and nlght 
measurements ( 6 ). 
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A comparison between the outdoor radon 
by different techniques in some countries is 
-, 
concentration in Bqm mesured 
shown in Table ( 4) . The 
differences in the mean values of radon concentration in this table, can be 
accomodated within the natural statistica1 f1uctuations. It was also reported 
in the UNSCEAR report (1988) that, the annua1 average of population 
weighted outdoor radon concentration is 5 Bq m . 
Tah1e ( 4 ): Comparison of outdoor mean radon concentration 
-, in Bqm in different countries and in Egypt 
Egypt UK Germany USA Slovenia, 
Passive Passive - spectroscopy - Yugoslavia 
Passive 
Range in 5 - 11 3.4 6.7 8-12 5 - 20 
Bqm 
Refernce This work 7 7 7 I 8 I 
Tahle (5 ) shows a comparison between indoor and out?oor mesurement 
in summer and winter seasons in Egypt. The difference between indoor and 
outdoor radon concentration was found to be relatively sma1l due to the 
non-tight building style in Egyptian dwellings. 
Season 
Winter 
Summer 
Tah1e ( 5 ): A comparison between indoor and outdoor 
mean radon concentration 
Indoor Bqffi.1 Outdoor BqrilJ Difference Bqm3 
14 11 3 
7 5 2 
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